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� 35” long, 9.3” wide and 8.5” deep
� Weight 40.8#
� Spreading distance 14.1”
� Operating pressure 10,500

PSI
� Maximum cutting force 104,850#
� Maximum spreading force 72,216#
� Maximum pulling force 11,700#
� Lowest spreading force 7,126#
� Lowest pulling force 7,733#
� NFPA 1936 level rating A6/B8/C6/D8/E7

� These tools provide the mobility to
get the job done no matter the location or the situation

� Truly hydraulic, there is no sacrificing of cutting
and spreading forces as in other battery tools

� Self-contained, portable, low-profile system
� Safety on/off button and easily controlled by a finger-operated

deadman control
� Compliment your existing gas driven hydraulic systems
� Complete line of tools for all of your extrication needs

� 36.8” long, 8.5” wide and 8.5” deep
� Weight 47#
� Maximum spreading force 29,674#
� Opening 24.4”
� Operating pressure 10,500 PSI
� NFPA 1936 level rating

A6/B8/C6/D8/E7

� 21.3” long, 11.4” wide and
4.5” deep

� Weight 35.7#
� 35.8” open length
� Operating pressure 10,500 PSI
� Maximum spreading force 24,953#
� NFPA approved

� 28 volt, 3 amp hour capacity
� LED power gauge
� Single or 3 bay 110 volt

chargers available

� 37.5” long, 10.6” wide and 8.5” deep
� Weight 52.6#
� Cutting force 236,250#
� Opening 7.9”
� Boron capable
� NXTgen blade inserts
� NFPA 1936 Rating: A8/B9/C7/D9/E9

� Unique rescue tool that can be
used to open doors, create
insertion space for airbags, plus
a wide range of uses to make
space in tight places

� Tool design includes a strike plate
on the back side of the unit that
allows the rescuer to pound it
into tight spaces

� Tool has 5.5” of spread and 22,000#
of spreading force

� 34” long, 4.7” wide and 9” deep
� Weight 28#

$365.00 $147.50 $275.00 $365.00



� Two connections and two tool simultaneous
use

� 18” long, 14.8” wide and 18.8” deep
� 67#
� 6.5 horsepower Honda engine with

overdrive
� 10,500 psi
� NFPA compliant
� Available with OSC couplers

� 31.1” long, 9.7” wide and 8.2” deep
� 45#
� 28” arm opening
� 74,250# maximum spread force
� 10,500 psi
� NFPA compliant
� Available with OSC couplers
�

� Boron capability
� Titanium blade inserts
� 33” long, 10.4” wide

and 9.3” deep
� 43.9#
� 8” blade opening

(curved blade)
� 10,500 psi
� NFPA 1936 rating of

A8/B9/C8/D9/E9
� Available with OSC couplers

� OSC (one step coupler) provides the ability
to “swap” rescue tools while the hydraulic
line is charged to give extra seconds and
man power when needed

� Available for purchase with new tools and
power units or as upgrade kits for any brand
of existing tools

� Push button control
� D ring handle rotates

360 degrees and can
be completely removed

� Tips are removable via speed pins
� 33.8” long, 8.5” wide and 7.8”  deep
� 40.7#
� 16.7” arm opening
� 22,000# maximum spreading force
� 10,500 psi
� NFPA 1936 rating of A8/B9/C8/D9/E9

�  Available in four sizes:  21”, 31”, 41” and 55”
� 32,300# maximum spread force and 10,300#

maximum pull force
� 10,500# PSI
� Push button control
� NFPA compliant
� Telescopic rams are also available

� Saves you precious seconds where they
count most

� The kit comes  with a 5” and 10” extension,
pulling attachments for chain evolutions and
specially designed angled “V” wedge

� Available for new or old style rams
OLD STYLE #ART.011.500.0 -
NEW STYLE #ART.011.515.2 -

� Specially designed to work with Genesis
ram devices to minimize the risk of
slippage during use

� Each support has three base mounts
for the ram to push from, allowing a
shorter ram to make a wider opening

� Available in two sizes
REGULAR #ART.011.200.0 -
LARGE #ART.011.205.0 -

� Genesis hose reels are available
in either electric or manual
rewind and for all different
lengths of hose up to
100 feet

� Hose sections are
available with
standard or
OSC couplings
and a variety
of lengths for use on
reels or as extension hoses

� Hose colors available are red, blue, yellow and black
� Please contact us for detailed information on the different

hoses available to best suit your needs

� The NXTgen blade inserts are a new
technology from Genesis Rescue
Systems

� Designed with the new Boron and Ultra High
Strength Steels in mind, the NXTgen blades are
made to be replaced to keep a sharp cutting edge

� Sharp blades cut much better than dull blades and
also protect blades from catastrophic failure
keeping replacement costs to a minimum

� The blade inserts are a cost effective way to keep performance of your
cutter near 100%, and can be changed by rescue personnel on scene in a
matter of a couple minutes with simple tools
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� High grade aluminum
stabilization kit

� Low profile and weighs
only 70#

� Standard kit includes
two 27-42” Kodiak
struts, two 15” strut
extensions, two 30”
strut extensions and
two ratchet straps with J
hooks in convenient carry bag

� Deluxe kit includes two extra
ratchet straps with J hooks

STANDARD #ART.500.100.1 -
DELUXE #ART.500.102.2 -

� Includes everything a rescuer needs
to prep a vehicle for extrication

� Included is a glass cutter, hacksaw,
plug kit, patient blanket, seat belt
cutter, glass punch, various wrenches
and cutting tools, hood release tool
and spare hacksaw blades in a
carrying case

� Individual components are
available for purchase and/or replacement

#ART97000 -

� Upgrade your Kodiak
kit with this accessory kit

� Features three new
heads designed to make
stabilization easier

� Kit includes Conical point head,
chain wedge head, “V” head, 3#
dead blow hammer, (8) spikes and carrying case

#ART.500.200.0 -

� Provides stabilization for
overturned or side lying vehicles

� Eliminates the need for boxed
cribbing in many situations and
can reduce the time required to
stabilize the vehicle

� Kit includes (2) 4x4 extender
sleeves, (2) ratchet straps with
C-hook, (2) gripper tops and storage bag

#ART.505.200.1 -

� Strong and durable cribbing device
specifically designed for rescue
operations

� Just push into place and it
automatically adjusts to the
contour of the object

� Polyurethane design is lighter than wood and won’t crack or splinter and is
resistant to oil, water, bloodborne pathogens and many chemicals

#ART.317.015.2 -

� Mineral based fluid for use in 10,500 PSI
systems and phosphate ester for 5,000 PSI
systems
Fluid is compatible for Genesis equipment
as well as most other hydraulic rescue systems

$9.25 $37.00 $14.50
$35.25 $137.50 $53.75

� Adjustable mounting brackets for all
Genesis, Freedom and First Responder
Series spreaders, cutters and
combination tools

� These brackets are for vertical mounting
of rescue tools and are adjustable from
0-180 degrees in 15 degree increments

� Heavy duty, cast aluminum bracket
powder
coated to deter oxidation and
galvanometric corrosion

� Ram and power unit brackets also
available

� Designed specifically for use on forms
of mass transit such as city buses
and trains to allow for making
successive straight cuts into the
sidewall of any bus or rail car

� 30.3” long, 6.4” wide x 11.3” deep
� 43#
� 10,500 psi
� 69,300 lb cutting force
� NFPA compliant

� Steel braided high pressure (10,500 psi)
hydraulic hose

� Available in red, yellow, blue and black
� Available in 16’, 20’, 30’, 33’ 50’ 66’ or

100’ sections
� Standard or OSC couplings can be

provided on both ends or can be mixed
to have one style of each on the hose

� Used tool packages as well as individual
components for most common hydraulic
rescue tool manufacturers including but
not limited to Amkus, Hurst, Holmatro
and TNT
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� Multi-use forcible entry tool that can be used
to open hoods on car fires, make purchase
points to expose hinges and Nader pins, in
confined space and structural collapse
situations can help free victims

� Spreads to 4-1/8” and produces 20,000#
of spreading force

� Also available with cutter and mini-spreader
STANDARD KIT #ART.330.000.0  -
KIT WITH CUTTER #ART.330.010.0 -

� Designed for heavy metal cutting situations
� Operates up to 300 psi for quick and

powerful cutting through the heaviest
materials

� Includes an impact wrench and (12)
standard and metric sockets for
removing obstacles traditionally

� Also available with an impact kit
STANDARD KIT #ART89501 -
WITH IMPACT KIT #ART89502 -

� Airbag design provides an increased surface area
which provides greater stability when stacking bags

� Available in four sizes
� Controller and shut-off with relief valve available

� Comes with everything you need to protect
yourself and the patient from sharp edges in
and around a vehicle extrication

� Includes one large cover, one medium cover,
two small covers and a carrying case

#ART.803.469.9 -

22” x 22” x 1” 22.7 TON 7.7 TON 6.7”
24” x 24” x 1” 27.7 TON 12 TON 6.7”
31” x 31” x 1” 46.4 TON 20 TON 8”
36” x 36” x 1” 74.1 TON 35 TON 8”

� Quickest way to remove glass
 from autos

� The retractable blade is used
to cut through windshields
quickly and easily

� The spring punch in the top
handle of the tool is used to
remove the tempered glass in side and rear windows

� The back handle is notched to remove windows that are “rolled down”
and for removing hydraulic lifts on hatchbacks

TOOL #ART50012 -
SPARE BLADE #ART50015 -

� Unlike most spring punches - these pull
back keeping the rescuer’s hand from
going through the window

� Simply hold the pointed end on the glass
to be broken, pull back on the ringed end a few inches and release

#ART.345.100.1 -

� Available in four sizes - 24”, 30”, 36”
and 42” and in standard finish or black
with your choice of standard pry head or
metal cutting head

� Pinned and welded head to provide more
rigidity and to guarantee that the head will not
come off

� The Super Grip handle is designed not to twist
or slip

$213.00 $222.50 $232.00 $241.50
$227.50 $236.50 $245.75 $255.00
$222.50 $231.75 $241.00 $250.25
$241.00 $250.50 $259.75 $361.50

� Innovative tool with a variety of
uses on the fire ground

� 8# head available with notch
or without notch

� Combines the two working ends
of the flat head and pick head axe

� Available with a variety of overall
lengths (note:  28” tool is not
long enough to utilize as a married pair)

$179.50 $179.50 $179.50
$179.50 $179.50 $179.50 $179.50

� Special tool designed for
pulling all types of lock
cylinder from glass or solid
doors

� Kit includes K-Tool, (2) lock
tool keys, shove knife, instruction
manual and leather carrying pouch

#K-TOOL -
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� Pick and flathead
axes available in a
variety of 36”
handles and weights

6# FLAT $55.00 $47.50
6# PICK $62.50 $48.00
8# FLAT $142.50
8# PICK $142.50

� 3.75# axe with 36” wood handle
� Designed to cut through heavy

brush and even small trees
#WPL-4 -

� Chrome plated axe sheath and clip holder
SET -
SHEATH ONLY -
CLIP ONLY -

� Fits a 6# pick head axe
� Made of top grain leather and riveted for

strength
� Clips on belts up to 2.5” wide

#9100 -

� Made of forged polished steel with an
ergonomically designed fiberglass
19” long handle

� Weighs less than 3# and is center balanced
AXE #69100 -
LEATHER SHEATH #9160 -

� Protect yourself and your equipment
with this cover

#P-APC -

� 15” long drop forged steel crash axe with
rubber handle

� Rubber handle insulated for 20,000 volts
� Weighs 2.5 lbs.
� Sheath constructed of durable Tanera®

SMOOTH CUTTING EDGE #D42 -
SERRATED CUTTING EDGE #D56 -
AXE SHEATH #560 -

� Unique design makes it useful as an axe, hydrant
wrench, hammer, nail pull and gas shut-off in addition
to its pry point, cutting edge and prying edge

� 15” long and weighs less than 4 pounds
� Available in square hydrant wrench or pentagon

hydrant wrench style
� Leather sheath available

PENTAGON STYLE #QA-15-PLS -
SQUARE STYLE #QA-15-SLS -
SHEATH ONLY #QA-LS -

� One of the most popular tools in the fire
service today

� All new three-piece design forged from
heavy-duty steel

� Available in black or chrome

� Locks together a force axe and a hooligan tool
� Perfectly balanced sling lets you carry

both tools, hands free
#IRS-125 -

� One of the best-known
rescue tools in the
business

� #711-RK with a 2100
BPM .401 shank standard
duty hammer

� #811-RK with a 2800
BPM .401 shank heavy
duty hammer

� #911-RK with a 1560 BPM
.498 shank super duty hammer

STANDARD DUTY KIT #711-RK  -
HEAVY DUTY KIT #811-RK -
SUPER HEAVY DUTY KIT #911-RK -

� Fastest manual glass cutting tool made
� Easy to use and is safer for both victims

and users
� Great for removing glass from a vehicle

SAW #GMM-1 -
REPLACEMENT BLADE #GMM-B46 -

$152.50 $157.50 $162.50 $194.50
$165.00 $167.50 $182.50 $205.00

� May be safely used in crew area on fire
apparatus

� Set mounts the QUIC-BAR style tools
with the pointed surfaces toward the
wall or mounting surface

� Third party tested to 9G to meet NFPA 1901-09 standard
#MB-SQB -
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� 5 tools in one: seatbelt cutter, striking hammer to shatter
window, needle to deflate airbags, LED light and whistle

� Also includes a glow-in-the-dark decal
� High impact plastic body with a forged steel head
� Length: 7” and weight: 5 oz.

#7000 -

� This small tool can save your life
� Spring loaded window punch and seat

belt cutter in a break apart style key ring
#ROM100 -

� Bridges the gap between small pocket
sized tools and large heavy ones

� This unique tool can be used as an axe,
hammer, spanner, pry bar, gas shut off,
door stop, glass breaker, etc.

� There is also a heavy duty leather sheath
option that includes a carrying strap

TOOL #HRTP -
SHEATH AND STRAP #HRTP-SH -

� Variation of a pike pole developed specially
for pulling ceilings, especially when dealing
with plaster lathe

� Has a true chisel tip that can penetrate any wall
or ceiling to gain leverage with no lack of strength

� Heavy duty steel pole with D-handle design
5’ #WYNN-5D -
6’ #WYNN-6D -

� One piece drop forged and heat
treated with self-extinguishing celtex
grips

� “14  in 1” features in a one piece tool
� Axe, hammer, spanner wrench,

windshield cutter, rappelling ring, gas shut-off,
water shut-off, battery disconnect, dry wall
cutter, forcible entry, hinge remover, pry
bar, storz latch opener and hood remover

� Available in 22” or 26” lengths
TOOL -
LEATHER SHEATH -

� Multiple purpose forcible entry tool can get you
out of a dangerous situation fast

� 36” innovative tool combines the utility of a
pry-bar, sledge hammer and multi-purpose
hook into one easy-to-use tool

#RF-36 -

� Designed to perform reliably through
the toughest use and abuse seen in
today’s fire service

� This all around tool can be used for forcible
entry, prying, sounding, venting, probing,
pulling ceiling, opening walls and much more

� Length based on overall length of tool including
head and foot

� Available with optional carrying strap
36” #AGH-36 -
48” #AGH-48 -
72” #AGH-72 -
STRAP -
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� Five Tools in One: axe, pry tool, sledge, ram and D-handle
� Constructed of high carbon heat treated steel with solid

black or yellow fiberglass handle
� 6.5# heads are available with 30”, 35” or 40” handles
� 8.5# heads are available with 35” or 40” handles

6.5# HEADS
8.5# HEADS -

� Variable mounting brackets are
designed to accommodate various
diameter tools and equipment

� Powder coated aluminum brackets
with durable flexible draw latches hold
the tools firmly in place

� Horizontal and vertical styles available
for sizes 1” to 1.3” and 1.3” to 1.6”

� Price listed per bracket

$17.50 $19.50
$18.50 $20.50

� Designed for use with 18” to 36" bolt cutters, with
adjustable stop and pin

� Utility straps hold the bolt cutter handles firmly in place
� One each BCB-FS-05 fixed strap and one each

BCB-VS-0565 variable strap
#BCB -

$105.00 $132.50 $155.00 $180.00

� Suitable for medium-hard and soft bolts, rods,
rivets, bars, chains, concrete rods, etc.

$75.00 $110.00 $155.00 $185.00

� Heavy-duty center cut with fiberglass
handles

� Size listed is overall length



� Available in 8#, 10# or 12# heads with
36” yellow fiberglass handle

8 POUND  #FHY-8 -
10 POUND #FHY-10 -
12 POUND #FHY-12 -

� Designed for use with 2 to 16 pound double-
faced sledge hammers

� Also used with 1 to 3 pound dead blow hammers
#SHB -

� Pinch point pry bar in a variety of lengths
� Weights and lengths are approximate

6# -  36” #PPB-36 -
12# - 51” #PPB-51 -
18# - 60” #PPB-60 -

� Raised style
� Two-piece chromed bracket set

#CHR55Z01C -

� Sturdy fiberglass handle with 1# or 2#
rubber head

1 POUND #13110 -
2 POUND #13120 -

� 48” Ultra-Lite handle for round or square
point and 27” D-handle scoop shovel

ROUND POINT #RS-48F -
SQUARE POINT #SS-48F -
SCOOP #AS-27D -

� Multi-purpose tool for use in every situation
� This tool allows for flexibility and versatility

from the same handle
� Simply disengage the locking mechanism and

attach the desired tool or hook for the job
� Includes 3’ dry wall hook, squeegee, square

nose shovel, push broom, 4’ extension and
two (2) 4’ handles

� A must have for every fire apparatus
� Individual components also available for purchase

#AP-SK -

� Durable wooden handle brooms
with palmyra fiber ends

EACH -
CASE OF 12 -

� Heavy-duty fiberglass or
wood handles with thick rubber
swatting pad

� Designed to knock down, smother
and extinguish small grassland or
wildland fires

WOOD HANDLE #FB-15 -
FIBERGLASS HANDLE #UL-FB-60F -

� This tempered steel rake is a
must for grass fire fighting

� Four specially sharpened teeth allow
for ease of chopping, raking, cutting
and moving debris on any fire line

� Available with either 60” fiberglass or wood handle
WOOD HANDLE #FR-12 -
FIBERGLASS HANDLE #UL-FR-600F -

� Sturdy non-conductive pike
poles

� 1.25” fiberglass rod
� Lengths 10’ and up are shipped

sleeved

STANDARD $31.50 $35.50 $52.00 $56.00 $76.00 $84.00 $89.50 $99.00 $123.50
RUBBISH HOOK $55.00 $59.50 $76.00 $80.00 $100.00 $107.50 $113.50 $123.50 $147.50

DRY WALL HOOK $58.50 $63.00 $79.50 $83.50 $103.50 $111.00 $117.00 $126.50 $151.00
SHREDDER $62.00 $66.00 $82.50 $87.00 $107.00 $114.50 $120.50 $130.00 $154.00

D-HANDLE (ADD TO ABOVE
PRICE) $17.50 $17.50 $17.50 $17.50 $17.50 $17.50 $17.50 $17.50 $17.50

MULTI-PURPOSE HOOK WITH
RAM KNOB $57.50 $61.50 $78.00 $82.00 $102.00 $109.50 $115.50 $125.50 $149.50

� Unique roof tool system with a variety of uses
� Includes rubbish hook, pike pole, D-handle

and 4’ extension
#AP-VK -

� Chrome plated bracket
HORIZONTAL #FBP58Z01C -
VERTICAL #SMP59Z01C -
RING #PR61Z01C -
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� Powerful 95cc 2-cycle gas
engine

� 14” circular saw with constant
 “ready start” ignition switch

� Includes large “D” handle
� Chrome powder painted

blade guard with “D” ring for
saw sling

� Available as saw only or with
aluminum treadplate case and

“kit” supplies
SAW ONLY #K-12FD -
KIT #STKD12FD-F -
14” MAXIBLADE #TMB14 -
14” PIRAYA BLADE #PIRA-14FD -
WARTHOG BLADE #WH1212 -
REPLACEMENT SLING #RS12FD -

� Cuts through wood framing, asphalt
shingles, metal roofs and more

� Patented adjustable depth
gauge system precisely
controls depth of cut

� Depth gauge reduces user
fatigue and protects the operator

� New X-TORO engine increases torque
over a wider RPM range for maximum cutting power

� Powerful, dependable, easy to start and use
� Raptor Multi-Cut carbide chain
� Box kit includes aluminum carrying case, saw base

with strap, oil and gas containers
16” #TV400-051 -
20” #TV400-050 -
BOX KIT #TV455-013 -
16” REPLACEMENT CARBIDE CHAIN #TV415-001 -
20” REPLACEMENT CARBIDE CHAIN #TV415-002 -

� Depth gauge allows for
measured cuts and
acts as a safety guard

� The self-cleaning design of the
chain makes for fast cutting

� The rugged and lightweight
power head exceeds competitors

� Available with full guard/depth
gauge or new Quick Silver Depth
Gauge

16” FULL GUARD/DEPTH GAUGE #SV3-16 -
20” FULL GUARD/DEPTH GAUGE #SV3-20 -
16” QUICK SILVER DEPTH GAUGE #SV3-16-QS -
20” QUICK SILVER DEPTH GAUGE #SV3-20-QS -
STEEL CASE #SV2820 -
ALUMINUM CASE #SV2810 -

� 375K model includes a 5 horsepower,
74cc engine with a 4650 rpm blade speed

� 14” diameter blade has a cut depth of
4.75”

� Available as a saw only without blades or
depth gauge or saw kit with D-Ring starter
handle, stabilization roller, 14” Concrete
Diamond blade and depth gauge

SAW ONLY #TV406-706 -
SAW KIT #TV406-506 -
STEEL SAW BOX #TV455-09 -

� Complete line of durable diamond cutoff saw blades
for emergency and rescue applications

� 14” blade size standard
� All-Cut model is an “all purpose” blade,

Ventmaster is a rescue and demolition
blade, Concrete is a general purpose
concrete blade, Ductile Iron is a
iron/pipe blade

� Diamond blades are not recommended for aluminum
ALL-CUT RESCUE #TV406-101 -
VENTMASTER #TV406-074 -
CONCRETE #TV406-081 -
DUCTILE IRON #TV406-091 -

� Makes it easy to carry the VentMaster saw
while leaving both hands free

� Important safety equipment when climbing
a ladder or walking across a roof structure

� Wide webbing attaches to the saw with
quick release hooks

� Detaches in seconds
#TV455-02 -

� High performance 14” saw designed
for the fire and rescue service

� Rugged, lightweight engine turns an
industrial diamond blade that’s
voracious enough to cut through a
variety of materials including
residential roofing, concrete and
rebar, and sheet metal – all without
the use of water

� Available with optional kits in a
treadplate case or steel case

SAW #SVC3-14 -
TREADPLATE KIT #SVC3-14-KIT-AL -
STEEL KIT #SVC3-14-KIT-ST -
14” TIGER TOOL BLADE SVC310-14 -
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� Made from 100% recycled plastics
� Aggressive patterned, slip-resistant

pyramid-locking surface
� Rope handle standard

$13.00 $16.25
$28.00 $34.50
$99.00 $123.75

� Made from 100% recycled plastics
� Aggressive patterned, slip-resistant surface
� Cleaner and safer than wood
� Rope handle standards

� Made from 100% recycled plastics
� Built-in hand hold
� Lightweight yet very stable base

dimensions
� Small weighs 16 pounds and medium weighs

35 pounds

$105.00 $131.00
$205.00 $256.50

� Made from 100% recycled plastics
� Built-in hand hold
� Saves crucial time in set up
� Lightweight yet very stable base

dimensions
� 64 pounds

$329.50 $412.00

� Made from 100% recycled plastics
� Stable Lincoln logs cribs interlock as they stack
� Three notches top and bottom allow for

use as either 2-box or 3-box crib
� Built-in handle design

� Made from 100% recycled plastics
� Kit includes:  two (2) #SC-1 step chocks,

 two (2) #3W wedges, one (1) #1B lock
block, one (1) #2B lock block and
carrying bag

$429.00 $536.00
� Made from 100% recycled plastics
� Lego-type surface allows blocks to

interlock for stability

$15.50 $19.25
$29.75 $37.25
$42.75 $53.50

� Made from 100% recycled plastics
� Prevents air bags from punctures

due to debris
� 24” square pad

#BP2424 -

� Fast, easy way to carry cribbing and wedges
� Handles at top and sides
� Holds 9 pieces of cribbing
� Dimensions are 11” x 9” x 18”

#CT -

� Prevents air bag punctures from the top
� Twin carrying lanyards
� Dimensions:  20” x 20” x ¾”

#TBP -

� Put all of your cribbing right at your side
� Constructed of 22 oz. reinforced truck vinyl
� 17” wide x 13” deep x 14” high

#890RD -

� Tired of tying up loose ends of a salvage cover
or tarp to remove debris during overhaul?

� This has plenty of room to place debris and the
webbed carrying straps allow for easy handling

� 26” wide x 22” deep x 21” high
#889RB -

� Made from 100% recycled plastics
� 11 degree angle
� Aggressive patterned, slip-resistant surface
� Rope handle standards

$23.00 $29.00
$50.00 $62.75

$27.50 $34.25

$8.50 $10.50
$14.75 $18.50
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� USAR kit includes (24)  4” X 4” X 18” cribs, (24) 2” X 4” X 18” cribs, (12) 4” X 4” X 20” wedges,
(12) 2” X 4” X 12” wedges, (1) carrying bags and (4) toters

� SUPER USAR KIT I - Includes all of the contents of the USAR Kit plus:   (4) step chocks, (2) medium
step chocks, (2) giant step chocks, (24) Lincoln logs, (2) bag pads, (2) shoring cribs, (8) super cribs,
(2) super wedges, (1) hose bridge set, (2) carrying bags and (6) toters

� SUPER USAR KIT II - Includes all of the contents of the USAR Kit plus:  (8) step chocks, (4) medium
step chocks, (4) giant step chocks, (48) Lincoln logs, (4) bag pads, (4) shoring cribs, (16) super cribs,
(4) super wedges, (2) hose bridge sets, (1) carrying bag and (9) toters

$1,658.00 $2,072.00 $1,295.00 $1,619.00
$7,645.00 $9,555.00 $6,434.00 $8,042.00
$14,460.00 $18,075.00 $11,973.00 $14,966.00

� Various pre-packaged kits with all the tools you need
� Super Kits are specially designed for use by Heavy Rescue teams
� Bonus Kits available with each kit purchased:

Kit A:  set of lock blocks
Kit B:  set of lock blocks, 3” wedge, 6” wedge and two
     18” Lincoln logs
Kit C and Super Kit C:  set of lock blocks, 3” wedge,
     6” wedge, two shoring cribs and four 18” Lincoln
     logs
Kit D and Super Kit D:  set of lock blocks, 3” wedge,
     5” wedge, two shoring cribs, eight 18” Lincoln logs
     and giant step chock

� Kits are available with or without storage bags/toters

2” X 4” X 18” CRIB 6 12 24 24 48 48

2” X 4” X 12” WEDGE 2 4 8 8 16 16

4” X 4” X 18” CRIB 6 12 24 24 48 48

4” X 4” X 20” WEDGE 2 4 8 8 16 16

4” X 4” X 18” LINCOLN LOG 4 8 16 16 32 32

6” X 6” X 24” SUPER CRIB – – – 8 – 16

6” X 8” X 24” SUPER WEDGE – – – 2 – 4

3” X 8.5” L WEDGE 2 4 6 6 8 8

6” X 8.5” L WEDGE 2 4 6 6 8 8

1” X 9” SQUARE LOCK BLOCK 1 2 3 3 4 4

2” X 9” SQUARE LOCK BLOCK 1 2 3 3 4 4

3” X 9” SQUARE LOCK BLOCK 1 2 3 3 4 4

STEP CHOCK 2 4 8 8 16 16

MEDIUM STEP CHOCK – 2 4 4 8 8

GIANT STEP CHOCK – – 2 2 4 4

24” BAG PAD – 2 4 4 8 8

$965.00 $2,592.00 $5,860.00 $6,695.00 $10,943.00 $12,615.00

$1,206.00 $3,240.00 $7,325.00 $8,370.00 $13,680.00 $15,770.00

$1,212.00 $2,903.00 $6,422.00 $7,245.00 $11,820.00 $13,477.00

$1,515.00 $3,628.00 $8,028.00 $9,056.00 $14,775.00 $16,847.00
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� Features composite construction with
the continuous filament polyester sheath
braided over a continuous nylon fiber
core

� 1/2” is rated for NFPA general use and
the 7/16” is rated for NFPA light use

� Price listed is per foot
7/16” WHITE/BLUE #K00140 -
7/16” ORANGE/BLUE #K05140 -
1/2” WHITE/BLUE #K00160 -
1/2” RED/WHITE #K01160 -
1/2” SAFETY GREEN/BLUE #K02160 -
1/2” BLUE/WHITE #K03160 -
1/2” BLACK #K04160 -
1/2” ORANGE/BLUE #K05160 -

� Nylon with a torque-free, kernmantle
construction

� Right balance of suppleness for reliable
activation but not
so soft that it wears out rapidly

� Solid colors to help differentiate between
cords

� Price listed is per foot
5mm DARK GREEN #293008 -
6mm LIGHT BLUE #293012 -
7mm YELLOW #293017 -
7mm BLUE #293037 -
8mm GREEN #293018 -
8mm RED #293038 -
9mm ORANGE #293039 -

� Sewn 8mm offers performance
equivalent to a tied Prusik loop without
the cumbersome knot

� Sewn terminations are covered with
durable clear shink tubing

18” RED #293083 -
25” GREEN #293086 -

� Mil-Spec Needle loom nylon
webbing

� Comparable in strength and
abrasion resistance to previous
generation shuttle loom (spiral
weave) webbing

� Price listed per foot for 1” size
and the 2” size is only available
in 150 foot spool

1” ORANGE #200101 -
1” BLUE #200102 -
1” RED #200103 -
1” BLACK #200105 -
1” GREEN #200106 -
1” YELLOW #200107 -
1”  OD GREEN #200108 -
2” RED #200203 -

1 50 - 120 FEET OF 1/2” $32.50
2 150 - 200 FEET OF 1/2” $53.00
3 250 - 300 FEET OF 1/2” $62.50
4 325 - 400 FEET OF 1/2” $65.00
6 525 - 660 FEET OF 1/2” $76.00

� Extra long-life Cordura® nylon
� Contoured backpack-style

shoulder straps
� Bag tops are made of rugged

pack cloth for easier closing
(except style #1 bags which
are all nylon construction)

� Bag bottom has a large grommet to pass the
rope through plus sewn web loops to tie the
rope end off

� Model 1, 2 and 3 are available in orange, blue, red, black
and yellow; Model 4 is available in orange, blue and red;
Model 6 is available in orange and red

� Multi-purpose storage bags for carrying
and organizing equipment

� Tough, waterproof 1,000-denier
Cordura® nylon

� Small has 200 cubic inch capacity
and large has 400 cubic inch
capacity

SMALL ORANGE #432301 -
SMALL RED #432303 -
SMALL YELLOW #432307 -
LARGE ORANGE #432101 -
LARGE RED #432103 -
LARGE YELLOW #432107 -

� High visibility 5.8mm
Technora® and polyester
RIT line with a strand of
highly reflective 3M tape

� The 100% Technora®
core provides high strength
in adverse conditions

� Supple enough to pack easily
but firm enough to feel against the
floor when following it in low-visibility
conditions when wearing gloves

� Price listed is per foot
#292005 -
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� Versatile, multiple-use harness for fire
rescue

� Features JackBack™ removable padding with
breathable D3 cloth which keeps shoulder
straps separated, making donning and doffing
easier

� Attachment points on front waist, sternal,
dorsal and sides

� Small/Medium size fits waists from
26 to 34 inches and the Large/XL size
fits waists from 34 to 46 inches

SMALL/MEDIUM #202822 -
LARGE/XL #202824 -

� Perfect choice for confined space operations,
heavy rescue and USAR incidents

� Molded waist padding with lumbar support
and breathable D3 cloth

� Multiple attachment points include ANSI-
rated fall arrest points, shoulder lift points,
with a front waist D-ring for comfortable
rappels

� Handgrip at the back to assist the rescue out
of tight spaces

� Harness features a radio pocket, multi-use
pocket and a zippered mesh accessory pocket

� Small size fits waists from 26 to 32 inches,
Regular size fits waists from 32 to 42 inches
and the XL size fits waists from 42 to 48
inches

SMALL #202162 -
REGULAR #202164 -

� Equipment in this kit can be configured in a
variety of ways to assist a downed firefighter
even under dire circumstances

� Tough Cordura® nylon storage bag attaches to
an SCBA or a truck belt and has pockets for
storing the hardware

� Also included is a ProTech pulley, ProTech
double pulley, Survivor 8, (3) ProTech Screw-
Lok, 50’ escape line and small utility loop

#500203 -

� Chest harness turns the Lifesaver
Victim Harness™ into a full-body
evacuation harness for vertical lifts
during confined space operations
or wherever upper body support
is needed
It’s easy to attach to the patient
under all conditions and its padding
provides added comfort

#202404 -

� UL Classified to NFPA 1983 -
Ladder Belt

� Wide padding and quick connect
hardware makes it comfortable
and easy to don

� Lightweight auto-locking
ProSeries XL carabiner is attached
to a 16.75” tether

� Black webbing with red padding
� Small/Medium (#202442) size fits waists from 26 to 34

inches, Large/XL (#202444) size fits waists 34 to 42
inches and the 2XL (#202446) fits waists 42 to 50 inches
(measurements are based upon sizes with turnout gear on)

� Connect a descent device to a harness
or belt

� ProTech carabiner and Quick Link included
#203500 -

� Low profile design provides
more working space with low
ceiling clearance

� Unique design integrates the height
adjustment into the spreader bar for
easier adjustment

#202200 -

� Designed to be worn during fire
ground operations

� Kevlar® brand fiber web for high
heat and flame resistance and can
be worn over bunker pants without
compromising firefighter safety

� Soft connection loop in front
stays out of the way when
not in use and easily accepts
carabiners or large snap hooks

� One size fits most
#203504 -
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� Attaches quickly and securely no matter
how or where the victim is positioned

� V-ring and snap design allows the harness
to be put on without the victim having to
step into the harness

� The tie-in point also doubles as a handle for
controlling the victim’s position

� Storage bag, attached to the harness so it
cannot be lost, prevents tangling when
accessing the victim

� Harness includes a wider 2” hook-and-loom
Web Keeper™ to secure web before
deployment

� One size fits small children to large adults
#202405 -



� Kit has the basic personal protective
equipment needed by anyone
responding to a water rescue
incident

� Rescue swimmer kit includes gear
bag, Shredder SAR fins, Rapid
Rescuer PFD, NRS boots, Cascade
Swiftwater helmet, McNett Saturna,
NRS gloves, emergency strobe, Fox
40 whistle and water rescue tether

� Shore based kit includes duffel bag,
NRS Big Water Vest V, Cascade
Swiftwater helmet, NRS gloves,
emergency strobe, Fox 40 whistle
and EZ Stuff Bag set with NFPA
throwline

� Please specify helmet, glove and boot
size with order

RESCUE SWIMMER #501502 -
SHORE BASED #501501 -

� Locking mechanism in the CSR pulley
is easy to release under load, creating
much greater efficiency with the
lowering and raising necessary to a
confined space rescue

� Excellent choice for confined space entry
or rope access work where a heavy-duty
pulley system is desired

� Includes:  200’ of 1/2” Static-Pro Lifeline,
CSR pulley, CSR double pulley, (2) ProSeries
aluminum manual-lock carabiners and
#3 rope bag

#500102 -

� Contains the minimum personal equipment an
individual rescuer should have in his gear pack
including personal protection equipment (PPE)
for the head and hands

� Equipment includes:  personal gear bag,
riggers gloves, ESS Striketeam goggles,
(3) ProTech manual-lock carabiners,
long Prusik loop, rope rescue
manual, Pro Pocket, CMC Helmet,
EOS Headlamp, Rescue 8, short
Prusik loop, large multi-loop strap
and choice of harness

� Combo version includes a
ProSeries® Combo Harness and
the Fire-Rescue version includes a full body Fire Rescue Harness

COMBO #501107 -
FIRE-RESCUE #501108 -

� When setting up systems, this well organized kit
provides efficient access to all the rigging
hardware needed to set up a main line and
belay

� The case can be laid on the
ground or suspended from the
side of a vehicle with
integrated gutter hooks,
yet when closed fits easily
into a cabinet or behind
the seat

� Includes:  truck cache,
UltraPro 4 edge protector,
(2) FastLink anchor straps,
(2) anchor strap sleeve, (2) 13mm MPD, double swivel pulley, XL edge
pad, (2) short Prusik loops, (5) ProSeries Manual-Lock carabiners, (3)
single swivel pulleys and (2) 20” sections of 1” webbing

#501139 -

� Contains all the tools needed for
successful emergency egress to
ensure a safe edge transition as well
as a controllable descent

� Flame and temperature-resistant
components include patented FlashLite Hook escape
anchor, 50’ of Escape Line or Webbing and a
single-brake Escape Artist in a durable
Nomex® bag

ESCAPE LINE #500300
ESCAPE WEB #500330 -

� Provides a convenient means of carrying a RIT
line

� Attaches to either an escape belt or an SCBA
� Each kit comes with a reflective RIT line and two

bright orange ProTech™ manual-lock carabiners
with keeper pins

50’ #500345 -
150’ #500347 -

� Affordable preparedness for every patrol car, municipal
truck and fire apparatus

� Pack cloth bags with quick-release strap and top handle
for easy throwing

� Ethafoam disc provides floatation
50’ #291350 -
75’ #291375 -

� SRT Throwline (multi-use water rescue line)
in a variety of lengths and bags

� The unique EZ-Stuff bag has integral floatation,
side grommet and a reflective stripe and the
pack cloth and mesh bags have a Ethafoam
disk for added floatation

100’ WITH MESH BAG #291100 -
50’ WITH EZ STUFF BAG #291650 -
50’ WITH PACK BAG #291250 -
75’ WITH PACK BAG #291275 -
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� Unique vent system closes with sliding
shutters

� Strap and suspension system increases
helmet retention during falls and has
multiple adjustments to provide the
most comfortable fit

� Side slots allow mounting of face shields
or hearing protection

� Polycarbonate shell
RED #345113 -
WHITE #345110 -

� 3.95” long carabiner with a 1.1” gate
opening

� Auto lock version or screw lock version
available

GOLD AUTO LOCK #300120 -
GOLD SCREW LOCK #300110 -
BLACK SCREW LOCK #300115 -

� Keep your carabiners holding different parts
of your rescue system from jamming together

� Available in blue aluminum or stainless steel
ALUMINUM #300610 -
STAINLESS STEEL #300615 -

� 7 ft. aluminum tripod is lightweight
and portable but very durable

� Can withstand up to 5,000 lbs. of
vertical pull

� Stainless steel and cast aluminum
housing for corrosion resistance

� Built in retrieval winch for
raising/lowering load during
emergencies

� 50 ft. 3/16” galvanized steel
wire rope for durability

#8300030 -
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� 3.53” long carabiner with a 1” gate opening
� Auto lock (red), screw lock (brite, black or

orange) or manual lock (slate) versions
available

� UL Classification to NFPA 1983 - Light
Use

AUTO LOCK -
SCREW LOCK -
MANUAL LOCK -

� This kit has the minimum equipment for the
entrant, attendant, stand-by rescuer,
main-line operator and belayer to set up
systems for vertical entry into a confined
space for both rescue and patient
transport

� Individual items also available -
call for information and pricing

#501301 -

(4) Assorted rope bags (5) Proseries pulleys

(2) Duffel bags Anchor plate

Rope and equipment bag Access pulley

(2) Fire-Rescue harnesses Access double pulley

Lifesaver victim harmess (16) Screw lock carabiners

Lifesaver victim chest harness (2) Manual lock carabiners

Sked-Evac tripod with bag Protech Oval

(800) Feet Lifeline Born Entry-Ease
(148) Feet webbing (2) Edge pads

(3) Long Prusik loops (5) Pairs Alta knee pads

(4) Short Prusik loops (5) CMC helmets

Sked basic rescue system (5) Riggers gloves

Miller full body splint (2) EOS headlamp

(2) Load release straps Confined Space manual

Anchor strap and sleeve (2) Confined Space field guide

� Heavy sheet of plastic that becomes rigid
when folded around the patient

� Variety of handles and straps allows the
stretcher to be transported by carrying,
lifting (horizontally or vertically) by rope
systems or helicopter or towed with the
stretcher sliding on the smooth bottom
surface

� System includes stretcher, Cordura®
nylon backpack/towing harness, two
straps, horizontal lift slings, vertical lift
sling, one large steel carabiner and four
removable web handles

#752001 -

� Compact tapered design for easier
maneuverability and storage

� Ten x-ray translucent, polycarbonate
speed-clip pins for use with optional
5’ long
quick-connect backboard straps
(price listed per strap)

� 72” long x 2” thick x either 16” or
18” wide

� Specify burgundy, blue, orange or yellow
BACKBOARD -
STRAP -



� Train with the official manikin of the
FirefighterCombat Challenge

� Constructed of durable vinyl plastic and
4,200#test plastic coated cables

� Weight is distributed according to human
weight distribution chart

� Carry/storage bag available
145# VERSION #1434 -
165# VERSION #1435 -
CARRY BAG #PP2094 -

� Great for conducting training with a smoke environment
� Excellent obscuring power and pungent odor

revealing inadequate protection
� #1A for 4,000 cubic ft in 30 seconds
� #2B for 8,000 cubic ft in 60 seconds
� #3C for 40,000 cubic ft in 2-3 minutes
� #W3C for 40,000 cubic ft in 2-3 minutes,

double wicked
� Price listed is for a package of 12 units

#1A -       #2B -
#3C -       #W3C -

� Activated by a sure fire pull-wire igniter
� Generates over 500,000 cubic feet of dense

white smoke, sufficient to simulate a city block
sized disaster area, during a five to six minute
burning time

� Sturdy sealed metal container
#PSP -

� Powerful 1500 watt heating
core and reliable high
pressure piston pump

� 4800 CFM output
� One gallon fluid capacity
� 10 meter wired remote control

with a selection for manual or
self-timed (unmanned) operation

SMOKE MACHINE #ST-10 -
GALLON OF FLUID #C-11 -

� A simple yet extremely effective fog
machine

� Incorporates a large heating block, a
powerful whisper quiet pump and
Rapid Change Technology

� Features continuous fog output
� One gallon “No Leak” integrated

fluid reservoir
� Illuminated fog ready switch on the remote
� Full function timer remote control and 25’

cable
� Smoke fluid is available in standard

Tele-Max or Tele-Pro which has an
extended hang time of 2 to 3 times
standard mix, price listed is per gallon

SMOKE MACHINE #BF -
TELE-MAX FLUID #TELE-MAX -
TELE-PRO FLUID #TELE-PRO -

� Adult and adolescent models available
� Constructed of durable plastic with rust

resistant skeletons, articulated joints and
optional CPR capabilities

� As the manikins fill with water, they will
sink up to the neck

� To take them to the bottom - add five to
ten pounds of weight (not included)

ADOLESCENT STANDARD VERSION #1327 -
ADOLESCENT CPR VERSION #1329 -
ADULT STANDARD VERSION #1326 -
ADULT CPR VERSION #1328 -

� Designed to aid in the physical ability testing of
fire department candidates

� Vest weighs 50# simulating the weight of the
firefighter’s protective clothing and SCBA

� Two 12.5# weights can also be added on the
shoulders to simulate a high rise pack

� Vests are available in small, medium and large
VEST -
SHOULDER WEIGHTS (PAIR) -

� Adam, A.J. or David CPR
training manikin

� Patented ball/valve airway
which replicates the occluded
airway of the victim in need of
CPR and opens to allow air to
lungs when proper chin lifts are
applied

� Soft carry case with kneeling
pads included

� Replacement lungs and mouth/nosepieces available
ADULT ADAM WITH BAG #2000 -
ADULT ADAM WITH ELECTRONICS & BAG #2300 -
ADULT DAVID WITH BAG #2600 -
ADULT DAVID WITH ELECTRONICS & BAG #2610 -
ADOLESCENT AJ WITH BAG #2200 -
ADOLESCENT AJ WITH ELECTRONICS & BAG #2400 -
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� Features Real CPR Help®, a CPR feedback tool
that is able to actually see what you are doing
and provide feedback to help you do it well
Audio and visual prompts help you rescue
with confidence and clarity

� AED Package includes AED Plus with AED
Cover,  CPR-D-padz® Electrode, pack of ten
CR123A batteries and carry case

AED PACKAGE #8000-004007-01 -
BATTERY PACK #8000-0807-01 -
ADULT D PADZ #8900-0800-01 -
PEDS PADS II #8900-0810-01 -
SOFT CARRY CASE #8000-0802-01 -

� Having a highly visible, well-marked cabinet to
house your facility’s AED can make a life-saving
difference when sudden cardiac arrest occurs

� Surface mounted cabinet is available with
optional audible alarm and strobe light

CABINET ONLY -
CABINET WITH ALARM -
CABINET WITH ALARM & LIGHT -

� Safety delivers maximum shock
strength utilizing a unique
combination of high current
to maximize effectiveness
and a lower energy dose to
minimize side effects that are
harmful to a fragile heart

� Each AED comes ready-to-rescue -
pads and battery are pre-installed -
simply pull the handle on the front of
the AED to activate

� AED package comes complete with AED,
manual/reference guide, battery, pads & carry case

AED PACKAGE #M5066A/C01 -
BATTERY #M5070A -
ADULT PADS #M5071A -
INFANT/CHILD PADS #M5072A -
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� Features RescueCoach™ and CPR metronome
to pace chest compressions

� Voice prompts to talk rescuers through the steps
� The device knows when to (and when not to)

deliver the shock
� Seven year warranty
� AED Package includes AED G3, battery, two

pairs of adult pads, carry bag, Ready Kit, Tool Kit
and communications cable

AED PACKAGE #9390A-1001 -
BATTERY #9146-302 -
ADULT PADS #9131-001 -
PEDS PADS #9730-002 -

� Contains a wide variety of
supplies to treat injuries in
emergency situations

� Soft sided, zipper case comes
complete with carry strap for on-
the-go emergency response

� Available in standard kit which is 8”
x 8” x 7” and contains  90 pieces
or major kit which is 12” x 12” x
10” and contains 119 pieces

STANDARD #34-6100 -
MAJOR #34-6200 -

� Be prepared for those emergencies where
oxygen is needed to help save a life

� Complete oxygen unit in a wall mounted
case that is also designed as a grab-n-go
case

� Sealed case keeps equipment clean and dry
� Includes 414 liter oxygen cylinder, regulator,

mask and tubing
#488-53-2 -

� Provides a low-resistance one-way valve
with disposable hyrophobic filter to help
prevent the passage of liquids and
secretions

� Valve and filter act as a barrier separating
rescuer and patient

� Reusable mask is easy to clean
� Includes mask, gloves, wipe and hard

case
#820011 -

� Kits include various sizes of
burn dressings and supplies

� Available in an
Industrial/Welding Kit with a
weatherproof plastic box or soft-sided
kits that are made of heavy-duty nylon
with pockets for organization

INDUSTRIAL/WELDING #W49IWK-5 -
SMALL SOFT-SIDED #W49EBK1-6 -
LARGE SOFT-SIDED #W49EBK2-3 -

� Every vehicle you own should be equipped
with a first aid kit

� Metal weatherproof first aid kits contain a
variety of the commonly used first aid products

� Available in 3-person kit (8” wide x 5.125” high
x 2.75” deep) and 6-person (9.5” wide x 6.625”
high x 2.625” deep)

� Other style kits and fill available - please
contact us for information

3-PERSON #64058030 -
6-PERSON #64058031 -



� Excellent quality units at special
prices

� Rechargeable style with metal
heads

� Available in the class and size to
meet your particular needs

$425.00

� Securely mount your extinguisher
in a truck compartment or on
a runningboard

� Black painted with mounting holes on
back and bottom plate for vertical or
horizontal mounting

5# #5DC -
10# #UB10 -
20# #UB20 -

$135.00 $182.50 $222.50 $267.50

$165.00

$97.50 $162.50 $332.50

$110.00 $14.50$200.00

$33.00 $46.00 $68.00 $124.00

� Securely stores your 2.5# or 5# extinguisher
� 2.5# bracket is 10” long with a clip diameter of 3”
� 5# bracket is 11” long with a clip diameter of 4”

2.5# #UBRK -
5# #5BRK -

� Chimney fire extinguisher with proven results
� Extinguishes fire in an average of just

22 seconds
� Reduces chimney temperature an

average of 53% in two minutes
#3412 -

� Dark gray 56” X 80”
wool blanket treated for
flame retardant

� Vinyl storage bag available with
four mounting holes with brass
grommets and hook-and-loop closure

BLANKET #FBR2 -
BAG #FBB1 -

� Stores easily for quick access in an
emergency

� Fits up to 9.5” thick walls
� No assembly required - simply hang

the brackets over the window sill,
toss out the ladder and climb down

� Standoffs keep the ladder away from
the walls, allowing for easy descent

� 12.5” wide
� One time use

13’ #KL-2S -
25’ #KL-3S -

� Set of three triangular flares in a plastic
storage case

� DOT approved and FMVSS required
� Weighted base helps keep flare upright

and visible
#FLARE -

� Galvanized Type 1 safety cans meet OSHA and
NFPA Code 20 requirements and are UL and
ULC listed and FM approved for safe handling
and storage of gasoline and other flammable
liquids

� Available in red for gasoline, blue
for kerosene, yellow for diesel
and green for combustible
liquids such as oil

1 GALLON -
2 GALLON -
2.5 GALLON -
5 GALLON -

$275.00 $295.00
$335.00 $350.00
$385.00 $410.00
$395.00 $420.00

$725.00
$150.00 $165.00

� Simple to operate
� Operator controls the

discharge
� Moving parts made of

corrosion resistant brass
and copper

� Immediate operation - no
priming needed

� Can be tested without loss of water by
directing the stream back into the tank

� Rated 2A

Bucket Brigade - 2014
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� Make your home and office safe
� Protect you and your family from

life-threatening indoor environmental
hazards

� Kits are available for water quality,
radon, mold, asbestos, lead, carbon
monoxide and more

� Please note that some kits require lab fees
which are not included in price

� Please contact us for detailed information
on each kit

ASBESTOS #AS108 - $9.95
BACTERIA IN WATER #BA110 - $9.95
CARBON MONOXIDE #CA101 - $9.95
LEAD IN WATER #LW107 - $9.95
LEAD IN PAINT & DUST #LP109 - $9.95
LEAD SURFACE #LS104 - $9.95
MICROWAVE OVEN LEAKAGE DETECTOR #MD115 - $9.95
MOLD #MO109 - $9.95
ONE FLUSH (SEPTIC SYSTEM) #ON102 - $9.95
PESTICIDES IN WATER #PE111 - $9.95
RADON GAS (LONG TERM) #RL116 - $32.95
RADON GAS #RA100 - $9.95
RADON IN WATER #RW103 - $9.95
WATER QUALITY #WQ105 - $9.95

� Two safety devices in one unit
� Voice warning system announces the hazard

type
� Test/Reset button
� Two flashing LEDs provided - green for

normal operations and red for alarm
conditions

� Hush® feature temporarily silences nuisance alarms
� Alerts user to replace alarm after 7 years

#900-0102 -

� Single button silence/test
� Locking features lock battery drawer

and alarm to mounting base
� 10-Year Limited Warranty

#SA303B -

� Single button test/silence
� 9V Battery Backup
� Latching alarm indicator - remembers

which unit initiated an alarm
� Smart Technology - helps reduce the

number of nuisance alarms
� Dust cover provided

#9120B -

� Single Button Test/Silence
� Convenient Installation Options: unit plugs

directly into the wall or can be mounted
higher on the wall using the line cord

� End of Life Signal provides audible
notification alarms needs to be replaced

� 7-Years Limited Warranty
#CO605B

� 120 volt direct wire with battery backup
� Voice warns of hazard by announcing “Fire Fire”

or “Warning Carbon Monoxide”
� Alerts user when the unit has detected CO

concentrations of 100 ppm or higher
� Test/Reset button tests the electronics, resets

the unit during CO alarm and also activates
the Hush feature and Peak Level Memory

� Two flashing LEDs provided - green for normal
operations and red for alarm conditions

� Smart Hush® feature temporarily silences nuisance alarm
� Alerts user to replace alarm after 7 years

#900-0114 -

� Provides protection during power
outage by 3AA’s (included)

� Battery lockout system deters
covering battery compartment
without installing batteries

� Test/Reset button tests the unit
for proper operation and resets
the CO alarm

� Low battery signal alerts user
when the battery needs to be replaced

� Two flashing LEDs provided - green for
normal operations and red for alarm conditions

� Alerts user to replace alarm after 7 years
#21008905 -

� Displays the level of carbon monoxide the unit
is sensing and updates this reading every 15 seconds

� Peak Level Button displays the peak CO level
recorded by the alarm since it was last reset
or unplugged

� 9V battery backup for protection during a
power outage

� LED Operation - blinking light on display denotes
normal operation

� Alerts user to replace alarm after 7 years
#900-0076 -



� Injection molded PVC 28” wide body traffic cone
� Rubber base for stability and anti-skid performance
� Available without reflective or with recessed 4”

and 6” reflective striping
� 10# or 16# base available

� 28" or 36” spring cones with
Reflexite® stripes

� Rubber/polyurethane base grips
the roadway for stability

� Various storage systems
available

� MUTDC compliant for day
and night use

� 20 minute flares are
72 per case and 30 minute
flares are 36 per case

� With or without spikes
� Flare holder available

to hold flares
20 MINUTE WITHOUT SPIKE #0720 -
20 MINUTE WITH SPIKE #2720 -
HOLDER FOR 20 MINUTE FLARES #7820 -
30 MINUTE WITHOUT SPIKE #0730 -
30 MINUTE WITH SPIKE #2730 -
HOLDER FOR 30 MINUTE FLARES #7830 -

$15.25 $19.50
$22.50 $25.00

$28.95 $33.50 $43.00
$80.00 $90.00

$160.00 $172.50 $220.00
$192.50 $210.00 $257.50
$222.50 $245.00

$172.00 $185.00

$205.00 $222.50

$237.50 $255.00

$460.00 $505.00

� Mini spring cone LED light powered by
2AA batteries (500 hour life)

� Contains four LED lights for 360 degree
active lighting

� Steady and flash settings
� Available with red or amber lens

AMBER #QLED-A -
RED #QLED-R -

� Visible up to 1 mile and provides up
to 2 hours of light

� Includes self-standing holder
� Available in lime-green, yellow or red
� Price listed is per case of (40) lightsticks

� All-in-one NFPA 1901 compliance
� Kit includes 4, 5 or 6  each of

28” (3 or 5#) cone, SOS
TurboFlare and warning flag in
storage case

� Stores easily in vehicle trunks or
apparatus compartments

$470.00 $490.00
$570.00 $590.00
$670.00 $690.00

� NCHRP 350 Crashworthy
Certified and meets
MUTCDS requirements

� Stores easily in small spaces
and can be quickly deployed
in only fifteen seconds

� 36” or 48” fluorescent pink sign
attached to a heavy duty sign
stand with 4 telescoping legs

� System includes sign, stand and storage bag
� Twelve standard sign legends available
� Overlays and custom legends available upon request

36” #Q22000-36 -
48” #Q22000-48 -

� Reflective roll-up sign
with wood handle

� Available in 18” or 24”
size

� Stores easily behind
pick-up seat or in an
apparatus compartment

18” #RUSS18 -
24” #RUSS24 -
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� One of the most popular and
reliable lights
in the fire service industry

� Versions are available with
an 8 watt spot or flood, 20 watt
spot or flood and dual filament
bulb

� Please specify orange, yellow or
beige (power failure version only)
light at time of order

� System includes light, shoulder strap and
your choice of either a hardwire, AC/DC
charger or power failure system DC
mounting rack (orange and beige only)

8 WATT SPOT HARDWIRE -
20 WATT SPOT HARDWIRE -
8 WATT SPOT AC/DC -
20 WATT SPOT AC/DC -
20 WATT FLOOD AC/DC -
DUAL FILAMENT HARDWIRE -
8 WATT SPOT POWER FAILURE -
8 WATT FLOOD POWER FAILURE -

� Orange rechargeable, portable lantern
featuring 2 ultra-bright blue taillight LEDs
and C4® LED technology for high
brightness, long runtime and reliability

� Two levels of lighting - high 540 lumens
or low 330 lumens

� Available in light only or with chargers that
includes light, shoulder strap and your choice
of either a hardwire or AC/DC charger
mounting rack

LIGHT ONLY #45882 -
HARDWIRE CHARGER #45865 -
AC/DC CHARGER #45861 -

� Compact, lightweight and
waterproof lantern

� Available in standard version,
Fire Vulcan® version which
includes taillight LEDs and
the Fire Vulcan® LED
which includes both
taillight LEDs and C4
LED

� Standard version is
available in yellow and
both Fire Vulcan® versions are
available in orange

� System includes light, shoulder
strap and your choice of either a
hardwire or AC/DC charger
mounting rack or can be purchased
as light only to utilize an existing charger system

$75.00 $90.00 $95.00
$85.00 $100.00 $108.00
$130.00 $147.50 $152.00

� Orange rechargeable, portable
lantern featuring a halogen bi-pin
bulb and (2) ultra-bright blue
taillight LEDs

� Eight programmable lighting
modes including steady and
blinking

� Up to 80,000 candela (peak
beam intensity)

� Available in light only or with
chargers that includes light,
shoulder strap and your choice of
either a hardwire or AC/DC charger
mounting rack

LIGHT ONLY #45300 -
HARDWIRE CHARGER #45302 -
AC/DC CHARGER #45301 -

� Portable one million candela high
intensity search light powers up instantly
and illuminates objects a mile away

� 90 degree swivel neck design
� Zero maintenance, 12 volt lead acid

battery is rechargeable up to 500 times
� Run time - 1.75 hours with HID lamp;

100+ hours with LED
� Lights works on existing litebox

charge rack with high capacity
AC charge cord

� Please specify orange or black light
� Available in light only or with chargers that

includes light, shoulder strap and your choice
of either a hardwire or AC/DC charger
mounting rack

LIGHT ONLY -
HARDWIRE CHARGER -
AC/DC CHARGER -
HIGH CAPACITY CHARGE CORD #22665 -

� Brightest and lightest rechargeable
LED lantern

� Weighs just 1.85# and delivers
80,000 candela

� Life-saving bright blue tail lights
ensure that you can be seen
from any direction even in thick
smoke

� Orange light is available as a light
only, with hardwire charger or
with AC/DC charger rack

LIGHT ONLY #44454 -
HARDWIRE CHARGER #44451 -
AC/DC CHARGER #44450 -
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� Pistol-grip spotlight features 3 modes:
High, Low and Strobe

� With its integrated stand, it can
be used as a handheld spotlight
or a scene light

� Alkaline version also has a
unlimited runtime with provided
12 volt DC power cord

� Rechargeable version is waterproof
and will float if dropped in water

� Please specify yellow or black
ALKALINE -
AC/DC VERSION -

� Choose the light beam you need for
the job - low beam, high beam or
strobe/flashing

� C4® LED with 50,000 hour lifetime
� Class 1, Div 1 rated
� Available in black, orange or yellow
� Choose from either alkaline or rechargeable
� Chargers are available in standard

AC/DC charger cords or fast chargers
are available in either AC or DC

ALKALINE LIGHT ONLY -
RECHARGEABLE LIGHT ONLY -
LIGHT WITH AC/DC STANDARD CHARGER -
LIGHT WITH AC OR DC FAST CHARGER -

� ProPolymer® 3AA Lux Div 2
 LED Flashlight

� Durable helmet clamp easily
attaches to helmet with a low
profile rubber helmet strap

� Powered by 3 “AA” alkaline batteries
� Runs up to 4 hrs. at full intensity with

2 additional hrs. of declining usable light
� Available as light only  or complete helmet

light kit with light, strap, bracket and lanyard
LIGHT ONLY #68720 -
HELMET KIT #68270 -

� Compact, powerful, shock-proof hands-free light
� Swivel clamp and insertable 5 degree angle

adjuster optimizes beam location
� Easily attaches above or below full brim

helmets and fits snugly against the helmet
to prevent snags

� Features a bright blue safety tail light
� C4® 50,000 hr lifetime and 470nm

ultra-bright blue LED
� Six hours of continuous runtime
� Streamlight will donate $3.00 for each

red light purchased to the National
Fallen Firefighters Foundation®

BLACK LIGHT #69140 -
RED LIGHT #69157 -
LITHIUM BATTERIES (2 PACK) #85175 -

� Designed to put light where you need it
� Versatile C4 LED that features 2 LEDs

that won’t break or burn out
� Head rotates 360 degrees and articulates

210 degrees
� Available in alkaline or rechargeable that can

also be operated using 4 AA batteries
� Please specify yellow or black light
� Choose from light only, light with either AC

or DC charger or light with both AC/DC
chargers

ALKALINE LIGHT ONLY -
RECHARGEABLE LIGHT ONLY -
RECHARGEABLE LIGHT WITH AC CHARGER -
RECHARGEABLE LIGHT WITH DC CHARGER -
RECHARGEABLE LIGHT WITH AC/DC CHARGER -

� Solar panel low-rate battery
maintenance charger

� Panel material and design
allows trickle charge in low
sun angle and cloudy conditions

� Reduces the effect of onboard
computer system battery drain when the vehicle is off

#22670 -

� Rapidly deployed and easily stowed
� Brings 3,600 lumens to work area
� Narrow footprint and 72” extension

pole
� Toggle switch allows operation from

internal battery or continuous operation
from external 12 volt DC power

� Compacts into 22” compact size
for easy storage

� 25 pounds provides weight
stabilization but is light enough
to carry

� Yellow light comes with 120 volt AC and
12 volt DC charge cords and shoulder strap

#45670 -

� Impact and shock resistant LED
flashlight that provides 155 hours
of run time

� Powered by 4 “AA” alkaline
batteries

� 7 Ultra-bright 100,000 hour
life LEDS

� Light available in yellow or black
YELLOW LIGHT #68201 -
BLACK LIGHT #68301 -
BLACK JACK HELMET MOUNT #68269 -
HELMET STRAP #99075 -
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� Sleek, compact design that can be
operated with gloves

� Xenon bulb provides vibrant
color clarity

� Easy loading drop-in battery
compartment for quick reload of batteries

� Class 1, Division 2 approved
� Safety yellow in color
� Helmet clip available in universal style or in stainless steel

FLASHLIGHT #14120 -
UNIVERSAL HELMET CLIP #14819 -
STAINLESS STEEL HELMET CLIP #14818 -

� 90 degree lamp head rotates in any direction
to focus light exactly where you need it

� Sturdy unbreakable nylon clip is included as
is a stainless steel split ring and snap

� UL rated for use in hazardous locations
� Safety yellow in color

#14191-

� Low profile, hands-free lighting
� LED lamp module can be removed

from mounting strap for use as a
portable work light

� Available with a rubber helmet
strap or woven band

� Safety yellow in color
RUBBER STRAP #17007 -
WOVEN BAND #17019 -

� Designed specifically for public
safety, military, utility
services and
security professionals

� Two push-buttons
independently control
the flashlight and the
safety light functions

� Constant on or
flashing safety light

� Four premium AA
alkaline batteries included

� Black with the following safety light color(s):   red, blue, white,
amber, blue & red, white & red, white & amber or white & blue

� Red or yellow safety cones and magnetic stand also available
LIGHT -
CONE -
MAGNETIC BASE -

� Class 1 Div 2 certified
rechargeable flashlight is the
smallest and brightest in its class

� Push button rear switch for easy
use with gloves

� Beam pulses briefly to indicate
low battery level

� Unbreakable nylon helmet
clip fits close to the brim to
minimize entanglement issues

� Bracket also allows the user to easily
remove the light for use as a handheld
flashlight

� Recharges in less than four hours
� Light is available in black or yellow

LIGHT WITH BATTERY -
HELMET CLIP #12842 -
SINGLE CHARGER WITH AC POWER #12840 -
DC CHARGE CORD #14837 -
LIGHT WITH AC CHARGER AND HELMET CLIP -
SPARE BATTERY #12816 -

� No matter what you have to protect
- these cases provide the most
advanced, ultra-rugged and
dependable solutions

� Fully customizable with pluck foam
� Pressure equalization system

equalizes internal pressure only when
the latch is released

� Proprietary spring latch which is
easily opened and closed

� Available in black, gray, yellow and orange
� Please contact us for other sizes and styles available

� Rechargeable LED work light has both
a spotlight and a floodlight built in

� The idea is simple - use the spotlight to
find the problem and the floodlight to light
up the area when fixing the problem

� Two built in magnets - one at the top of the light and the
other at the mid-point of the body for hands-free use

� Magnetic hook can be attached to either built-in magnet
and can be rotated 360 degrees

� Includes both AC and DC power supply/charger
RED #NSR-2166R -
BLACK #NSR-2166B -

13.4” L x 8.9” W x 5.6” D $85.00
16.9” L x 9.9” W x 4.6” D $100.00
16.9” L x 9.9” W x 6.5” D $105.00
16.9” L x 9.6” W x 8.0” D $125.00

17.8” L X 12.8” W x 5.1” D $115.00
17.8” L x 12.8” W x 6.8” D $125.00
20.9” L x 12.9” W x 8.4” D $150.00



� Positive pressure ventilation fans powered
by either a Briggs or Honda engine

� Seven point blade
� The shroud can be tilted into four

different positions from -10° to 20°
� Features a cart style design with rear

mounted pneumatic tires
� Includes a full width flip-up handle for

easy maneuverability

� Positive pressure ventilation fans powered by
electric motors

� The E2 Series features a tough, no frills
method of supplying clean air to a structure

� These PPV fans (Positive Pressure Ventilation)
feature a steel body, seven aluminum airfoil
blades and a TEAO (Totally Enclosed Air
Over) electric motor

� Includes a full width flip-up handle for easy
maneuverability

� Variable speed model offers precise control of the air
movement for up to 33% more air flow than single speed models

� With only a 12” blade and
spinning at 3500 RPM, the fan
is small and mighty for
departments that need a
smoke ejector, but also want a
small unit for confined space
ventilation

� 16”, 18” and 20” all run on 15
amp household circuits and the
24” requires a 20 amp circuit

� Hazardous location electric
motors feature an intrinsically
safe explosion proof motor
paired with an explosion proof
switch

� CFM listed is calculated at Venturi
� One of the most popular fans used by fire departments
� Typically used as a negative ventilator

9940 $1,310.00 11740 $1,710.00
15350 $1,750.00 15590 $2,125.00
18060 $1,885.00 18580 $2,225.00
21100 $2,280.00 20920 $2,755.00

26730 $3,460.00

� An attachment that converts any Super Vac fan
into a cooling, rehab fan by easily attaching to
the outlet guard

� This attachment saves money and space while
reducing the effects of heat stress in the
working environment

� Utilizes three gallons of water per hour
#MM -

3700 $865.00 3700 $1,325.00
5200 $770.00 5200 $1,230.00
9500 $1,430.00 9500 $2,050.00

10800 $1,810.00 10800 $2,575.00

6740 $1,445.00 9550 $1,880.00
8140 $1,796.00 12820 $2,165.00
10190 $1,880.00 15110 $2,240.00
13320 $2,075.00 16370 $2,420.00

� The new guard has an air stream that is
narrower, causing more pressure in front of
the shroud of the fan

� This is a great pattern for scenarios where
departments need a more precise airflow
such as high rise buildings and floor plans
with many small rooms

� Available for 16” to 30” PPVs
16” #XGS-716 -
18” #XGS-718 -
20” #XGS-720 -
24” #XGS-724 -
30” #XGS-730 -

� This light kit can turn any electric
PPV into a 350 watt light

� It attaches easily to any existing
electric Super Vac PPV

� Saves manpower from setting
up separate lighting tripods

� Folds down with handle for easy storage
#LKT-EPPV -

� Make your PPV even easier to see with
these red/yellow chevron striping kits

#FAN CHEVRON -

� The door bar allows you to hang a
Super Vac fan with hangers in any
doorway at the height you choose

� At only 13#, it is extremely easy to
install and it releases instantly with a handy trigger

� The hanger allows you to put your Super
Vac smoke ejector almost anywhere

DOOR BAR -
HANGER -
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� 8” blower/exhauster designed for
confined space ventilation challenges

� Delivers the highest airflow in its class
and can be used to supply clean air or
to exhaust fumes from an area

� Easily portable with two carry
handles

� Lightweight but is still powerful with
its 1/3 horsepower electric motor

� Available in yellow for standard ventilation
or black for hazardous ventilation

� Also available in a kit with either 15’
or 25’ of bag-o-duct that easily attaches
to the inlet or outlet of the fan

� For those situations when you need ventilation
but have no available power source

� The P164B 16” (3,200 CFM) smoke ejector is
powered by the included Super Vac BatPac28
battery that has a run time of 60 minutes at
full charge

� The 718B 18” (11,140 CFM)
ventilator is powered by a Lithium
/Ion 24 volt battery that has a run
time of 30-120 minutes combining fast,
no generator set-up and high airflow with
a zero emission airstream

#P164B -
#718B -

� This complete, all-in-one ventilation
system includes an 8” axial blower
powered by
either an AC motor, 12 volt DC motor
or an AC Explosion Proof motor, 15 or
25 feet of ducting and a built in storage
canister

� The handle and feet make this light
weight system very portable and easy
to store

� This powerful heater will raise the temperature
50° in a work tent

� It is UL listed, CSA approved, requires 110V
AC, and offers 1500 watts of 5000 BTU with
115 CFM airflow

#9401-50 -

$445.00 $1,095.00
$485.00 $1,095.00
$445.00
$695.00 $1,650.00
$730.00 $1,725.00

� The F series is a perfect combination
of a low noise, high output design for
confined space ventilation

� All units run on 15 amp
household current and
can be used for negative
or positive pressure tactics
Steel frame with four carry
handles for easy transportation

$515.00 $525.00
$515.00 $525.00

$1,600.00 $1,750.00

� Useful to utility, welding and construction
workers, this adapter allows an axial blower to
draw fumes and other contaminants out of a
work area quickly and effectively

� Ducting mounted to the adapter will disperse
contaminated air away from the work area. It
can be used on any Allegro 8” metal axial
blower and allows a single axial blower to
work in two completely different applications

#9500-03 -

$760.00 $1,250.00
$775.00 $1,275.00

� Lightweight, corrosion, UV and chemical
resistant polyethylene housing offers a
superior design with durable construction

� Available in your choice of 8” or 12”
� Unit is available with AC, DC or an

Explosion Proof model
� Duct canister available for all units
� Explosion proof needs statically conductive

ducting

$175.00 $375.00
$220.00 $425.00
$940.00 $1,065.00
$100.00 $175.00
$120.00 $240.00
$240.00 $250.00
$400.00 $575.00
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� Includes detector with sensor as specified
� Operation and maintenance manual
� Rugged stainless steel alligator clip
� Calibration gas test adapter
� Other configurations available

CARBON MONOXIDE #045-0512-000 -
HYDROGEN SULFIDE #045-0511-000 -
OXYGEN #045-0006-000 -

� High-performance micro sensor with industry’s
fastest response time

� Large, easy-to-read display for gas concentration
or days remaining (user configurable)

� Rugged stainless-steel covered enclosure
� Two year warranty
� Other configurations available

CARBON MONOXIDE #G01-0101-000 -
HYDROGEN SULFIDE #G01-0102-000-

� Promptly detects and accurately monitors
combustible gases and vapors in concentrations
from 0-100% of the lower explosive limit (LEL)
with continuous datalogging

� Non-wireless listed - wireless version also
available

#G02-B030-000 -

� Boasting a selection of over 20 intelligent
interchangeable sensors

� Plug-and-play intelligent sensors store calibration data
so if you need to monitor one gas one day and another
gas the next, all it takes is swapping the sensors

� All monitors feature datalogging and are available in
a wireless or non-wireless version

� Other configurations available
OXYGEN #G02-BE10-100 -
CARBON MONOXIDE #G02-B210-100 -
HYDROGEN SULFIDE #G02-B110-100 -
SULFIDE DIOXIDE #G02-B310-100 -
NITROGEN DIOXIDE #G02-B510-100 -

� Unmistakable five-way local and remote
wireless notification of alarm conditions

� Continuous data-logging
� User replaceable sensor, filter, fan and

lithium-ion battery
� Industrial hygiene version has .01 to 2000

ppm range
� Other configurations available including

wireless style
#G02-B000-000  -

� Colorimetric gas detection
tubes enable quick, on-the-
spot measurement of a wide
range of toxic and
combustible gases and
vapors

� Ergonomic, durable hand
pump has solid metal
construction with lifetime
warranty

� Wide assortment of tubes
to detect over 300 gases/vapors

� Please call for information on specific gas tubes available
HAND PUMP KIT #101-0001-000  -
DETECTION TUBES -

� Provides rapid detection of both gamma and
neutron sources

� Alerts the wearer with a loud audible buzzer,
bright flashing LEDs and a built-in vibration alarm

� Dose accumulator tracks total dose exposure
from gamma radiation

#047-0401-200 -

� Gamma radiation detector and full-range
dosimeter in a single instrument

� Designed specifically for the needs of first
responders

#047-0601-000 -

� Compact, direct-reading and alarming
electronic personal radiation detector

� Real-time radiation dose rate
monitoring

� Measures radiation exposure and
exposure rate

#035-0012-000 -
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� Full-featured, rugged yet compact, one to four-sensor
gas detector designed to provide continuous exposure
monitoring of oxygen, hydrogen sulfide, carbon
monoxide, and combustible gases for workers in
hazardous environments

� Units listed have standard configuration of LEL
CSA-UL / O2 / H2S 100 ppm / CO

PUMP VERSION #020-1111-2AO  -
DIFFUSION VERSION #020-1111-0A0  -

� Durable and versatile diffusion or pumped
gas monitor

� Standard features include easy-to-change
battery packs, easy access to sensors,
internal vibrating alarm, loud 95dB
audible alarm and a water-resistant case

� Units listed have standard configuration of
LEL CSA-UL / O2 / H2S 100 ppm / CO

PUMP VERSION #M20-11111-111  -
DIFFUSION VERSION #M20-21111-111  -

� Full-featured, rugged yet compact,
two to four-sensor confined
space gas detector

� Units listed have standard
configuration of LEL / O2 / H2S / CO

� Kit includes monitor, hard carry case,
15 feet tubing and tool kit and
calibration kit

MONITOR ONLY #028-1112-010 -
MONITOR WITH KIT #028-1112–012  -

� Most advanced handheld volatile organic compound
(VOC) monitor available

� Kit includes monitor, charging/download adapter, Flex-I-
Probe, external filter, rubber boot, alkaline battery
adapter, lamp cleaning kit, tool kit, hard carry case,
cradle, metal filters and oring, organic vapor zeroing kit,
gas outlet port adapter with tubing, 34 liter cylinder of
calibration gas and regulator with flow controller

#059-B110-100 -

� Features the broadest PID sensor range in its class
with versatility to support over 25 intelligent
interchangeable sensor options

� Wireless access to real-time instrument readings
and alarm status from any location

� Price includes monitor, confined space kit and
calibration kit

� Contact us for pricing and availability for
additional configurations including wireless

#MBB3-A1C112E-02M -

� Configurations available to meet the exact needs
and compliance requirements of various countries,
industries and applications

� Pump version with standard configuration of
LEL / O2 / H2S / CO / PID 10.6

� Contact us for pricing and availability for
additional configurations including wireless

#MAB3-A2C11E-02M  -

� Combines advanced simultaneous monitoring
capabilities for gamma radiation and multiple
chemical threats in one highly portable instrument

� Pump version with standard configuration of
LEL / O2 / H2S / CO / PID 10.6 and Gamma

� Kit includes monitor, confined space kit and
calibration kit

� Contact us for pricing and availability for
additional configurations including wireless

#MCB3-A3C1REZ-02N  -

� Compound specific monitor with photoionization
detector’s (PID) extended rank of 0.05 to 10,000
ppm in VOC modes and 50 ppb to 200 ppm in
benzene specific mode

� Kit includes monitor, accessory kit and calibration
kit

� Contact us for pricing and availability for additional
configurations

#059-D310-200  -

� Most advanced handheld volatile organic compound
(VOC) monitor available with high range of parts per
billion (PPB)

� Kit includes monitor, accessory kit and calibration kit
� Contact us for pricing and availability for additional

configurations
#059-C110-100 -



� High-speed and low-operation-cost bump test
and calibration station with data storage in
Excel format

� Provides the lowest cost of ownership, and direct
functional bump test indication

#T01-0100-000 -

� High-speed and low-operation-cost bump test
and calibration station with data storage in Excel
format

� Provides the lowest cost of ownership, and direct
functional bump test indication

#T01-0001-000 -

� Flexible, modular system that can be
configured to meet your calibration
requirements effectively and efficiently

� Provides automatic testing, calibration,
charging and records management

� MultiRae Starter Kit includes
controller with terminal adapter,
cradle for MultiRae (pump version)
and in-the-box accessories

� ToxiRae Pro Starter Kit includes
controller with terminal adapter,
cradle with adapters
and in-the-box accessories

� Site Kits feature ten (10) cradles for
simultaneous calibration of multiple
monitors

� Kits do not include calibration gas, regulators
or external tubing

� Contact us for pricing and availability on individual
components and accessories

MULTIRAE STARTER KIT #T02-0101-000 -
TOXIRAE PRO STARTER KIT #T02-0001-000 -
MULTIRAE SITE KIT #T02-0102-000 -
TOXIRAE PRO SITE KIT #T02-0002-000 -

� Calibration gas cylinders available in a variety of gas mixes as
well as sizes

� Please confirm PPM of required gas as well as balance
(air or N2 if appropriate)

� Multi-gas mixes are available for most gas monitors - please
confirm monitor manufacturer and configuration at time of
order to insure proper gas mix

     29 LITER -
     58 LITER -

     34 LITER -
     103 LITER -

     34 LITER -
     103 LITER -

     29 LITER -
     58 LITER -

� Set-flow style regulators available in a
variety of flow settings

� 400 Series regulators are designed for
17 or 34 liter steel cylinders and are
available in 0.25, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 or
1.5 LPM

� 500 Series regulators are designed for
29, 58, 76 or 116 liter aluminum and
58 or 103 liter steel cylinders with a
0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5
or 6.0 LPM

� Please specify LPM at time of order
400 SERIES -
500 SERIES -
TYGON TUBING (PER FOOT) -

� Safely transport and store your calibration
cylinders, regulators and tubing

� Available in standard hard plastic
or in a dual cylinder style soft case
with shoulder strap

#500D FOR TWO 17/34 LITER CYLINDERS -
#505 FOR TWO 58/103 LITER CYLINDERS -
#CTB-100 DUAL CYLINDER SOFT CASE -

� Secure your cylinders either free standing
or mounted to a wall or bench

� Available in three cylinder sizes:  58L aluminum,
103L steel and 17/34L steel or aluminum

� Bracket features screw holes and velcro strap
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� An easy-to-use, zero-maintenance gas
detection solution

� Two years of service, hassle free
� Small, lightweight (less than 3 ounce)
� Meets IP67 requirements for ingress protection
� Available in oxygen, carbon monoxide or

hydrogen sulfide

� All-day ease-of-use from charge-up to power-down
� Intuitive user interface and simple two-button

operation makes calibration and basic operation
virtually thought-free

� Available monitor kit includes gas monitor,
charger, torx tool, manual, CD with PC
software, USB cable and calibration adapter

� Available confined space kit includes all of the
above items plus pump, probe, tubing and
calibration kit in a foam lined carry case
(configured with Methane)

� Common configuration is oxygen, LEL, carbon
monoxide and hydrogen sulphide

� Other configurations are also available

� Low maintenance combustible gas
leak detection unit

� Ten ultra-bright LED indicators
and audible “counter” alarm to
indicate the presence of gas

� Thirty hours of use on five
C-cell batteries (not included)

#19-7051 -

� Simultaneous detection of four gases:
LEL / O2 / H2S / CO

� Smallest four gas monitor on the market
� Autocalibration
� Rechargeable Ni-Mh battery pack which

charges in 90 minutes can operate
continuously for 18 hours

� Contact us for pricing and availability on
additional configurations

#72-0233RKC-01 -

� Smallest personal 5-in-1 gas monitor with a
built in sample pump

� Special bar hole mode to facilitate locating
underground gas leaks

� A high sensitivity leak check mode is also
included

� Monitor includes Ni-Mh battery and
charger

� Pump version with standard configuration
of LEL / O2 / H2S / CO

� Contact us for pricing and availability on
additional configurations

#72-0281RKC -

� Four gas monitor (LEL / O2 / H2S / CO)
with PID sensor

� Includes pump and datalogging features
� Kit includes shoulder strap, alkaline

batteries, hydrophobic probe with 5’
hose and internal hydrophobic filter

� Contact us for pricing and availability
on additional configurations

#724-001 -

� Detects AC voltage at a safe distance
� Pinpoints direction of downed lines
� Detects power in unused outlets
� Fits in pocket for hands-free use
� Audio and visual signals
� Storage case and DieHard battery included

#TRACER-1 -

� Dual laser IR Infared thermometer
with -79 to 1157 degree F range

� Uses 2 AAA batteries and provides
18 hours of continuous use

THERMOMETER #TN418LD -
HARD CASE -

� Digital “Tick” Control for fast leak
pinpointing

� LED warning lights and loud audible
alarm indicating potential danger

� Internal memory stores operational
and calibration data

� Battery strength indicator
� Exceptional water-resistant housing
� Monitor listed configured for LEL, CO,

O2 and H2S
� Contact us for pricing and availability on

other configurations
#911-00000-08 -
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� Choose a Series -
INNO5000™ or
INNO6000™

� Choose a Style -
Classic Design™ or
X-Design™

� We will assist you in
designing a set of turnout
gear which will meet
your particular needs

� Please contact us for
further information and
pricing

� Nomex® IIIA (Yellow) Outer
Shell

� RT7100™ (Type 3D) Moisture
Barrier

� XLT-Lite™ Chambray 7.8 osy
Thermal Liner

� Unique patented BR-1™ six-
layer collar (3”)

� 32” style coat
� Hook & loop 2” x 2” throat

flap
� Zipper + hook & loop

attachment
� RHL™ rounded hook & loop
� Radio pocket (8” x 4” x 2”)

with mic loop on left chest
� Two semi bellow 8” x 10”

pockets
� Inside left pocket with hook &

loop attachment
� NFPA style 3” triple trim

(lime/yellow with silver center)
� Nomex® wristlets with thumb

hole
� Ara-Shield® reinforcement on

sleeve cuffs (grey)

� Regular waist
� Hook and D-ring + hook & loop fastener closure
� Two  semi bellow 10” x 10” pockets
� Ara-Shield® reinforcement on cuffs and knees (grey)
� Waist adjustment straps in black webbing
� Deluxe heavy duty removable “H” style cotton  suspenders
� Extra padding in the knee (layer of 14 oz. Nomex® felt)

COAT -
PANT -
COMPLETE SET -

� Kevlar®/Nomex IIIA (Tan)
Outer Shell

� RT7100™ (Type 3D) Moisture
Barrier

� XLT-Lite™ Chambray 7.3 osy
Thermal Liner

� Unique patented BR-1™
six-layer collar (3”)

� 32” style coat
� Hook & loop 2” x 2” throat tab
� Zipper + hook & loop
� RHL™ rounded hook & loop
� Radio pocket (8” x 4” x 2”)

with mic loop on left chest
� Flashlight holder clip with

adjustable hook & loop
fastener on right chest

� Two semi bellow 8” x 10”
pockets

� Inside left pocket with hook
& loop attachment

� NFPA style 3” triple trim
(lime/yellow with silver center)

� Nomex® wristlets with thumb
hole

� Ara-Shield® reinforcement on
sleeve cuffs (grey)

� Regular waist
� Hook and D-ring + hook & loop fastener closure
� Double fly protection on pants: 6 layers
� Two  semi bellow 10” x 10” pockets
� Ara-Shield® reinforcement on cuffs and knees (grey)
� Heavy duty quick adjust and removable cotton “H” style

deluxe cotton  suspenders with padding
� Extra padding in the knee (layer of 14 oz. Nomex® felt)

COAT -
PANT -
COMPLETE SET -

34-36 33 S 28-30 30
38-40 34 M 32-34 30
42-44 35 L 36-38 30

46-48 36 XL 40-42 30

50-52 37 2XL 44-46 30
54-56 38 3XL 48-50 30
58-60 39 4XL 52-54 30
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� Kevlar®/Nomex IIIA (Gold) Outer
Shell

� RT7100™ (Type 3D) Moisture
Barrier

� Xtra-Lite™ Chambray 7.3 osy
Thermal Liner

� X-Design™ style which provides a
coat shorter in the front and longer
in the back

� Conventional 4-layer collar (3”)
� Zip in liner attachment
� 32” style coat with special tail design

and Retractable Action Back™
� Hook & loop 2” x 2” throat tab
� Semi set-in sleeves
� Zipper + hook & loop closure
� Radio pocket (8” x 4” x 2”) with mic

loop on left chest
� Flashlight holder clip with adjustable

hook & loop fastener on right chest
� Two semi bellow 8” x 10” pockets
� Inside left pocket with hook & loop

attachment
� NFPA style 3” triple trim (lime/yellow with silver center)
� Nomex® wristlets with thumb hole
� Ara-Shield® reinforcement on sleeve cuffs (gold)
� EME™ Enhanced Mobility Elbow

� Regular waist
� Hook and D-ring + hook & loop fastener closure
� Two  semi bellow 10” x 10” pockets
� Enhanced Mobility Knee™ in Ara-Shield® (gold)
� Waist adjustment straps in black webbing
� Deluxe heavy duty removable cotton “H” style suspenders
� Extra padding in the knee (layer of 14 oz. Nomex® felt)

COAT -
PANT -
COMPLETE SET -

� Fusion™ Solution Dye Nomex
IIIA®/Kevlar® and Teflon®
F.P.P.E. (Black) Outer Shell

� Crosstech® Black Type 2F
Moisture Barrier

� Chambray 2-Layers 7.0 osy
Thermal Barrier

� Variable height collar
� 32” style coat with Retractable

Action Back™
� Hook & loop 2” x 2” throat flap
� Zip + hook & loop fastener
� RHL™ rounded hook & loop
� Radio pocket (8” x 4” x 2”)

with mic loop on left chest
� Flashlight holder clip with

adjustable hook & loop
fastener on right chest

� Two semi bellow 8” x 10”
pockets with VizGrip™ high
visibility flaps

� Inside left pocket with hook
& loop attachment

� NYC style 3” triple trim
(lime/yellow with silver center)

� Nomex® wristlets with thumb hole
� Ara-Shield® reinforcement on sleeve cuffs (black)

� Regular waist
� Hook and D-ring + hook & loop fastener closure
� Two  full bellow 10” x 10” x 2” pockets
� EMK™ Enhanced Mobility Knees in Ara-Shield® (black)
� Ara-Shield® reinforcement on cuffs (black)
� Waist adjustments with Alligator clips
� Heavy duty quick adjust and removable “H” style Deluxe cotton

suspenders with padding
� Extra padding in the knee (layer of 14 oz. Nomex® felt)

COAT -
PANT -
COMPLETE SET -

� Personalize your stock gear to add features to best
suit your needs

� Available options include but not limited to:
� Mic loop/PASS loop
� Belt loop
� Fixed glove strap
� Flashlight holder
� Reinforced patch (3” x 2”)
� Riveted D-Ring
� Belt Loop

� Please contact us for additional information
or pricing

� Yellow or orange 2” or 3”
lettering is available in either
Scotchlite™ or Reflexite®

� Lettering is available on either
removable patch or  sewn on
patch

� Lettering patches are available
for new gear orders and also
to update your existing gear

� Please contact us for
additional information and
pricing
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� 600D nylon body material
� Heavy-duty poly webbing
� “H” back design
� 8 point heavy duty button attachment
� Foam padded shoulder straps
� Available in four sizes:  XS (30”), S (36”),

M (42”) and L (48”)
� Standard or reflective version with trim

through center
STANDARD #GB5092 -
REFLECTIVE #GB5093 -

� Several styles to choose from to match your turnout gear

DELUXE COTTON H STYLE -
DELUXE COTTON X STYLE -
COTTON 6 POINT WITH LEATHER -
COTTON 6 POINT WITH METAL -
COTTON 8 POINT WITH LEATHER -
COTTON 8 POINT WITH METAL -
NEOPRENE REMOVABLE PADDING -
OPTIONAL SOLID REFLECTIVE TRIM -

� PBI®/Kevlar® with Matrix™
Techology (Gold) Outer Shell

� Crosstech® Black Type 2F
Moisture Barrier

� Quantum 3D™ 2L 7.7 osy
Thermal Liner

� Unique patented BR-1™
six-layer collar (3”)

� 32” style coat with Retractable
Action Back™

� Hook & loop 2” x 2” throat tab
� Zip and hook and loop

attachment
� RHL™ rounded hook & loop
� Radio pocket (8” x 4” x 2”) with

mic loop on left chest
� Flashlight holder clip with

adjustable hook & loop fastener
on right chest

� Two semi bellow 8” x 10”
pockets with VizGrip™ high
visibility flaps

� Inside left pocket with hook &
loop attachment

� NYC style 3” triple trim
(lime/yellow with silver center)

� Nomex® wristlets with thumb
hole

� Ara-Shield® reinforcement on sleeve cuffs (gold)

� Regular waist/high back
� Hook and D-ring + hook & loop fastener closure
� Double fly protection on pants: 6 layers
� Two  full bellow 10” x 10” x 2” pockets
� Ara-Shield® reinforcement on cuffs and knees (gold)
� Waist adjustments with Alligator clips
� Deluxe heavy duty quick adjust and removable “H” style Deluxe cotton

suspenders with padding
� Extra padding in the knee (layer of 14 oz. Nomex® felt)
� EMK™ Enhanced Mobility Knee in Ara-Shield® (gold)

COAT -
PANT -
COMPLETE SET -

� Fast and economical way to
maintain fire resistance and
hear reflective properties

� Cleaning equipment places a safe
barrier between the professional
firefighter and extreme danger

� Non-flammable and non-toxic
� High dilution ratio (1.5 ounces of

cleaner per gallon of water)
� Designed for use with commercial washers and handwashing
� Available in a 5 gallon pail or a case of four (4) one gallon bottles

CASE -
PAIL -
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� Belt is 1.5” wide and made of
top grain cordovan brown
leather

� Standard size adjusts from 38-50
and XL adjusts from 48-64

� Heavy duty snap hooks and metal rings available
STANDARD BELT #6547 -
XL BELT #6547XL -
3” METAL RINGS  #6546 -
HEAVY DUTY SNAP HOOKS  #6548 -

� 1-1/4” wide heavy duty leather
� Leather mic loop
� Positive locking buckle
� Cord keeper also available

STANDARD #6543 -
REFLECTIVE #6543R -
8” LONGER #6543XL -
8” LONGER WITH REFLECTIVE #6543RXL -
CORD KEEPER #5426 -

� Clips to the radio strap and turnout
gear to keep your radio close

� Heavy duty leather with metal clips
� Available in standard, standard with

1/2” reflective strip or shortened version
STANDARD #5425 -
REFLECTIVE #5425R -
SHORTENED #5424 -

� Leather radio holder
� Available for most common

radios - please specify radio
manufacturer and model

� Uses D-rings to mate with radio strap

� Versatile NFPA certified escape belt
� It is designed to be custom sized to

the individual firefighter and to be
donned over the coat

� Order in your normal pant size
(28-29 to 50-51)

� Comes standard with gear loops on
both sides and a fixed NFPA D-Ring
(attachment/positioning point)

� Additional attachment point available
BELT #1101-0001 -
ADDITIONAL ATTACHMENT POINT #1101-0091 -

� This accessory is used in numerous rescue operations
such as attachment of safety lines or tethers

� It can be useful in RIT firefighter carries
#1105-0074 -

� This accessory mounts easily on either side to
facilitate carrying axes and a multitude of tools

� A buckled keeper is included to secure the tool or axe
#1101-0075 -

� These optional straps upgrade the
Cheyenne NFPA Escape Belt to be
a NFPA ladder belt

� The 2-stage carabiner is available in steel
or aluminum and extends the functionality
of the belt to numerous RIT capabilities

� The multi-configuration strap “permanently”
attaches to the belt to keep the strap and
belt together

2-STAGE STEEL #1101-0090.01 -
2-STAGE ALUMINUM #1101-0090.02 -
MULTI-CONFIGURATION STRAP #1101-0090.03 -

� This optional pouch attaches quickly to the
gear loops on either side of the belt

� Also available as a long low profile style for
those who require a low waist profile

STANDARD POUCH #1101-0080 -
LOW PROFILE POUCH #1101-0087 -

� Cheyenne belt designed with our most popular
options

� Includes tag ring, axe/tool loop, 2-stage aluminum
ladder strap, storage pouch, Omega Pacific
carabiner and adjustment strap retainer

� 1.5” adjustable straps with
roller buckles

� Top grain, black leather with
sewn and riveted stress points

� Heavy duty elastic straps
� Double stitched leather tabs
� Available with optional .5”

sewn-on reflective material
� XL version is 3” longer than

standard
� Additional styles available

STANDARD #9175 -
REFLECTIVE #9175R -
XL #9175XL -
XL REFLECTIVE #9175XLR -
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� 5 way break-away FR treated mesh polyester
vest

� Features:  radio pocket with trim, 2 mic tabs,
open-sided adjustable gro-grain, inside pocket,
badge tab, 29” long, front hook & loop closure

� Made in the USA
� Available with your choice of velcro or zipper

closure
� Regular fits M-2XL and oversize fits 3XL-5XL

REGULAR -

� Yellow wildland gear in either 9 ounce Indura or
6 ounce Nomex®

� Stock gear available in sizes small through 6XL

Overlapping stand-up collar, raglan sleeves,
heavy duty zipper, patch chest pocket, storm
flap covering zipper, radio pocket on left front,
2” triple trim on sleeve cuffs and coat bottom,
longer body, bellowed pockets on bottom of coat

� Waist closure, heavy duty snap, elastic back waist,
5 belt loops, Nomex® zipper fly closure, two patch
hip pocket, pass thru openings, two bellowed cargo
pockets, 2” triple trim on pant legs, adjustable take
up tabs on bottom of legs

� Specify inseam of 30”, 32” or 34”

$100.00 $87.50 $120.00 $100.00
$125.00 $110.00 $150.00 $125.00

� Flame resistant cotton
� Available in navy, royal, red and khaki
� Features:  Bi-swing back and mic clip, stand-up

collar with hook and loop closure above radio
pocket, hook and loop adjustment straps at
wrist, glove strap with clip in waistband, radio
pocket with flap and utility strap, brass zipper
front with hook and loop storm flap, side entry
pockets with pass-through, scissors pocket
with strap on right semi-bellows pocket,
pocket on chest with utility loop, pencil
pocket on left sleeve, two rear patch
pockets, padded shins, elbows and forearms,
semi-bellows pocket with flap on each thigh,
lined sleeves, hook and loop take-up straps
at waist, 12” leg zipper and lime/yellow
reflective triple trim

� Stock gear available in sizes Small through 6XL
S - 2XL -
3XL - 6XL -

� Fully encapsulated front entry vapor-protective
suit (Level A)

� Expanded back with sealed seams inside and out
� 48” zipper, double storm flap with hook and

loop
� 2 layer faceshield (10 mil Teflon/40 mil PVC)
� Anti-Reversing Butyl and North Silver shield

glove system
� 2 exhaust valves, attached sock boots with

boot flaps
� 1.5” waist belt with 3 belt loops sewn (inside)

and sealed
� Storage bag included
� Available in Small, Medium, Large, XL,

2XL, 3XL, 4XL and 5XL
SMALL-XL -
2XL -
3XL -
4XL -

� Engineered to meet the
protection and comfort
needs of those working
in the most dangerous
environments

� NFPA 1991 certified -
liquefied gas

� Maximum protection against
chemical and biological agents

� No overcover, detachable
secondary visor, internal belting
system, knee reinforcements
and integral booties

� Reusable and decontaminable
� 15-year MINIMUM shelf life
� Includes ONEGlove® Hazmat
� Available in Small through 3XL

#1S-A -

� Fully encapsulated front entry with
expanded back

� 48” zipper, double storm flap
� 20 mil PVC faceshield
� Elastic wrists
� 2 exhaust ports with shroud
� Attached sock boots with boot flap
� Available in Small, Medium, Large, XL,

2XL, 3XL, 4XL and 5XL
SMALL-XL -
2XL -
3XL -
4XL -
5XL -
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� Modular suit is completely waterproof with
a water tight hood, integrated gloves and
attached boots

� The flotation and insulation performance of a
snap-in buoyancy liner allows users to immerse
themselves for long periods of time in icy cold
water and maintain mental and physical
capabilities

� Integrated chest harness for attachment to tether
lines, ice awl pockets for storage, rubber gloves,
reinforced knees and non-slip rubber soles on the
attached boots

� Adult universal size fits individuals 4’11” to 6’6”
with weight between 110 and 330#

#IC9001 -

� Waterproof and breathable constant wear water rescue
dry suit specifically designed for flood,
swift water and ice rescue
situations

� Rapid Repair Technology™
enables users to self-replace neck
and wrist seals and repair small leaks
in an hour or less

� Two-point attachment removable suspender system
� Reinforced ankle overcuffs with side zipper for donning

over boots and Velcro closures for adjustability
� Two thigh cargo pockets
� Integrated universal size Gore-Tex® dry socks

(XL+ comes with jumbo socks)
� Mobility Based Sizing™ offers a semi-custom suit

that reduces bulk and increases range of motion
� Available in short, regular (standard) or long

XS - 2XL #MSD624 -
3XL #MSD624 -

� Incredibly easy to use
� Provides a rapid flotation

assistance to a person at risk
of drowning

� Simply throw to the person and once
it hits the water it automatically inflates in
seconds to a large horseshoe shape that can keep
the victim’s head above water and afloat until help arrives

#MRD100 -

� USCG approved work vest for
personnel working around water

� Fast tab attachment point for
a radio or other equipment

� Reflective tape on the front collar & back
� Universal size with side adjustments

#MV3192 -

� Designed to deliver comfort,
warmth and durability

� Functional design with
fleece-lined pockets and storm flap

� Reflective tape across the chest
and around each wrist

� Internal waist belt to reduce ride-up
� Available in orange, navy and orange/black
� Available in sizes Small, Medium, Large,

XL, 2XL and 3XL
SMALL - 2XL #MJ6214T1 -
3XL #MJ6214T1 -

� Engineered to don quickly for cold water and ice rescue
operations

� Universal fit suit features a rugged hi-tenacity nylon shell
that is stitched and taped for the ultimate in durability

� Snap out, internal laminated nylon/foam liner allows
the user to easily slip the suit on and off

� Fully adjustable harness
� Includes Hi-Flex gloves and thermal guard

boots with extra tread
#RS-1000 -

� Low profile inflatable PFD with a unique
neoprene collar for comfort and durability

� 35 pound buoyant cell folds quickly and
easily into the durable 500 denier cover

� Improved flotation angles self rights the
wearer in under 5 seconds

� Your choice of manual inflatable (Type III)
or automatic inflatable (Type II)

MANUAL #AI-150M -
AUTOMATIC #AI-150A -

� Anti-exposure suit is gear that is essential
for individuals that live or work in harsh
environments on or near water

� Articulated knee and elbow joints
� Fleece lined pocket warmers, hood

and collar
� USCG Type V UL approved
� Available in red/black or hi-vis yellow/black
� Sizes Small, Medium, Large, XL or 2XL

RED/BLACK #AS-1100 -
YELLOW/BLACK #AS-1100 -

� Molded from high-impact linear,
low density polyethylene

� Available in 24” or 30”
� Reflective tape
� Replaceable polypropylene

rope with UV stabilizer
24” #MRD024 -
30” #MRD030 -



� 2” 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material: one 360 horizontal stripe,
two vertical stripes, and four 360 horizontal strips on sleeves

� 100% ANSI Polyester with PU coating-breathable, waterproof with sealed seams
� 100% black polyester fleece liner
� Can be worn 4 ways with removable outer jacket sleeves
� Black collar, cuffs and waistband, rollup and removable hood
� Pockets: 2 outside, 1 inside, 1 radio
� Zipper and snap closure
� Available in sizes Small through 6XL
� Available in original solid color, black bottom or original with

two tone trim
ORIGINAL #LUX-TJBJ -
BLACK BOTTOM #LUX-TJBJ-B -
TWO TONE #LUX-TJBJ2 -

� Meets ASTM F1891, Arc Rating:  ATPV=18.5 cal/cm2 and NFPA 70E/HRC=2
� 10.25 ounce PVC coated Modacrylic/Cotton Jersey
� Waterproof with high-frequency welded seems
� Jacket has vented back with D-ring access, raglan sleeves, storm flap over non-sparking

zipper/snap closure and two flapped front pockets
� Bib style pants have snap side closure and one pass through pocket
� 3M™ Scotchlite reflective striping
� Price listed for sizes Medium to XL (call for pricing on larger sizes up to 6XL)

JACKET #LUX-TJR/FR -
BIB PANTS #LUX-TBIB/FR -

� Available in 4.5 ounce Nomex® IIIA or 9 ounce Indura® FRC
� Features include Nomex® thread, Nomex® zipper and non-sparking covered snaps
� One-piece action back with elastic waistband
� Pockets:  two on chest, one tool, two on back, two on hip and two front pass throughs with snaps
� Meets ASTM F1506 and NFPA 2112; ARC rating:  ATPV=4.5 cal/cm2; NFPA 70E/HRC=1
� Available in navy, orange, royal blue or khaki
� Price listed for sizes Small to XL (call for pricing on larger sizes up to 5XL)

NOMEX #G904N -
INDURA #G909I -

� Meets ASTM F1506, Arc Rating:  ATPV=26 cal/cm2 and NFPA 70E/HRC=3
� 6 ounce flame resistant 100% cotton navy twill
� 10 ounce 100% quilted cotton twill with 3M™ Thinsulate™ Platinum Insulation FR
� Nomex® zipper and thread
� Removable quilted hood, two front pockets and two inside pockets
� Price listed for sizes Small to XL (call for pricing on larger sizes up to 5XL)

#FR-JB -

� ANSI/ISEA 207-2006
� 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material: one 360 degree

horizontal stripe and two vertical stripes
� 100% ANSI Polyester Tricot
� 5-Pt. Break-away w/ expandable sides
� Pockets: 1 clear badge chest, 1 radio, and 2 microphone tabs
� Hook & loop closure
� Available with titles for FIRE, EMS and POLICE
� Specify size: M/L, XL/2X, 3X/4X
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� A high-performance hood made for departments
with medium budgets willing to spend more than
minimum to provide excellent protection to the
neck and face areas

� Hood meets or exceeds the minimum
requirements of NFPA 1971

� 8.0 osy knit Nomex®/Lenzing
� All seams Flatlock stitched for comfort
� 1/2” elastic sewn into face opening
� Double needle binding bottom
� Bar-tacks on stress points
� Sewn with Nomex® thread

#INNO331-

� A high-performance hood made for departments
with medium budgets willing to spend more than
the minimum to provide excellent protection to
the neck and face areas

� Hood meets or exceeds the minimum
requirements of NFPA 1971

� All seams Flatlock stitched for comfort
� 1/2” elastic sewn into face opening
� Double needle binding bottom
� Bar-tacks on stress points
� Sewn with Nomex® thread

#INNO333 -

� A premier hood made for departments with
larger budgets to provide the best protection
for firefighters

� Hood meets or exceeds the minimum
requirements of NFPA 1971

� 8.0 osy knit P84
� All seams Flatlock stitched for comfort
� 1/2” elastic sewn into face opening
� Double needle binding bottom
� Bar-tacks on stress points
� Sewn with Nomex® thread

#INNO375 -

� A premier hood made for departments with
larger budgets to provide the best protection
for firefighters

� Hood meets or exceeds the minimum
requirements of NFPA 1971

� All seams Flatlock stitched for comfort
� 1/2” elastic sewn into face opening
� Double needle binding bottom
� Bar-tacks on stress points
� Sewn with Nomex® thread

#INNO377 -

� Max-Dri™ Moisture Wicking mesh in
Hi-Viz Green or Hi-Viz Orange

� Available with either long or short sleeves
� 2” heat transfer reflective tape
� One upper left front pocket
� Collar with two buttons
� Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Standards
� Available in sizes M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL,

4XL and 5XL
SHORT SLEEVE #ST12 -
LONG SLEEVE #ST22 -

� 100% ANSI polyester mesh Class 2 vest
� 2” silver reflective tape - two shoulder

stripes and one 360 degree horizontal
stripe

� Zipper closure
� 12 Pockets:  two inside lower with

pen compartment, four pen on outside
right chest, one outside left double
with four pen compartments

� Available in yellow or orange
� Available in S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL and 4XL/5XL

#ECO-GCS -

� Yellow 6 ounce fabric weight
� 2” Silver reflective tape:  one horizontal and

two vertical stripes
� 50% ANSI Polyester/50% Cotton provides

breathability and comfort
� Available in Medium to 5XL

#LUX-SWTL -

� Yellow 6 ounce fabric weight
� 2” Silver reflective tape:  one

horizontal and two vertical stripes
� 50% ANSI Polyester/50% Cotton

provides breathability and comfort
� Zippered Hoodie features two

lower front pockets
� Pullover Hoodie features one front

pouch pocket
� Available in Medium to 5XL

ZIPPERED #LUX-SWTLHZ -
PULLOVER #LUX-SWTLH -

� Yellow 7.75 oz. 100% ANSI
Modacrylic/Cotton/Poly Blend

� Breathable material that allows
moisture to wick away

� Flame resistant for the life of the shirt
� Price listed for sizes Medium to XL

(call for pricing on larger sizes up to 5XL)
SHORT SLEEVE #LUX-TP2/FR -
LONG SLEEVE #LUX-LST2/FR -
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� Athletic flexibility and fit out
of the box - every pair of
X2 boots can be custom
fit to three widths:  medium,
wide and extra-wide by
removing one or both of
the filler layers in the
Ortholite® footbed

� Comfort Fit Plus with
Ortholite® - 3-density,
multi-fit, removable
footbed with TPU heel
cradle for comfort, anti-odor,
anti-fungal, breathable and
shock absorption for
overtime comfort

� 3-point heel locking system
reduces heel slippage to
increase mobility while keeping your
foot in place where and when it is most important

� Meets NFPA 1971
� Sizes:  7, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12, 13, 14 and 15

#277-0912 -

� Designed for maximum comfort and
accurate fit

� A larger, naturally shaped steel toecap
is used to allow complete freedom of toe
movement

� The heel area is anatomically tapered to
hold your heel snugly and comfortably in
place eliminating “heel slip”

� Comfort Fit System is built upon a
removable Ortholite® foot that is
breathable, long-lasting and durable

� Below the footbed is a high-density
polyurethane midsole which absorbs
energy and provides cushioning

� Meets NFPA 1971
� Sizes:  3,4,5,6,7, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5,

11, 11.5, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16
#699-9451 -

� Rubber 31” high boot with steel
toe, midsole and shank

� Rugged rubber outsole, anti-slip
abrasion resistant

� Internal mid-way pull  on loops
� Non-NFPA certified boot

#699-9203 -

� Maximum shock
absorption and
maximum comfort

� Recommended for use
in industrial and extra-
depth footwear

� Dual-layered memory foam
insoles

� Memory foam compresses for safe clearance in steel toe footwear
� Anti-fungal, anti-bacterial, anti-perspiration, odor reducing scent
� Twelve sizes to choose from and each size can also be trimmed to

fit your specific shoe size
#PAM -

� Certified By SEI to latest NFPA 1971
standard (2007 edition)

� Thermal urethane vapor barrier
� Kovenex thermal liner
� Extreme dexterity with no

sacrifice of protection
� Glove refuses to harden or stiffen and

remains soft/pliable after repeated use
� Each pair packaged with versatile reusable

utility bag
� Sizes:  2X-Small, X-Small, Small, Medium,

Large, XL, 2XL and 3XL
GAUNTLET #G801 -
WRISTLET #G801W -

� Rubber and leather combo
� Slip-resistant
� Flame and cut resisting

leather upper
� 9” tall and available in

medium, wide or extra-wide widths
� Mens sizes 8-11.5 in whole and half sizes

and sizes 12-14 in whole sizes only

� We have an assortment of
firefighter boots including Fire-Dex,
Ranger, Servus and Warrington Pro
as well as various industrial boots

� Please contact us for pricing and
availability

� These boots are priced to
move…call today!
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� Flexible and durable materials with extra palm
protection and flexible back construction

� Robustus top grain leather palm
� Gray Elkskin back
� Black Eversoft split cowhide
� Back-of-Hand gusset for best dexterity
� Kevlar®/Nomex® blend liner
� Crosstech® moisture barrier glove insert
� ½” Elastic sewn zig-zag around the glove at wrist
� Available in guantlet or wristlet style with two layer

nomex wristlet
� Sizes:  Small, Medium, Large, XLarge and 2XL

GAUNTLET #INNO755 -
WRISTLET #INNO750 -

� TRU-3D™ glove design
� Cowhide palm with elkskin back
� Kangaroo fourchettes and knuckles
� Pyro-Pro™ glove insert for dexterity in

palm and added thermal protection in
the back of the hand

� Nomex®/Kevlar® lining
� Available in gauntlet or wristlet style

with two layer nomex wristlet
� Sizes:  Small, Medium, Large, XL and 2XL

GAUNTLET #INNO775 -
WRISTLET #INNO770 -

� TRU-3D™ glove design
� All Kangaroo
� Textured Kangaroo fourchettes and

knuckles
� Crosstech™ glove insert for optimum

resistance and protection throughout
� Nomex®/Kevlar® lining
� Available in gauntlet or wristlet style

with a two layer nomex wristlet
� Sizes:  Small, Medium, Large, XL and 2XL

GAUNTLET #INNO795 -
WRISTLET #INNO790 -

� The only non-velcro glove holder available
� The alligator clip end secures anywhere

on your gear
#PGH -

� Velcro lined leather glove straps wrap
around your gloves and clips to your
turnout gear

#9125-1 -

� Heavy-duty ballistic nylon
webbing

� Nickel plated hardware
for attachment to gear

� Hook & loop closure
to secure gloves

� Available in red, black and pink
#LXFGS

� Ripple  Grip™ technology maximized dry grip
� One piece, enhanced synthetic leather

increases durability while providing full dexterity
� 3-D Design TPR on back and fingers for

maximum impact protection
� Reinfoced Saddle with an extra layer of

Skid-X Grip™ between thumb and
forefinger assures maximum protection
and padding to typical wear point

� Kevlar® threaded palm is double stitched
for added durability

� Reflective Hi-Vis for hand visibility
� Sizes:  Medium, Large, XL, 2XL, 3XL and 4XL

#8032 -

� An inexpensive option in a truly comfortable
glove that can be worn for long periods
of time without hand fatigue,
discomfort of blistering

� Specially treated leather that dries
soft and pliable

� Reversed seams minimizes chafing
and aids in elimination of blisters during
prolonged wear

� Inset Kevlar® knit wristlet keeps debris out of glove
� Sizes:  Small, Medium, Large, XL and 2XL

#FC-77RW -

� Cowhide, Black Eversoft split leather
� SEF liner
� PRO-TECT® moisture barrier glove

insert
� Kevlar® thread
� Available in gauntlet or wristlet style

with two layer nomex wristlet
� Sizes:  Small, Medium, Large, XL and 2XL

GAUNTLET #INNO715 -
WRISTLET #INNO710 -
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� Waterproof and breathable
Hipora barrier provides
protection from
bloodborne pathogens

� Meets OSHA Bloodborne
Pathogens Standard

� 3M Reflective Fabric
� Cut resistant Kevlar palm and thumb

panels with Kevlar stitching in high
wear areas

� Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL or 2XL
#327 -

� Tough enough to withstand the vibrations
and abrasions of extrication work

� Sizes: Medium, Large, XL or 2XL
� Colors: yellow or black

BLACK SHORT CUFF #313 -
YELLOW SHORT CUFF #314 -
YELLOW LONG CUFF #304 -

� High visibility gloves with
reflective palm

� Sizes: Small, Medium, Large,
XL and 2XL

� Available in lime/silver or orange
LIME #307 -
ORANGE #306 -

� Free flex neoprene knuckle and
index finger protection system

� 3mm shock absorbing gel palm pad
with insulated palm and fingers

� Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL
and 2XL

� Color: Black only
#123 -

� Unique gel padded rope control channel
� Clarino palm and fingertip patches that

do not get slippery when wet
� Incredible fingertip dexterity

allows knot untying without
glove removal

� Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL
and 2XL

RED #353 -
BLACK #355 -

� Double layer synthetic leather palm and
fingers

� Double-reinforced, EVA-padded rope
zone with rope channel

� Durable synthetic leather-reinforced
fingertips, thumb, and knuckle

� Double-needle Kevlar stitching
� EVA knuckle pad with reflective

pattern
� Adjustable wrist cinch anchor

for extra security
� Wrist grommet for easy clipping
� Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL and 2XL

#740 -

� 100 count boxes of disposable
gloves

� Available in vinyl, latex or nitrile
� Nitrile gloves are available

in standard or medical grade
quality

� Sizes:  Small, Medium, Large
and XL

VINYL -
LATEX -
STANDARD NITRILE -
MEDICAL GRADE NITRILE -

� Premium EVA foam palm pad to dampen
shock and impact

� Abrasion resistant, textured PVC on
palm and fingers

� Flex zones for added comfort
� Terry thumb brow wipe
� Available in full finger or ½ finger

design
� Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL and 2XL

FULL FINGER #710 -
½ FINGER #712 -

� Durable synthetic leather on fingers,
thumb, and palm

� Armortex® reinforcement on
palm, fingers and thumb saddle

� PVC-reinforced fingertip
gripping zones

� EVA palm padding to dampen
shock and impact

� Double-needle Kevlar stitching
� Stretch spandex shell for comfort and fit
� EVA knuckle pad with reflective

pattern
� Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL

and 2XL
NYLON #726 -
KEVLAR #730 -
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� Thermoplastic outer shell with
4” faceshield

� Traditional style helmet
� Comes standard with

4” faceshield
� Option to replace standard

4” faceshield with 6”
faceshield, goggles or
Bourke shield

� Custom leather front sold
separately

� Colors:  black, blue,
lime-yellow, orange, red,
white or yellow

HELMET WITH FACESHIELD -
HELMET WITH IZ2 OR IZ3 GOGGLES -
HELMET WITH BOURKE SHIELD -
HELMET WITH BOURKE SHIELD & GOGGLES -

� Traditional style helmet but in a
textured, matte finish giving it the
rugged look of a leather helmet

� Thermoglas® outer shell with
a 4” faceshield

� Option to replace standard 4”
faceshield with 6” faceshield,
goggles or Bourke shield

� Colors:  black, red, white
or yellow

HELMET WITH FACESHIELD -
HELMET WITH IZ2 OR IZ3 GOGGLES -
HELMET WITH BOURKE SHIELD -
HELMET WITH BOURKE SHIELD & GOGGLES -

� Fiberglass outer shell with 4”
faceshield or goggles

� Designed to help protect against
frequent exposure to chemicals
and hydrocarbons

� Colors:  black, blue, lime-yellow,
orange, red, white or yellow

HELMET WITH FACESHIELD -
HELMET WITH IZ2 GOGGLES -

� Thermoplastic outer shell with
4” faceshield or goggles

� Greater impact and penetration resistance
� Designed for comfort and

long-lasting performance
� Colors:  black, blue, lime-yellow,

orange, red, white or yellow
HELMET WITH FACESHIELD -
HELMET WITH IZ2 GOGGLES -

� Now your favorite Bullard® helmet
is available with an integrated LED
lighting system

� Blends engineering, functionality
and safety to help firefighters see
forward in dark or smoky conditions

� Eight bright white forward facing
LEDs protected behind a heat-
resistant glass

� A bright blue “buddy indicator”
light at the rear of the helmet to
locate the wearer in low visibility
situations

� Easily operated with a gloved hand,
the single rotary switch powers
both the front and rear lights

� Powered by four (4) AAA
batteries with a runtime of
at least six continuous hours

� Available with features and
standard colors for the FX, LTX,
PX, UST and USTM helmets

� Price listed is for helmet with
faceshield

FX HELMET -
LTX HELMET  -
PX HELMET  -
UST HELMET  -
USTM HELMET  -

� Thermoplastic outer shell with
4” faceshield or goggles

� New lightweight and compact
design

� Comes standard with Quick Attach
Blade System which allows you to
simply press your faceshield or
goggles on or off; Sure-Lock
ratchet; quick release/postman slide
chinstrap; edge beading and leather
ratchet cover

� Colors:  black, blue, lime-yellow,
orange, red, white or yellow

HELMET WITH FACESHIELD -
HELMET WITH IZ4 GOGGLES -
#R333 QUICK ATTACH FACESHIELD -
#R155 QUICK ATTACH BLADE KIT -
#IZ4 DETACHABLE GOGGLE SYSTEM -

� Thermoplastic outer shell
� Quick Attach Goggle System included

but is also available with either 4” or
6” faceshield at no additional charge

� Standard version features a black
ear/neck protector which can also
be changed to yellow at no
additional charge

� Colors:  black, blue, lime-yellow,
red, white or yellow

#USRX -
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� Same features as FX or UST helmet but
with aluminized helmet cover and
shroud

� 6” gold faceshield standard
� Colors:  black, blue, lime-yellow, orange,

red, white or yellow
AX/FX HELMET -
AX/UST HELMET -
ALUMINIZED SHROUD #R757 -
ALUMINIZED COVER FOR FX #R260 -
ALUMINZED COVER FOR UST #R261 -

� Thermoplastic outer shell
� Eight-point suspension for stability
� Permanently attached chin strap

with quick-release buckle for EMS
� Sure-Lock ratchet headband for

quick sizing
� #A2 includes a three-point chinstrap

with quick-release buckle
� Colors:  black, blue, orange, red, white

or yellow
#A1 -
#A2 -

� Thermoplastic outer shell with
Sure-Lock ratchet headband

� Full-brim style provides
additional protection from
ultraviolet rays

� Comes standard with goggle
retainer clips and reflective stripes

� Colors:  black, blue, dove grey,
lime-yellow, orange, red, white or
yellow

CAP STYLE HELMET #FH911CR -
FULL BRIM STYLE HELMET #FH911HR -

� Create your own leather front to fit
your fire helmet

� Choose from 4”, 5” or 6” front
(note:  a 6” front will not work with
a 6” faceshield)

� Passport front and replacement
passport patch have stamped lettering

� Please contact us for custom badges
STAMPED LETTERING -
DECAL STYLE -
SEWN LETTERING -
BADGE STYLE -
VELCRO PASSPORT STYLE, STAMPED
     LETTERING OR DECAL -
VELCRO PASSPORT PATCH ONLY, STAMPED
     LETTERING OR DECAL -

� Half moon side title tapes
� Price listed is per decal
� Black lettering on white standard, other

colors available upon request
� Please call for pricing on custom

crescents
#CR STANDARD (6-3/4” x 15/16”) -
#EC EMBLEM (4-3/8” x 1 3/4”) -
#CJ JUNIOR (4-1/4” x 13/16”) -
#CA MINIATURE (5-1/8” x 3/4”) -
#ICR INVERTED (7” x 1-5/16”) -
#CR-Q 3M SCOTCHLITE STANDARD SIZE -

� Indicate rank with these fronts
� Available in adhesive backed or

velcro backed passport style
� Size is 4-7/8” x 3-1/4”
� Black lettering and/or graphics

on white standard, other colors
available upon request

� Please call for pricing on custom
fronts

#FRT ADHESIVE -
#FRT-Q 3M SCOTCHLITE ADHESIVE -
#FRTV VELCRO PASSPORT -
#FRTV-Q 3M SCOTCHLITE VELCRO PASSPORT -

� Show your pride in America with
decals in assorted style and sizes

� Self-adhesive reflective vinyl

Available in a variety of sizes and
colors

$4.50 $4.75 $5.50 $10.00 $12.50
$4.50 $4.75 $5.50 $10.00 $12.50

$4.50 $4.75 $5.50 $10.00 $12.50 $20.00

$4.50 $4.75 $5.50 $10.00 $12.50 $20.00

$0.50 $0.65 $0.90 $1.40 $2.25 $3.25 $4.50 $13.00 $18.00

� Combines the style of the maltese cross with the
graphics of the American Flag

2” FUSMC2 -
3.5” FUSMC -
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� Specifically designed for wildland
firefighting

� Foam padded
� Anti-scratch/anti-fog lens with speed clip

quick adjust system
#XTO -

� Specifically designed for wildland
firefighting

� Anti-scratch/anti-fog lens with
speed clip quick adjust system

#WFB -

� NFPA 1971-2000 Certified
� Two-piece snap-on/snap-off strap
� Anti-scratch/anti-fog lens with speed

clip quick adjust system
#IZ2 -

� NFPA 1971-2000 Certified
� One-piece wrap-around strap
� Anti-scratch/anti-fog lens with speed

clip quick adjust system
#IZ3 -

� NFPA 1971-2000 Certified
� Quick-attach style for use with LTX helmets
� Anti-scratch/anti-fog lens with speed clip

quick adjust system
#IZ4 -

� Nomex  flame-retardant goggle
sleeve

#ESSARSLV-N -

� NFPA compliant brackets for IZ2 goggles
#EZEX -

� Yellow or black nomex or gold
PBI/Kevlar

� Available with or without throat strap
BLACK NOMEX #R721 -
YELLOW NOMEX #R721YLW -
BLACK NOMEX THROAT STRAP #R726 -
YELLOW NOMEX THROAT STRAP #R726YLW -
PBI/KEVLAR #R741 -
PBI/KEVLAR THROAT STRAP #R746 -

� Replacement ratchet headband with either
cotton or leather brow pad

� Please indicate helmet utilized at time of
order to insure compatibility

COTTON #R637 -
LEATHER #R637L -

� Set of (5) for FX, LTX, PX or USTX
� Set of (8) for USTX, UST or USTM
� Available in lime-yellow or red-orange

SET OF FIVE -
SET OF EIGHT -

� Replacement brass eagle for UST, USTM
or USTX helmet

� Available in 5” or 6”
� Please confirm faceshield size when

ordering to insure compatibility

� Lightweight sports styling
contours to face

� Built-in rubber nose pads
� Exceeds ANSI Z87.1 high

impact requirements
� Other lens and frames available

BLACK/CLEAR LENS #SS4510D -
BLACK/GREY LENS #SS4520D -
BLACK/SILVER MIRROR LENS #SS4570D -
SILVER/ICE BLUE LENS #SS4585D -
SILVER/ICE ORANGE LENS #SS4545D -
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� Replace your damaged faceshield
with genuine Bullard faceshields

� Various sizes and styles available
for your particular helmet

4” HIGH HEAT #R334 -
6” PVC #R325 -
4” PVC #R330 -
6” GOLD COATED #R340 -
BOURKE SHIELD #R309 -

� Complete kit of all components necessary
to mount faceshield

� Utilize #R151 for Advent, AX, FX and
PX helmets

� Utilize #R152 for AX, UST and USTM
helmets (#R156 is needed for use with
#R334 faceshield)

� Utilize #R154 for quick attach style on
Advent, LTX and USRX

#R151 -
#R152 -
#R156 -
#R154 -



� Vest with (2) 4” x 18” title panels, which
offer rank to fire ground personnel

� Available in a variety of colors and titles
#003L -

� Prepackaged kit of all orange vests in a case
� Kit includes the following vests:  Incident

Commander, Safety Officer, Operations,
Staging, Accountability, Rehab, Information
Officer, Air Supply, Water Supply and
Window (panel for adding unique title)

� Individual replacement vests also
available

#022-5 -

� Multiple pockets and compartments
� Padded shoulder strap
� 600D polyester outer shell
� 16” x 25” x 15” overall dimensions
� 16” x 2” x 15” outside pockets
� Total capacity 7,280 cubic inch
� Available in black, red and pink

#LXFB40V -

� Large enough to hold a full set of turnout
gear

� Compartments for helmet, SCBA
mask and gloves

� Hi-Vis Firefighter lettering and
reflective stitching sewn into webbing

� Lime-Silver triple trim reflective tape
for visibility

� Extra large zippers for long lasting durability
� Heavy-duty pull strap (shoulder strap sold separately)
� 16” x 18” x 30” overall dimensions
� Available in black and red

BAG #LXFB10WV -
SHOULDER STRAP #LXFBS -

� Large enough to hold two sets of
turnout gear

� Made of heavy duty water resistant
nylon

� Triple trim reflective striping
� Helmet compartment zipper runs full width of bag
� Strong padded shoulder strap will hold 100# of gear
� Wrap-around reinforced bottom and sides

protect from water leakage and
extends under helmet compartment

� Compartments for helmet, jumpsuit,
SCBA mask and gloves

� 16” x 18” x 34” overall dimensions
� Available in black and red

#LXFB10 -

� Four PVC reinforced mesh air vents front and
back provide full ventilation for your gear

� Cross ventilation allows gear to dry faster
� Helps prevent the growth of mildew from

storing damp turnout gear
� Adjustable padded shoulder strap with heavy

duty snap hooks
� Zippered top flap for “step-in” access to gear
� Separate helmet compartment will hold

traditional style fire helmet
� Two personal/accessory pockets
� 30” x 14” x 15” overall dimensions
� Available in black, red and pink

#LXFB45M -
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� Five various sized pockets
� Optional carry handle made

of 2” webbing, handle wrap
to keep handles together

� Dimensions are 32” long x
17” deep x 16” high

� Total cubic inches of storage
is 8,704

BAG #911IM -
CARRY HANDLE #913IM -

� Boot style gear bag with room to
set your boots and pants on one
side and a folded coat beside
them with a helmet and other
related gear

� 140 square inches of mesh for
ventilation under the storm
flap allowing moisture to
escape while the storm flap
protects your gear from harsh
elements

� Dimensions are 20.5” long x
14.25” deep x 18.25” high

� Total cubic inches of storage is 6,150
910IM -

� 1000 denier Cordura® nylon
� Will hold up to two complete sets

of gear
� Extra long handle of 2” webbing

allows it to be carried over your
shoulder or as a backpack

� Dimensions are 15” x 16” x 30”
� Total cubic inches of storage is

7,200
#200MC-XXX -



� Low, medium and high expansion
Class A foam concentrate

� Can be proportioned from 0.1% to 1%
in fresh, brackish or sea water

� Can be used with aspirating and
non-aspirating discharge devices,
compressed air foam systems (CAFS) or
dropped from fixed or rotary wing aircraft

5 GALLON PAIL #434467 -
55 GALLON DRUM #434469 -

� Can be used on either conventional Class B
fuels or the polar solvent type Class B fuels

� The excellent wetting characteristics makes
it useful in combating Class A fires

� Because of the low energy to make foam,
it can be used with both aspirating and
non-aspirating discharge devices

� 20-25 year shelf life
5 GALLON PAIL #55797 -
55 GALLON DRUM #55808 -

� Protection of a wide range of Class B
flammable liquid hazards

� Can be applied at 3% on both
hydrocarbon and polar solvent fuels

� A low viscosity foam concentrate
� 20-25 year shelf life

5 GALLON PAIL #416493 -
55 GALLON DRUM #416495 -

� Raised handle allows full  360
degree rotation “without
skinning your knuckles”

� Economically priced, light
weight, high strength
aluminum wrench will
open most foam
containers

#UFCW -

� Easy to install system to educt foam
concentrate into hose lines

� Mounts between the discharge and
the suction side of the pump

� Adjustable unit permits various foam
percentages to be inducted depending
on the nozzles being used

� Includes eductor, pressure hose and pickup hoses
#4171 -

� With this portable foam system, every
fire hose line becomes a foam line

� Five-gallon pack is a back pack style
� Includes a foam pickup hose with

foam control quick connector
� Includes an air aspirating nozzle

with matching foam inductor
� Includes fixed and swivel

connectors and 1.5” NST
D-handle ball shutoff

30 GPM #4025BP30 -
50 GPM  #4030BP50 -
70 GPM  #4033BP70A -

� Features a single action pump
with a foam educting attachment

� Includes an air aspirating nozzle
� 1% of foam concentrate is educted

each time pump is charged
#4000F-BP -

� Back pack style with a capacity
of 5 gallons

� Constructed of strong polyester
with thermoplastic polymer

� 4” filling port with removable
screen

� Extreme comfort with 2” wide
shoulder straps &  3” wide shoulder pads

#4000-BP -

� Six gallon capacity portable reservoir for water
and/or foam concentrate (Class A or B)

� Outer shell with removable inner bladder
� 4” wide filler port with garden hose outlet
� Carry handle on top of bag
� High strength nylon webbing for fully

adjustable shoulder, sternum and waist straps
� Available with either a 4000 or 4000F hand

pump system
#4000-BRAVO -
#4000F-BRAVO -

� Use as a 6% proportioned solution in fresh,
salt or hard water

� Can be used and stored as a 6% premixed
solution in fresh or potable water

� Intended for use on Class B hydrocarbon
fuel fires having low water solubility

� 20-25 year shelf life
5 GALLON PAIL #54391 -
55 GALLON DRUM #54392 -
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� White double jacketed
100% high tenacity spun
polyester or WearGuard
treated colored hose

� Extruded synthetic EPDM
rubber lining

� Coupled with lightweight
NST male x female
couplings

� Pressure tested to 800 PSI -
service 400 PSI - burst 1200 PSI

� White or colored yellow, red, orange,
blue, green, tan or black

� Ten year warranty

$83.00 $118.50 $220.00
$96.00 $137.50 $257.50
$110.00 $147.50 $280.00
$136.00 $174.00 $317.50
$154.00 $216.50 $397.50
$207.50 $270.00 $482.50

$64.00 $95.00 $175.00
$70.00 $109.00 $204.00
$65.00 $87.50 $158.00
$72.50 $98.00 $182.50
$75.00 $97.50 $175.00
$82.50 $110.00 $200.00
$114.00 $140.00 $244.00
$124.00 $155.00 $272.50
$108.50 $142.50 $257.50
$120.00 $160.00 $293.00
$152.50 $188.00 $327.50
$164.50 $207.00 $365.00

� Standard style in yellow or white
100% polyester yarns with
filament polyester filler yarns

� Extruded thermo polyurethane
compound liner to resist ozone

� Coupled with lightweight NST
male x female couplings

� Pressure tested to 600 PSI -
service 300 PSI - burst 900 PSI

� One year warranty

$46.00 $71.00 $120.00
$49.00 $76.00 $130.50
$59.00 $92.50 $160.00
$62.00 $100.00 $174.00

� Extruded-thru-the-weave nitrile rubber
with 100% circular woven synthetic
twill weave reinforcement

� Ribbed nitrile cover and ultra-smooth
nitrile rubber liner

� Coupled with lightweight NST
male x female or storz

� Pressure tested to 450 to 500 PSI -
service 225 to 250 PSI - burst 675 to 750 PSI

� Yellow, red, orange or blue
� Ten year warranty

$187.50 $307.50 $527.50

$237.50 $382.50 $597.50

$215.00 $330.00 $557.50

$280.00 $415.00 $685.00

� Extruded-thru-the-weave nitrile rubber with 100% circular woven
synthetic twill weave reinforcement

� Ribbed nitrile cover and ultra-smooth nitrile
rubber liner

� Coupled lightweight NST male x female
� Pressure tested to 600 PSI - service 300 PSI - burst 900 PSI
� Yellow, red, orange or blue
� Ten year warranty
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� 100% polyester filament yarn outer jacket
� Synthetic yarn with nitrile rubber

extruded-thru-weave resulting in a
one-piece construction jacket/liner

� Coupled with 1.5” NST male x
female

� Pressure tested to 1000 PSI -
service 500 PSI - burst 1500 PSI

� Pre-dyed colored Day-Glow yellow or green with 1” wide white stripe
with border tracer line the length of hose on both sides

� Ten year warranty

$190.00 $275.00 $530.00



� Special corrugated PVC exterior for
maximum flexibility and smooth waterway

� Clear flexible PVC between the felix
ribs for full version of water

� One-piece extruded aluminum field
repairable, re-attachable collars

� Utilize for drafting from any rural or
municipal non-pressurized water source

� Coupled with either NST rocker lug (RL)
or long handle (LH) male x female or storz

� Ten year warranty

� Double jacketed 100% polyester
hose for soft suction hose
applications

� Standard 10’ section with NST
long handle female couplings
with special lengths available

� Please call for pricing on hose
with storz couplings

� Five year warranty

$102.50 $3.50
$149.00 $4.25
$147.50 $4.25
$225.00 $5.75
$267.50 $5.75
$315.00 $7.00
$290.00 $7.00
$300.00 $7.00
$320.00 $7.00
$360.00 $7.00

$105.00 $152.50
$125.00 $175.00
$132.50 $195.00
$175.00 $227.50
$210.00 $300.00
$290.00 $385.00
$297.50 $397.50
$350.00 $510.00
$280.00 $365.00
$370.00 $442.50
$460.00 $610.00
$495.00 $645.00

$175.00 $5.00
$207.50 $6.00
$218.50 $6.00
$252.50 $6.60
$312.50 $6.60
$342.50 $7.80
$318.50 $7.80
$345.00 $7.80
$352.80 $7.80
$387.50 $7.80

� Nitrile rubber hose for soft
suction hose applications

� Low maintenance - resistant to
mildew

� Standard 10’ section with NST
long handle female couplings
with special lengths available

� Available in red or yellow
� Please call for pricing on

hose with storz couplings
� Five year warranty

$440.00
$530.00
$650.00

Please note that we can provide your hose with stamped
couplings as well as stenciling of your department’s name

or unit number

Please ask your Clarey’s sales representative for
additional information

� Conventional hard rubber wire reinforced
suction hose with “Spiraling Effect”
for greater flexibility

� Cover and tube synthetic
EPDM rubber

� Ribbed cover enhances
flexibility

� Utilize for drafting from any
rural or municipal non-pressurized water source

� Coupled with lightweight NST male x
long handle female couplings

� Working pressure 165 PSI - burst pressure 495 PSI
� Five year warranty
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� Red specially compounded neoprene
rigid tough cover

� Smooth black synthetic SBR
rubber liner for low friction loss

� Coupled with lightweight 1”
NST male x female couplings
in hardcoated aluminum or
Barway brass

� Working pressure - 800 PSI; burst
pressure - 3200 PSI for .75” and 1”
sizes and working pressure - 200 PSI;
burst pressure - 600 PSI for 1.5”

� Five year warranty

$237.50 $415.00 $590.00 $765.00

$265.00 $440.00 $615.00 $790.00

$287.50 $510.00 $737.50 $960.00

$322.50 $547.50 $770.00 $995.00
$242.50 $467.50 $695.00 $920.00

� Lightweight woven TPU Forestry booster
hose with a single 100% high tenacity
polyester cover

� Coupled with lightweight NST male x
female couplings

� Pressure tested to 600 PSI - service
300 PSI - burst 900 PSI

� Yellow or red
� One year warranty

$96.00 $142.50 $272.50

$390.00 $682.50

� Tough durable black rubber
cover resistant to oil,
weather and abrasion

� Smooth liner reinforced with
two braids of steel wire

� Coupled with lightweight 1”
NST male x female couplings

� Working pressure 3,000 PSI -
burst pressure 12,000 PSI

� Five year warranty

� Aluminum expansion ring couplings for use on both
supply and attack hose

� Couplings are rocker lug male and female swivels
� All sets come complete with expansion rings, swivel

and tail gaskets
� Standard NST threads
� Please confirm bowl diameter at time of order

1” $17.50
1.5” $19.00
1.5” $24.50
1.5” $33.00
2” $36.00

2.5” $36.00
2.5” $67.50
3” $80.00
3” $120.00
4” $115.00
5” $180.00
6” $232.00

� Soft annealed, seamless tubing in alloy
UNS C23000

� All rings are de-burred and provided
with one end chamfered to prevent
cutting the hose at the bowl lip

1.25” 0.05 $1.95
1.25” 0.05 $2.50
1.25” 0.05 $3.15
1.5” 0.05 $4.50
1.5” 0.062 $6.25
2” 0.7 $10.95
2” 0.092 $15.95
2” 0.092 $20.80
2” 0.092 $24.95
2” 0.092 $26.50
2” 0.092 $29.10

� Includes two couplings with three part collars
� Please specify large diameter supply hose type

at time of order (rubber covered or double
jacketed)

$155.00 $200.00 $397.50
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� Heavy-duty drum dried English leather
with four heavy-duty buckles

� Sewn and riveted for extra strength
#9200

� Saves time when relieving pressure on a line
� Helps change fittings without damaging

hose
� Simple to operate and releases quickly

UP TO 3” HOSE #M40 -
UP TO 6” HOSE #HC6 -
RUNNINGBOARD BRACKET #MH40 -

� Easily remove water and air from
hose

� Available in a single or two person
version

ONE PERSON #KRH-1 -
TWO PERSON #KRH-2 -

� Two conical water jets pull
the hose through the washer
while removing soluble
contaminants

� Integrated carry handle
� Very effective in cleaning all

types of dirty and caked hoses
� Small is designed for up to 3” hose

and large is utilized for up to 5”
diameter hose

SMALL #KHW3 -
LARGE #KHW5 -

� Ease all your connections including
Storz and threaded parts

� Environmentally friendly - contains
no grease

� Available in a 2 oz. or 12 oz. plastic
spray bottle

� 12 oz. plastic bottle is equipped with a
trigger for “spraying” or “streaming”

2 OUNCE #ST2 -
12 OUNCE #ST2-12OZ -

� For use on double jacketed woven hose
up to 3”

� Features rubber jaws and lock
� Lightweight for easy handling
� Includes truck mounting bracket

#588

� For emergency repair of burst or leaking
hose - or as an emergency adapter for the
connection of two hose lines with different
threads in situations where pressures do
not exceed 150 PSI

� Alcolite® construction and molded
neoprene liner

� 2.5” fits hose from 2-3/4” to 3-5/16” OD
and 3” fits hose from 3-1/2” to 3-3/4” OD

2.5” JACKET #772
2.5” MOUNTING PEG FOR JACKET #352
3” JACKET #773
3” MOUNTING PEG FOR JACKET #353

� Secures hose up to 3” on ladders, fire
escapes, etc.

� Aids in the handling of hose
#78

� For raising or lowering of hose, ladders,
etc. to and from the roof or through
windows

#583

� Lightweight and durable reel in either manual
rewind style or electric rewind

� Various sizes available from 125’ to 450’ of
3/4” or 75’ to 300’ of 1” booster hose

� Enclosed hub and rolled disc edges
� Powder coated finish in either red or silver
� Exceeds NFPA requirements
� Standard inlet is a 90 degree super swivel

with 1” female NPT
� Standard outlet is a 1” male NST
� 1000 PSI pressure rating
� Please specify hose capacity and

dimension requirements at time of order
� Single or dual chrome plated roller

guides available to match the reel
dimensions ordered

MANUAL REWIND #MRWB -
ELECTRIC REWIND #ERWB -
GUIDE ROLLER #ERWB-GR -

� Replace a lost/broken lock on your couplings
or adapter

� Includes lock, screw and spring
SLD5 -
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� Holds up to 150’ of 2” hose with
nozzle and adapters

� Made of 1000 denier Cordura
nylon with web carry handles
and shoulder strap for use as a
back pack

� Red – 26” high x 18” wide x 7” deep
#423RD -

� Made of 1000 denier Cordura nylon with
web carry handles, padded shoulder
straps, outside zipper pocket, protective
flap and reflective striping

� Red – 16” high x 18” wide x 11” deep
(3,200 cu. in.)

#420RD -

� Holds two 50-foot sections of pre-coiled
1.75” hose

� Features heavy-duty nylon webbing and
high-sheer strength Velcro

� Shoulder strap aids firefighters in carrying
and deploying hose

#DD-100

� A set of four (4) individual nylon straps
� Straps consist of stainless steel buckles

which can be operated in the dark
with gloves on

� Black 2” webbing is rated at 3000# and
treated to prevent mold or mildew

� Expandable from 8” to 43”
SET OF FOUR STRAPS #SGS-1
SINGLE STRAP #SGS-2

� This strap system securely holds 50’, 100’ or
150’ of double jacketed fire hose and is also
available in a 200’ size

� Strap system consists of three quick
release Velcro® closures (four provided
on 200’ capacity version)

� Enables a firefighter to grab a fold of hose,
shoulder and lay it out

50-150 STRAP #HS-150
200 STRAP #HS-200

� Economical hose line
protection for up to
5” large diameter hose

� 12” wide and can be
interlocked to almost any width

� Reflective safety stripes for added visibility
� Made of fiber reinforced rubber for durability and ease of use

UP TO 4” HOSE #39540R -
UP TO 5” HOSE #39600 -

� Four or six outlets with stainless
steel ball valves

� Capable of testing up to 6”
diameter hose and up to
300 ft per discharge

� Complies with NFPA standards
� Wheeled cart fits through standard

36” doorway
� Available with or without pressure

washer
� Pressure washer version includes

50’ hose, quick release wand and
nozzle, quick connect
injector and metering valve for adding
cleaning agents and a stainless steel
nozzle with stream straightener

� Pressure washer can be removed for ease of use
FOUR OUTLET #HT50 -
SIX OUTLET #HT56 -
FOUR OUTLET WITH WASHER #HT100 -
SIX OUTLET WITH WASHER #HT156 -

� Durable molded polyethylene with
maximum UV protection, heavy-duty
door gaskets to keep out dirt, dust,
water and chemicals

� Hinges and latches made of reliable nylon
� Black cabinet with red door
� Outside dimensions:  HRE56 - 20” w x

25” h x 7.5” d, JBDE85 - 21.5” w x 33.5” h x
14.75” d, JBXA90 - 35.5” w x 35.5” h x 16.5” d

#HRE56 -
#JBDE85 -
#JBXA90 -

� Blend of detergents and emulsifiers
designed specifically to clean fire hose
safely without discoloration or damage

� Uses one quart per 25 gallons of water
� Price listed is for a 5 gallon pail

� Gripper has padded high visibility shoulder
sling with three 2” wide, 42” long 3000#
strength webbing

� Utilizes cam buckles and torque rings and
is easily opened with a gloved hand

� Holds 150’ of 2.5” hose and 200’ of 1.75” hose
#GRP-57
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� Adjustable gallonage nozzle where
the flow remains constant in all
patterns at each GPM setting

� Easy to use as well as service and repair
� Black shutoff and pistol grip (when

appropriate) are standard - color
coded shutoffs and pistol grips to
match truck discharge tags are
available upon request

� Single shutoff in a truly
multi-purpose nozzle with
the penetration of a solid
bore tip and the advantage
of a fog pattern

� Dual shutoff style
� Capable of operating efficiently

at pressures as low as 50 psi or
up to 100 psi

� Black shutoff and pistol grip
(when appropriate) are
standard - color coded
shutoffs and pistol grips to
match truck discharge tags are
available upon request

� Please specify tip size at time of order

1513 NO $835.00
1512 YES $835.00

1716 30-60-90-125 NO $795.00
1718 30-60-90-125 YES $850.00
1734 95-125-150-200 NO $900.00
1735 95-125-150-200 YES $930.00
1726 125-150-200-250 NO $990.00
1736 125-150-200-250 YES $1,020.00

2730 125-150-200-250 $1,275.00

TWIST SHUTOFF TIP ONLY

1717 30-60-90-125 $500.00
1724 95-125-150-200 $565.00
1727 125-150-200-250 $575.00

1515 NO $840.00
1520 YES $840.00

1522 NO $845.00
1523 YES $845.00

1525 NO $925.00
1526 YES $925.00

1527 NO $935.00
1528 YES $935.00

� Designed to easily and quickly clamp on to various
Akron® nozzles

� Provides air-aspirated foam capability - up to 12:1
expansion ration with AFFF

� Flow:  Style 755 - 30 gpm; Style 770 - up to 250
gpm and all others up to 125 gpm

� Length:  Style 755 - 11.5”; all others 16.75”
� Please call for information to determine the

proper tube for your nozzle
#755 -
#765, #766, #768, #775 or #777 -
#776 or #785 -
#770 -

� Available in colors to match your hose
and/or discharge tags (gray, green, white,
blue, yellow, orange, red and black

� Specify nozzle being utilized to insure compatibility
PISTOL GRIP -
SHUTOFF -

1701 13-25-40-60 NO $670.00
1702 13-25-40-60 YES $725.00
1715 30-60-90-125 NO $715.00
1720 30-60-90-125 YES $765.00
1722 95-125-150-200 NO $865.00
1723 95-125-150-200 YES $865.00
1725 125-150-200-250 NO $945.00
1733 125-150-200-250 YES $945.00
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� Combine the quality stream
performance at a variety of pressures
with the simplicity of a fixed orifice

� Simplified nozzle training
with no recalibration required

� Black shutoff and pistol grip (when
appropriate) are standard - color coded
shutoffs and pistol grips to match truck
discharge tags are available upon request

� Please specify GPM and PSI at time of order

4825 NO $730.00
4826 YES $795.00

4824 TIP ONLY $515.00

4835 TIP AND
SHUTOFF $865.00

4834 TIP AND PISTOL
GRIP SHUTOFF $885.00

4801 NO $535.00
4802 YES $600.00

4815 NO $535.00
4820 YES $600.00

4822 NO $675.00
4823 YES $710.00

4817 TIP ONLY $415.00

4819 TIP AND
SHUTOFF $770.00

4821 TIP AND PISTOL
GRIP SHUTOFF $790.00

4827 TIP ONLY $510.00

4838 TIP AND
SHUTOFF $950.00

4836 TIP AND PISTOL
GRIP SHUTOFF $965.00

4830 TIP AND
PLAYPIPE $1,210.00

� Unbeatable value with the
performance you demand

� Available in either style SG with constant
gallonage (flow remains the same in all
patterns) or FG with fixed gallonage

� 1.5” NST inlet

     NO PISTOL GRIP #1615 -
     WITH PISTOL GRIP #1616 -

     NO PISTOL GRIP #4115 -
     WITH PISTOL GRIP #4116 -

� Small lightweight nozzle designed for the
rugged simplicity needed for
forestry and wildland applications

� A dual flow adjustable pattern nozzle
with a simple twist operation allows
you to switch to various settings

� 1” NST inlet
#1030 -

� The latest innovation in
handline nozzle accessories,
taking firefighter safety to the
next level

� Flow indicating device
incorporated onto handline
nozzles providing immediate
water flow awareness

� The following nozzles can be
retrofitted to include this
indicator:  1442, 1443, 1446, 1615, 1616, 1722, 1723, 1725, 1726,
1733, 1736, 1762, 1763, 2125, 2126, 2430, 2431, 2432, 2433, 4115,
4116, 4826, 4836, 4838, 4862 and 4863

� Please also ask for this feature on your new nozzle purchase
#120 -
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� Powerful sweeping water streams for
high performance attack and protection

� Unique water driven motor sweeps
the outlet back and forth in
a smooth, wave-like motion
to provide cooling and
protection
while unmanned

� Sweeping range 30 degrees
either side of sender

� 2.5” inlet and 1.5” outlet
� 375 GPM
� Optional tip recommended:

4824, 4827, 1727 or 1744

� Variety of styles with features to fit the
ever increasing demands of the fire
service with a durable, dependable
and stable monitor

� 360 degree rotation when
mounted in the deck mode
and 180 degree when in the
portable mode

� 3” waterway with cast-in
turning vanes for efficient flow

� Direct mount has a combination
3” NPT female and 3” flange

� Optional stream shaper, stacked
tips and master stream nozzles available

� Model 3416 is a single inlet style with 3.5” to 5” female
NST or 4” to 5” storz inlet on portable base

� Model 3423 is a dual inlet style with either 2.5” or 3”
female NST on portable base

� Please contact us for pricing and information on other monitors
#3416 WITH STACKED TIPS AND TUBE -
#3416 WITHOUT STACKED TIPS AND TUBE -
#3423 WITH STACKED TIPS AND TUBE -
#3423 WITHOUT STACKED TIPS AND TUBE -

� Smaller than other portable ground monitors so
they can be quickly set up and left unmanned
at the fire scene to free up valuable personnel

� Rated flows up to 500 gpm
� +/- 20 degree rotation
� Elevation of 30 to 60 degrees

unmanned and down to
20 degrees when manned

� Monitor package includes
monitor, storage bracket and
#4445 master stream
nozzle - other options
available

MONITOR ONLY -
STORAGE BRACKET -
MONITOR PACKAGE -

� Pyrolite tips designed for use with
both ground base and truck monitors

� Allows for concentrated waterflow
and longer reach

� Triple stacked tips have 1”, 1-1/8”
and 1-1/4” standard orifices

� Quad stacked tips have 1-3/8”, 1-1/2”,
1-3/4” and 2” standard orifices

� Optional orifices and other tips available
TRIPLE STACKED TIPS #2420 -
QUAD STACKED TIPS #2499 -

� Designed with built-in fins to
maximize reach of any
monitor

� Available in a variety of
finishes

$300.00 $350.00 $425.00
$325.00 $400.00 $475.00

$475.00 $475.00

� When options are what you
need, master stream nozzles
are the answer

� Whether you’re looking for a
fixed orifice, selectable
gallonage or an automatic
nozzle; we offer a large selection
of master stream nozzles to meet
the needs of your department

MANUAL 500-750-1000-
1250 2.5” $1,100.00

MANUAL 500 2.5” $435.00
MANUAL 250-1000 2.5” $925.00

MANUAL 250-1250 2.5” OR
3” $1,025.00

MANUAL 500-2000 3.5” $1,425.00

ELECTRIC 250-1250 2.5” OR
3” $1,535.00

ELECTRIC 500-2000 3.5” $1,975.00

� Designed to add 18” of additional
height to the Apollo during deck
operations

� Available with optional “unit
mounted” indicator switch

UPPER DECK -
UPPER DECK WITH DIRECT MOUNT -
UPPER DECK WITH SWITCH AND DIRECT MOUNT -
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� Designed for use as a water
transfer device or use as
a standard strainer

� Lightweight aluminum alloy
� Drafts down to 2” from bottom
� Size 4” or larger includes a

1.5” water transfer device
� Big water version recommended for

pumps with capacity of 1500 to 2000 GPM
2.5” -
3” -
4” -
4.5” -
5” -
6” -
6” BIG WATER -
4” STORZ -
5” STORZ -
MOUNTING BRACKET -

� Includes a detachable barrel strainer
� Big water version recommended

for pumps with capacity of 1500
to 2000 GPM

� Mounting bracket fits 4” to 6”
2.5” -
3” -
4” -
4.5” -
5” -
6” -
6” BIG WATER -
4” STORZ -
5” STORZ -
MOUNTING BRACKET -

� Inexpensive strainer available in lightweight
pyrolite or chrome

� Convenient lanyard connection on the end
� Big water version recommended for pumps

with capacity of 1500 to 2000 GPM

$54.00 $105.00
$59.00 $107.50
$70.00 $135.00
$82.00 $164.00
$90.00 $184.00
$100.00 $202.00
$180.00
$130.00
$165.00

� Compact lightweight powder coated
aluminum body with 30 degree elbow
and corrosion resistant stainless steel
piston

� Large turbulence reducing oval
waterway for minimal friction loss

� Extends only 10.25” from pump panel
� Pressure relief valve allows easy

adjustments from 75-250 PSI
� Friction loss:  6 PSI at 1,500 GPM;

10 PSI at 2,000 PSI
� Available in 4.5”, 5” or 6” NST x 4”

or 5” storz
VALVE -
FULL TIME SWIVEL ON STORZ CONNECTION -

� Lightweight and compact gate
valve with air bleed off

� Available in straight style or
25 degree elbow

� Elbow version is available with
or without relief valve

� Available with 4” to 6” NST
or 4” to 5” storz inlet x storz outlet

� Threaded inlets are available with rocker lug (RL) or long handle (LH)
� Please specify inlet size and style and outlet size

$575.00 $545.00 $650.00
$582.50 $552.50 $657.50
$690.00 $550.00 $665.00

� Lever handle version has 10 position
positive detents

� Folding hand wheel version also
available

� Position of inner disc closes off the flow
� Opening the disc a quarter turn

allows an almost unrestricted
water flow

� Available in 4”, 4.5”, 5” or 6”
NST long handle female swivel
x NST male

� Please contact us for pricing
on storz or camlock
connections

LEVER HANDLE -
HAND WHEEL -

� Lightweight durable aluminum body
construction powder coated for
corrosion resistance

� 2.5” NST male x 2.5” NST rocker lug female
� Available with a hand wheel or crank handle
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� Heavy-duty butterfly
valve in a variety of
sizes

� Hand lever or screw
type gate feature per
NFPA standards

� 3/4” drain valve standard
� Available in female (F)

swivel x male (M) or
x storz (S)

� For splitting one line into two
� Polymer handles
� Gated wye includes (1) swivel female

inlet and (2) 1.5” male outlets
#2580 1.5” INLET x (2) 1.5” OUTLET -
#2581 2.5” INLET x (2) 1.5” OUTLET -

� Standard wyes include (1) swivel
female inlet and (2) male outlets

� 6061-T cast aluminum with
polymer shut-off

� Heat treated for precision machining
1.0” INLET x (2) 1.0” OUTLETS -
1.5” INLET x (2) 1.0” OUTLETS -
1.5” INLET x (2) 1.5” OUTLETS -
2.5” INLET x (2) 1” OUTLETS -
2.5” INLET x (2) 1.5” OUTLETS -
2.5" INLET x (2) 2.5" OUTLETS -

� Supply water to multiple attack lines
� Storz inlet or threaded 2.5” or 3”

inlet x 2.5” or 3” threaded male outlet
� Silver/black finish

� Perfect for haz-mat decontamination
� Other uses include forestry units

and portable water
1.5” F x (2) GHT M #40H15FGGU -
2.5” F x (2) GHT M #40H25FGGU -

� Corrosion resistant stainless steel
and poly-impregnated aluminum

� Large oval waterway increases
efficiency while reducing overall
size

� 10 year warranty against corrosion
� Extends 11-15/16” from pump panel
� Pressure relief valve adjustable

from 50 - 250 PSI
� 53 degree elbow
� Friction loss:  7 PSI at 2000 GPM
� NST and storz connections available;

storz also available in a full swivel
VALVE #7980 -
FULL TIME SWIVEL ON STORZ CONNECTION -

� Full flow waterway to match valve size
� Operates to 250 PSI
� Available in various combinations of

4” to 6” NST and storz
� Manual handle or handwheel operation
� If reducing or increasing sizes - utilize

price of the largest size

4” $1,275.00 $1,725.00
4.5” $1,525.00 $1,975.00
5” $1,500.00 $1,950.00
6” $1,575.00 $2,025.00

$872.50 $1,030.00
$835.00 $995.00
$880.00 $1,175.00
$910.00 $1,065.00

$1,020.00 $1,175.00
$1,175.00 $1,340.00
$1,100.00 $1,250.00

$355.00 $355.00 $305.00 $335.00
$355.00 $355.00 $355.00 $355.00

� Supply water to multiple attack lines
� Storz inlet x storz and four (4) 2.5”

NST male outlets
� Relief valve standard
� Silver/black finish
� Specify 4” or 5” storz inlet and outlet

� Supply water to multiple attack lines
� Storz inlet x three (3) 2.5” NST male outlets
� Relief valve standard
� Silver/black finish

4” STORZ #31K0425 -
5” STORZ #31K0525 -
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$99.75
$164.00 $171.00 $180.75 $188.50
$200.75 $208.50 $216.00 $223.75
$245.75 $253.50 $261.00 $268.75
$272.00 $279.75 $287.50 $295.25

$93.25
$157.50 $164.75 $174.75 $182.00
$194.25 $202.00 $209.75 $217.50
$239.25 $247.00 $254.75 $262.50
$265.50 $273.25 $281.00 $288.75

� Please specify 45 degree, 90 degree or straight

$240.00 $175.00
$245.00 $180.00
$250.00 $185.00

$300.00
$335.00

$105.00 $167.50
$125.00 $200.00 $227.50
$235.00 $327.50
$19.00 $32.00 $36.00

$35.00 $42.50 $50.00
$31.50 $31.50 $31.50
$60.00 $70.00 $77.50

$100.00 $150.00 $165.00 $180.00 $215.00 $270.00 $290.00
$115.00 $145.00 $225.00 $250.00 $305.00 $340.00 $365.00
$125.00 $155.00 $175.00 $185.00 $220.00 $275.00 $300.00
$135.00 $145.00 $225.00 $250.00 $300.00 $335.00 $355.00

� Note:  Both female and male ends are the same size
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$14.25 $19.25
$19.25 $16.75 $25.00 $32.25

$25.00 $27.00 $31.00
$32.25 $31.00 $24.50 $54.75 $77.25 $79.75 $96.50 $117.75 $193.00

$54.75 $46.50 $83.75 $93.25 $110.50 $133.75 $196.00
$77.25 $83.75 $81.00 $97.75 $112.00 $139.00 $199.25
$79.75 $93.25 $97.75 $99.75 $101.50 $144.00 $196.50
$96.50 $110.50 $112.00 $101.50 $95.25 $146.50 $186.50

$117.75 $133.75 $139.00 $144.00 $146.50 $144.50 $180.00
$193.00 $196.00 $199.25 $196.50 $186.50 $180.00 $157.50

$12.50 $12.50 $22.50 $27.00 $27.00
$12.50 $12.25 $22.50 $27.00 $27.00
$22.50 $22.50 $10.25 $18.75 $19.25
$27.00 $27.00 $18.75 $19.25 $22.50 $54.00
$27.00 $27.00 $19.25 $22.50 $15.50 $37.25 $58.00 $67.50 $74.00 $154.25

$54.00 $37.25 $37.50 $70.75 $87.50 $90.00 $154.50
$58.00 $70.75 $61.25 $61.25 $83.75 $183.25
$67.50 $87.50 $61.25 $65.75 $93.25 $95.25 $127.50
$74.00 $90.00 $83.75 $93.25 $77.25 $106.25 $127.25

$154.25 $154.50 $183.25 $95.25 $106.25 $85.00 $103.00
$127.50 $127.25 $103.00 $135.00

$9.75 $13.00 $15.50 $23.50 $25.75
$10.50 $13.00 $15.50 $23.25 $24.50
$16.00 $16.00 $11.50 $14.75 $16.00 $54.75
$25.75 $25.75 $15.50 $24.50 $25.75 $56.50
$25.50 $25.50 $15.50 $20.50 $18.00 $33.50 $46.25 $83.50 $77.25 $90.00 $125.50

$51.50 $52.75 $38.50 $38.50 $81.00 $83.50 $96.50 $122.25 $135.00
$43.75 $77.25 $77.25 $80.50 $90.00 $109.25 $148.00
$76.00 $83.50 $93.25 $80.50 $99.75 $122.25 $167.25
$88.75 $106.00 $106.00 $96.50 $95.25 $106.00 $138.25
$109.25 $112.50 $119.00 $109.25 $109.25 $117.00 $151.00
$186.50 $186.50 $186.50 $154.50 $154.50 $158.25 $160.75

$0.75 $0.75 $0.95 $1.15 $1.75 $2.20 $3.20 $3.60 $4.40 $6.20
$0.75 $0.75 $0.95 $1.05 $1.15 $1.75 $1.90 $3.25 $3.75 $4.30 $5.25

� Please confirm gasket dimensions needed and/or hose type at time of order
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$54.75 $70.75 $83.75 $77.25 $109.50 $193.00 $231.50
$70.75 $67.50 $103.00 $135.00 $144.75 $186.50 $212.25
$83.75 $106.25 $119.00 $167.25 $193.00 $205.75 $263.75
$90.00 $122.25 $170.50 $148.00 $170.50 $231.50 $238.00
$125.50 $141.50 $186.50 $154.50 $160.75 $231.50 $267.00
$186.50 $160.75 $189.75 $205.75 $231.50 $257.25 $250.75
$257.25 $263.75 $270.00 $234.75 $270.00 $250.75 $276.50

$24.50 $24.50 $25.75 $31.00
F $25.75 $27.00 $45.00
E $32.25 $43.75 $43.75 $67.50 $81.00 $79.75 $106.00 $199.25 $250.75
M $70.75 $60.50 $106.00 $131.75 $148.00 $193.00 $225.00
A $86.75 $108.00 $125.50 $180.00 $193.00 $225.00 $305.50
L $122.25 $135.00 $148.00 $148.00 $167.25 $193.00 $231.50
E $128.50 $148.00 $193.00 $225.00 $167.25 $231.50 $270.00

$160.75 $167.25 $193.00 $205.75 $238.00 $257.25 $250.75
$270.00 $295.75 $295.75 $238.00 $270.00 $263.75 $289.50

$22.50 $28.50 $33.50
$29.75 $31.00 $46.50
$36.00 $46.50 $50.25 $68.25 $87.50 $83.75 $109.50 $173.75 $244.50

$74.00 $64.50 $109.50 $138.25 $151.25 $154.50 $231.50
$87.50 $103.00 $119.00 $173.75 $193.00 $218.75 $225.00
$93.25 $122.25 $173.75 $154.50 $170.50 $218.75 $250.75

$119.00 $148.00 $186.50 $167.25 $164.00 $231.50 $247.50
$164.00 $170.50 $186.50 $205.75 $231.50 $244.50 $250.75
$244.50 $270.00 $308.75 $244.50 $250.75 $254.00 $270.00

$13.00 $13.50 $18.00 $21.25 $24.50 $35.50 $47.75 $51.50 $59.25 $93.25

$30.25 $36.00 $43.75 $70.75 $77.25 $83.75 $109.5
0

$15.00 $16.25 $18.00 $24.50 $27.00 $33.50 $51.50 $64.50 $74.00 $91.50
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F $58.00 $74.00 $93.25 $96.50 $122.25 $199.50 $244.50
E $80.50 $74.75 $112.50 $141.50 $160.75 $193.00 $234.75
M $93.25 $112.00 $130.50 $180.00 $205.75 $231.50 $292.00
A $109.50 $186.50 $189.75 $167.25 $189.75 $250.75 $254.00
L $128.75 $154.50 $205.75 $167.25 $173.75 $250.75 $289.50
E $199.50 $173.75 $193.00 $225.00 $244.50 $270.00 $276.50

$270.00 $295.75 $295.75 $244.50 $295.75 $276.50 $289.50

$58.00 $58.00 $64.50 $103.00 $112.50 $167.25 $205.75
$61.25 $61.25 $109.50 $112.50 $138.25 $154.50 $205.75
$67.50 $109.50 $103.00 $125.50 $135.00 $138.25 $193.00
$99.75 $115.75 $115.75 $112.50 $141.50 $154.50 $193.00
$106.25 $135.00 $186.50 $122.25 $135.00 $160.75 $193.00
$138.25 $173.75 $144.75 $128.75 $151.25 $186.50 $225.00
$247.50 $231.50 $225.00 $164.00 $170.50 $193.00 $205.75

$46.50 $74.00 $106.25 $112.00 $103.00 $144.75 $309.00
$74.00 $67.00 $117.00 $115.75 $135.00 $148.00 $193.00
$106.25 $117.00 $112.00 $122.25 $160.75 $167.25 $205.75
$112.00 $115.75 $122.25 $119.00 $126.00 $148.00 $180.00
$103.00 $135.00 $160.75 $126.00 $135.00 $154.50 $184.00
$144.75 $148.00 $167.25 $148.00 $154.50 $183.25 $202.50
$309.00 $193.00 $205.75 $180.00 $184.00 $202.50 $205.75

$93.25 $103.00 $109.50 $104.25 $112.50 $115.75 $119.00
$117.00 $117.00 $125.50 $128.75 $132.00 $132.00 $138.25

$154.50 $164.00 $170.50 $180.00

$83.75 $90.00 $96.50 $99.75 $112.50 $119.00 $138.25

$119.00 $125.50 $128.75 $135.00 $141.50 $141.50 $167.25

$157.50 $177.00 $186.50 $189.75
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$103.00 $115.75 $141.50 $141.50 $144.75 $154.50 $173.75
$125.50 $151.25 $151.25 $148.00 $144.75 $144.75 $180.00

$177.50 $180.00 $199.50 $205.75

$122.25 $128.75 $138.25 $151.25 $151.25 $157.50 $180.00
$132.00 $151.25 $154.50 $157.50 $160.75 $167.25 $193.00

$199.50 $218.75 $234.75 $254.00

$148.00 $170.50
$148.00 $186.50
$170.50 $186.50

$132.00 $135.00 $144.75 $132.00 $154.50 $160.75 $167.25
$148.00 $157.50 $170.50 $160.75 $173.75 $173.75 $180.00

$231.50 $244.50 $250.75 $254.00

$151.25 $153.00 $164.00 $151.25 $173.00 $174.25 $189.75
$169.75 $176.25 $185.25 $182.00 $195.00 $196.25 $199.50

$259.25 $274.50 $281.00 $287.50

$12.00 $12.00 $12.75 $14.75 $18.75 $25.50 $34.75 $36.00 $40.00 $46.75 $50.00
$10.00 $10.00 $10.75 $10.75 $13.50 $14.75 $25.50 $26.75 $32.00 $38.75 $41.50

$22.50 $22.50 $49.00

$4.50 $4.50 $4.50 $4.50 $3.00 $3.75 $4.50
$4.50 $5.50 $6.50 $3.25 $3.75 $5.00

$32.50 $37.50 $50.25 $70.25 $112.50
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� Unique folding spanner designed for
both threaded and storz couplings

� Features a gas shut-off, seatbelt
cutter and a window punch

#SPAN25 -

� Compact spanner wrench available
in either brass or zinc

ZINC #PSW74Z01Z -
BRASS #PSW74B01B -

� Folding pocket spanner for up to 6”
couplings

� Extra wide pry end for forcible entry
� Positive auto-locking hinge
� Non-sparking with gas shut-off and

belt clip
#FS-501-BR -

� Aluminum spanner wrench with
tool clip and gas shut-off

#USW7501A -

� A hex head hydrant wrench with
built-in spanner

#AHW7001X -

� Includes two universal spanner
wrenches with a bracket

#WH76201A -

� Includes one adjustable hydrant wrench and
two universal spanner wrenches with a bracket

#WH76301A -

� Bright zinc plated wrench
� Fits standard 4” and 5” storz

as well as 1.5” to 3” rocker
lug couplings

� Center slot is a gas shut-off
#SS-525 -

� Set of four super spanner
wrenches

� Heavy duty truck bracket
#SS-MP -

� Allows sprinkler heads out of fire area
to be shutoff

� Fits sprinkler heads with openings of 7/8”
wide x 1” high or 3/4” wide x 1-11/16” high

#1078 -

� Adjustable hydrant wrench with
a storz spanner wrench

#K-08 -

� Two universal spanner wrenches and a
storz adjustable hydrant wrench with
truck mounting bracket

#K49-03 -

� Two (2) style K01 spanner wrenches and
one (1) K07 hydrant wrench

� Truck mounting bracket included
#K48-3-

� Use fire hydrant hammer head to loosen
or tighten long handled swivels

� Fits 3/4 inch to 6 inch by rocker or pin lug
fittings

#K03-6 -

� Set of four storz and universal spanner
wrenches with truck mounting bracket

#KS34 -

� Combination storz and universal spanner wrench
� Silver in color

#KS3 -
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� Heavy - duty super strong
22 oz. vinyl material

� Steel frame
� All tanks are 30” tall
� Replacement liners are

made of same 22 oz. vinyl
and come with lacing

� Available in yellow or red

8’ X 8’ $625.00 $375.00
10’ X 10’ $675.00 $410.00
11’ X 11’ $725.00 $475.00
12’ X 12’ $850.00 $525.00
13’ X 13’ $950.00 $585.00
14’ X 14’ $1,000.00 $645.00
15’ X 15’ $1,100.00 $690.00

� A folding tank which can fit into a
truck compartment

� Tank can be set-up by one
person in under five minutes

� Please specify air or foam collar
� Approximate storage dimensions

listed

� Six different sizes and two weights of
heavy-duty vinyl or canvas

� Reinforced corners for added strength
� Heat sealed seams
� Heavy duty brass grommets
� Vinyl available in red or yellow
� Custom sizes available upon request

� Swing-up plunger design enables
water to flow even faster than
before

� 29% faster than any other
conventional gravity-flow
valve tested

� Please specify water
tank material utilized

#1050 -

� Allows you to dump to the left or the right
� Available in steel, stainless steel or aluminum

STEEL #2090 -
ALUMINUM #2090-24 -
STAINLESS STEEL #2090-34 -

� Gives you an extension to help you reach the
dump tank

� Available in mild steel, aluminum or stainless
steel

$35.00 $45.00 $48.00
$53.50 $63.00 $84.00
$78.50 $97.00 $123.00
$97.50 $120.00 $165.00

$113.00 $137.00 $190.00

18” X 28” $1,300.00
18” X 28” $1,450.00
18” X 28” $1,650.00
20” X 30” $1,750.00
22” X 30” $2,100.00

$150.00 $340.00 $335.00
$190.00 $450.00 $405.00
$230.00 $485.00 $450.00

� Minimize waste and turbulence
� NST and Storz available
� Pump tested to 200 PSI for

single supply line holder
� 2.5” and 3” also available in

double style
SINGLE 2.5” -
SINGLE 3” -
SINGLE 4” -
SINGLE 5” -
DOUBLE 2.5” -
DOUBLE 3” -

� Repair your tank liner instead of replacing it
� Specify color of 22 ounce vinyl patch needed

#PKV -

� Controls water flow between
multiple folding tanks

� Simply clamp over vinyl water
tank connector to stop water flow

#BSLC -
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� Series #585-A folding ladders of aluminum construction
� Lightweight ladders fold into a compact bundle for

storing or carrying
� In the open position, special locking devices keep

the ladders absolutely rigid
� Equipped with Duo-Safety ladder shoes as extra precaution
� 300# duty rated

8’ -   12’ -
9’ - 14’ -
10’ -

� Aluminum roof ladders
� Channel rail construction
� 3/4” hooks standard
� The 10’, 12’ and 14’ are Series #775-A
� The 16’, 18’ and 20’ are Series #875-A
� The 25’ and 30’ are Series #1275-A
� 750# duty rated

10’ -         18’ -
12’ - 20’ -
14’ -         25’ -
16’ - 30’ -

� 750# duty rated aluminum ladders
in a variety of lengths

� The 10’, 12’ 14’ and 16’ are
Series #1000-A and have a 2.75” rail

� The 20’ and 24’ are Series #900-A
and have a 3.25” rail

� The 28’, 30’ and 35’ are Series
#1225-A and have a 3.75” rail

� The 40’ and 45’ are Series #1500-A
with a 5” rail and poles

10’ - 28’ -
12’ - 30’ -
14’ - 35’ -
16’ - 40’ -
20’ - 45’
24’ -

� Easily attaches to ladder ends to help
prevent injuries from ladder rails

� Made of 22 oz. high visibility yellow
vinyl

19” x 5” x 6” -
24” x 7” x 6” -
24” x 9” x 6” -

� Rugged, high-tensile aluminum alloy brackets
� Spring-loaded handle provides positive

locking action
� May be mounted vertically or horizontally
� Price listed is for a set of two brackets

#FLB FOR DUO SAFETY LADDER -
#FLBA FOR ALCO LITE LADDER -

� Series #701 ladders of aluminum construction
� Specially designed for indoor use where

space is limited
� 750# duty dated
� 13” width

10’ -
12’ -
14’ -

� Series #1275-FR aluminum folding roof
ladders

� Equipped with directional folding roof hooks
� Easily folds for side mounting on a standard

engine, yet opens and locks into long roof ladder
� Pronged safety feet standard; rubber

shoes available for use on hard surfaces
� 3-¾” channel rail
� 750# duty rated

10’ to 20’ -     14’ to 28’ -
12’ to 24’ - 15’ to 30’ -

� 750# duty rated aluminum ladders in a variety of
lengths

� The 22’ and 26’ are Series #925-A and have a
3.25” rail

� The 28’, 30’ and 35’ are Series #1225-A and
have a 3.75” rail

� The 40’ and 45’ are Series #1525-A with a
5” rail and poles

22’ - 35’ -
26’ - 40’ -
28’ - 45’ -
30’ -

� The most versatile ladder available
with 24 configurations in one ladder

� Rated to hold up to 300#
� Easy to maneuver and store with

easy roll wheels
� Complies with all applicable OSHA

and ANSI A14.2 standards
� Includes a full Lifetime Warranty

17’ #10102LG -
22’ #10103LG -
26’ #10126LG -
WORK PLATFORM #10104 -
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� Integrated package
that includes a
pump plus charger,
display, auto pump
12 volt and an auto
eject

� Auto eject is available with a 15 or 20 amp receptacle in either a standard
WP or Super Auto Eject style

� Auto eject covers are available in yellow, white, red, gray, blue or black -
please specify at time of order

� Super Auto Eject versions are also available with back wire for
installation in tight spots
HP kit includes a HP style auto pump with a watertight status center display

� Powered input connector designed to be
mounted in the side of a vehicle

� Permits connecting to a 15 amp 12V DC
or a 15 amp 120V AC shoreline

� A weatherproof cover is included
(please specify color)

� Aluminum enclosure is available to
protect unit from road dirt and damage

� Connects to the starter circuit for
ejection when the engine is cranked

12V #091-18WP-012 -
120V #091-18WP-120 -
ENCLOSURE #091-18C -

� Super Auto Eject is a completely sealed
automatic power line disconnect

� Connects to the starter circuit for
ejection when the engine is cranked

� Available with back wire for installation
in tight areas

15 AMP #091-55-15-120 -
20 AMP #091-55-20-120 -
BACK WIRE OPTION -

� The air eject is a simple, air operated
pneumatic connector

� Permits connecting an air pressure line
to a vehicle

� Connects to the starter circuit for ejection
when the engine is cranked

#091-28 -

� Automatic battery charging
system

� 1000 series provides 18 amps total
output, 1200 series provides 40 amps
total output and dual system 2000
series provides 18 amps total

� Includes a 3-amp battery
saver and remote bar graph
indicator  (dual system includes dual bar graph)

1000 SYSTEM #091-56-12-IND -
1200 SYSTEM #091-187-12-REMOTE -
DUAL SYSTEM #091-39-12-IND -

$1,050.00 $1,100.00
$1,000.00 $1,040.00
$1,250.00 $1,295.00
$1,375.00 $1,425.00

� Sheds loads sequentially to prevent
electrical system overload

� Eliminates voltage sags and surges
� Control lamp relays
� Remote manual override option
� Remote display included

#091-32 -

� Dual USB Charging Ports
� Quick and easy way to recharge electronic devices
� 3 Amps max output allows charging of both

an IPad and IPhone at the same time
� Built-In LED Indicator indicates device

is powered
� Designed for easy installation in vehicle

switch panels
#091-219 -

� Finally a single auto eject for both electric and air
� Heavy duty pin and sleeve contacts provide

reliable connection over years of
insertion/eject cycles

� Air connection made through a brass
fitting containing a shut-off valve.
Shut-off valve opens when plug is
inserted to supply air pressure to the vehicle.
Shut-off valve closes automatically when
plug is ejected sealing off the air supply air

� Upon sensing engine start, the plug ejects
from receptacle and away from vehicle
path; eliminating dangerous severing of cord

� Air-Electric energizing is delayed until detector
pin senses plug is inserted, eliminating terminal arcing

� 3 year warranty
#091-169-30-120 -

� Replace your damaged covers or
change the color of an existing
cover

� Available in yellow, white, red, gray,
blue or black

AUTO EJECT WP -
SUPER AUTO EJECT AND AIR EJECT -
SUPER 30 AUTO EJECT -
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� Low-profile siren with
intersection clearing tones

� Provide 100 watt output and
meets Class A requirements
when paired with any Federal Signal speaker

� Wail, Yelp, Priority, Manual and Air-Horn are all standard
� Compact and easy to operate

#MS4000 -

� Low-profile modular
design - only 2.6” tall and
15” long

� Solaris LED reflector
maximized LEDs for 360
and 90 degrees off axis

� Twenty-one selectable flash patterns
� Economy version with amber LED and your choice of amber or clear dome
� Other light combinations available in standard version
� Variety of mounting styles available (suction cup includes 12 volt plug)
� 5 year LED warranty

SUCTION CUP MOUNT #454204 -
PERMANENT MOUNT #454205 -
MAGNETIC MOUNT #454206 -

� Flexible gooseneck task light that can easily be aimed
where you need it

� Available in halogen or LED style
� Available in 12” or 18” and your choice of horizontal

or vertical mounting
HALOGEN -
LED -

� Time-tested durable 100 or 200 watt
electronic siren

� Includes five basic siren tones, Tap II,
PA, radio rebroadcast and air horn

� Includes a permanent noise-canceling
microphone that produces high
quality voice reproduction without feedback squeal and the microphone’s
push-to-talk switch will override any siren tone for instant PA use

100 WATT #690000 -
200 WATT #690009 -

� Delivers outstanding audible warning
� Weather-resistant housing
� High efficient neodymium driver
� Full 100 watt output power
� Remote manual override option
� Remote display included

#TS100-N -

� Viper EXT LED modules provide superior light intensity
� Fully-encapsulated,

water resistant
modules

� Equipped with 4, 6
or 8 amber modules
to provide versatility

� Separate controller provides left, right,
center-out and flash warning patterns

� 30’ cable standard with optional cable
lengths available

� 5 year LED warranty
20” FOUR MODULES #320842 -
31” SIX MODULES #320862 -
42” EIGHT MODULES #320882 -
51” EIGHT MODULES #320892 -
CONTROLLER #330104 -

� Traditional, streamline electo-mechanical siren
� Distinct trademark sound for long distance

intersection clearing
� Unique clutch design that provides a

longer coast down sound while reducing
the amp draw

� Produces 123 decibels at 10 feet
� Available in recess thru-bumper mount or

pedestal mount
RECESS MOUNT #Q2B-012NNSD -
PEDESTAL MOUNT #Q2B-012PSD -

� 100 or 200 watt speaker with
cast aluminum housing

� Neodymium driver
� Project sound to the front as well as to

the sides of the vehicle
� 100 watt speaker features a black finish
� 200 watt speaker is available with an optional

stainless steel “Electric F” faceplate or a traditional
chrome Q-Siren® grille

100 WATT #BP100 -
200 WATT “F” GRILLE #BP200-EF -
200 WATT Q SIREN GRILLE #BP200-Q -

� We have a variety of lights, domes,
lens, bulbs and bezels available for
most manufacturers
Please contact us for pricing and
availability

$25.00 $31.00 $37.50
$36.00 $38.50 $49.00 $57.00

� Single or dual tone back-up alarm in a variety of
decibel ranges
Meets SAE J994 and OSHA requirements
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� Field proven 50 watt halogen 12 volt light
� Permanent mount standard
� Open parabolic design reflector
� Available with standard or fast rotator
� Available with red, blue, amber, clear

or green lens
STANDARD ROTATOR #550S -
FAST ROTATOR #550F -

� Combines 360 degree warning and
directional lighting in a single fixture

� Super-LED beacon and 700 series
Linear-LED have built-in flashers
providing multiple flash patterns, plus
cruise light mode on LED beacon

� Polished aluminum permanent
mounting base

� Available in amber, blue or red - please
specify color for both upper and lower light

#B6MM**P -

� Compact, full-featured, Super-LED
dash and deck light

� SmartLED® design eliminates the
need for an external flasher

� Includes integral hood and two
suction cups for mounting

� 8’ straight cord and cigarette plug with
on/off switch and pattern control switch

� Available with red, blue, amber, white, red/blue, blue/white or red/white
#SFP1 -

� Two levels of unique LED reflectors provide
a focused signal for superior brightness

� Lens construction provides an excellent
horizontal spread

� Two levels of 8 LEDs each
� 39 flash patterns including 4 simulated

rotating patterns
� Permanent mount standard
� Optional light “branch” guard available to

protect light from damage
� Available with red, amber or blue LEDs

and either clear or colored lens to match
LED color

LIGHT #LSS222 -
BRANCH GUARD #LSS-BG

� All of your lighting controls in one
switch box

� Basic toggle switches
� Six switch control box
� Model 416 has 20 amp single throw

switches and Model 426 has (1) 30 amp
and (5) 20 amp switches

� Other configurations and styles available
#416 -
#426 -

� Designed for ease of operation at an economical price
� Designed for use for Zone “A” upper lighting
� Features clear outer lens and permanent mount
� 12” wide x 2.25” high (without mounting feet)
� Available in 50” or 56”
� Includes four corner red linear LEDs and six front CON3™

(4 red and 2 white)
50” #JE2NFPA -
56” #JE0NFPA -

� Compact design to fit almost anywhere on
your vehicle - perfect for those areas with
limited space

� 8 degree spread pattern comes standard
with three additional optic lenses for wide
flood, flood or horizontal flood light pattern

� Rated to last 100,000 hours with remarkable
bright light

� Aluminum housing powder coated white or black
� Powder coated stainless steel bail bracket

with 3/8” stud carriage bolt mount
� Other mounting options available

WHITE #MPBW -
BLACK #MPBB -

� Thin, low profile exterior
light with black powder
coated metal housing
using TIR optical
technology coupled with six
high powered LEDs providing
exceptional straight-on and
off-angle performance

� 23 User selectable flash
patterns including steady burn

� Available in surface mount/flush
mount (grommet sold separately) or hood mount

� Available with red, blue, amber, white, red/blue,
red/white, amber/white or blue/white LEDs

SURFACE/FLUSH MOUNT#MR6FM -
GROMMET FOR FLUSH MOUNT#MR6FMKIT -
HOOD MOUNT #MR9HM -
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� Portable quartz lighting with a variety of
sizes and styles to best suit your needs

� Triangle base for added stability
� Standard with prewired 12” pigtail and

L5-15 plug
� Truck mounting bracket not included

$275.00 $275.00 $330.00
$350.00 $350.00 $380.00 $375.00
$350.00 $350.00 $380.00 $375.00

� Three lights in one
� Lighthead can be removed to use as a portable

light and can also be used as a telescopic light
when mounted on apparatus

� Heavy duty anodized aluminum pole
� Stowed height options:  36", 43", 54", 64" or 72"
� Standard with pre-wired 12” pigtail and L5-15 plug

$595.00 $595.00 $650.00
$670.00 $670.00 $700.00 $695.00
$670.00 $670.00 $700.00 $695.00

� Fully adjustable telescoping poles
� Pull-up styles are standard with 58” outer

(48” inside) pole
� Push-up styles are standard with 11.5” outer

(60” inside) pole
� Twist lock for quick and easy adjustment
� Internal cord standard
� Truck mounting brackets not included

$385.00 $385.00 $440.00
$460.00 $460.00 $490.00 $485.00
$460.00 $460.00 $495.00 $480.00

� Mounting  brackets specifically designed
for Akron quartz scene lights

PORTABLE #PLMT -
TRIPOD #POD-BRACKET -
PULL-UP #FM-BRACKET -
TOP MOUNT #TM -
2” SIDE MOUNT #SM2 -
4” SIDE MOUNT #SM4 -

� Engineered to provide industry-
leading levels of light output
with consistency and reliability

� Provides overall illumination
even at elevated operating
temperatures through
optimized thermal management

� The optics are designed to
include a spot and flood pattern
in one light

� Solid-state electronics ensure a
lifetime of peak performance

� Available in your choice of #SLDC -14,000 lumens
(12 volt), #XLDC - 19,000 lumens (12 volt) or
#XLAC 20,000 lumens (120 or 240 volt)

� Each lighthead is available in a variety of mounting
styles to fit your particular needs

� Mounting brackets (if needed) are not included

$925.00 $1,120.00 $1,120.00
$1,030.00 $1,225.00 $1,225.00
$1,000.00 $1,195.00 $1,195.00
$1,315.00 $1,510.00 $1,510.00
$1,105.00 $1,300.00 $1,300.00
$1,210.00 $1,405.00 $1,405.00
$1,025.00 $1,220.00 $1,220.00
$1,015.00 $1,210.00 $1,210.00

� Beta lighthead provides compact apparatus
perimeter lighting

� Recessed light mounts with less than 2” of
depth and is available in 0 or 16 degree angle

� Brow light features universal mounting
brackets

� Both styles provide complete access from
the front for easy bulb replacement

$390.00 $390.00 $420.00 $410.00
$375.00 $375.00 $400.00 $395.00 � Replace your damaged or burnt out bulbs with

these genuine Akron Quartz Halogen bulbs
� Keep a few extra on hand to make sure

you are never in the dark!
� Please call us for other available bulbs and parts

for all of your lighting equipment

$15.00 $15.00 $105.00 $40.00 $32.50 $32.50
$15.00 $15.00 $32.50 $32.50
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� Portable generator with lighthead providing
a versatile portable light

� Honda EU series 1000 watt or 2000 watt
generator

� Hand knobs for quick and easy adjustment

500 WATT STONCO $1,525.00 $1,975.00
500 WATT BETA $2,050.00
750 WATT BETA $1,625.00 $2,075.00

1000 WATT STONCO $2,000.00
1500 WATT STONCO $2,025.00

LED SCENESTAR $2,400.00 $2,875.00

� EU series Inverter Technology
� Eco-Throttle System
� Electronic ignition
� Choose from 1000 watt (950 running), 2000

watt (1600 running), 3000 watt (2800 running)
or 6500 watt (5500 running)

1000 WATT #EU-1000i -
2000 WATT #EU-2000i -
3000 WATT #EU-3000i -
5000 WATT #EU-5000i -
6500 WATT #EU-6500i -

� Live or non-live styles
� Heavy-duty, powder coated
� Gang box option features a gang box

permanently attached to the reel
� Capacity of reel with 12/3 SO cord:

10” - 100 feet, 15” - 200 feet and
18” - 300 feet (cord not included in pricing)

$125.00 $135.00 $147.50
$175.00 $185.00 $200.00
$45.00 $45.00 $45.00

� Durable gray powder coated
aluminum construction

� Backlit faceplate
� Custom configuration to

your particular receptacle needs
� Treadplate mounting bracket

horizontal or vertical style available
JUNCTION BOX #EJBX -
MOUNTING BRACKET -

� Heavy duty fire service rated cord
� Price listed is per 100 foot section

(custom lengths available)
� Call for pricing on cord ends (not included)

BLACK -
YELLOW -

� Self-contained lighting
� Features a Honda inverter-

style generator in either
1000 or 2000 watt

� Lightweight quartz halogen
lighting folds down for
compact storage

� The TEH-27.5D and TEF-7.5D
feature low profile lights

� Simultaneous AC/DC operation

2000 WATT 750 WATT $1,875.00
1000 WATT 750 WATT $1,525.00
2000 WATT 500 WATT $1,670.00
1000 WATT 500 WATT $1,370.00
2000 WATT 1000 WATT $1,950.00
2000 WATT 1500 WATT $1,760.00
2000 WATT 1000 WATT $1,760.00

� Durable Honda generator with two
telescoping lights

� Honda EB-3000 generator with GFCI
� Custom built hand cart with two 500

watt telescoping lights and two 500 watt
portable lights with storage brackets

� Telescopic lights extend up to 82” from
the ground

� Two front facing receptacles with weather
resistant cover (specify L5-15, L5-20
or 5-15)

� Two 25’ yellow 10/3 SO extension cords
� Only 140# and is easily maneuverable

#EB-3000 -

� Reverse wired live cord reels which
allows a plug on the cord to be plugged
into a power source

� Allows the scene to be illuminated while
providing a receptacle for tools or lights

� Reel includes a gang box and your choice of a Beta
500 watt, Beta 750 watt or SceneStar LED light

$510.00 $525.00 $535.00
$535.00 $550.00 $560.00

$1,370.00 $1,375.00 $1,395.00
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� Update your apparatus with this classic chrome
plated brass bell

� Includes stand, clapper, eagle bolt and eagle
� Specify either chrome or gold eagle
� Electronic striker is available for new or

existing bell upgrade
BELL #FB1210 -
ELECTRONIC STRIKER #FB12 -
REPLACEMENT EAGLE #FB1201C -

� Conforms to NFPA 1901 and FHA, 49CFR
specifications

� Over 42 square inches of serrated
non-skid step pad area

� Furnished with rubber mounting gasket
� Textured chrome plate

#LFS46ZC -

� Designed to mount behind the LFS-4646 step
� Conforms to NFPA 1901 standards
� Aluminum body with bright chrome finish
� Mounting gasket included

#LFS46Z-L -

� 3/4” NPT valve
� Push to close - pull to open
� Sand cast body with stainless steel

handle and durable plastic knob
� Available with or without flange for

mounting behind pump panel
WITHOUT FLANGE #DV7201B -
FLANGE #DV72F01B -

� Brass 90 degree discharge
elbow

� Available in standard brass
finish or chrome plated
finish

� Flange, 2-hole mounting leg
or 4-hole mounting flange
available

� NPT thread swivel x NST
male

NONE $108.50 $135.00
NONE $104.00 $137.50
NONE $364.00 $393.00

2-HOLE $124.00
4-HOLE $126.00 $160.00
4-HOLE $387.50 $435.00

� Surface mounted light makes it easy
to update your existing apparatus as
no body holes need to be cut

� Eight element units operate at 12 w
(1amp) and sixteen element units
operate at 24 w (2 amps)

� V795 brightness equivalent to 50 watt
halogen lamp

� 3” x 7” and 4” x 6” feature eight
elements with 700 lumens and 7” x 9”
features sixteen elements with 1400 lumens

� Optional chrome plated bezel with molded mounting pads
� Five year warranty

$182.50 $19.00 $15.50
$182.50 $20.00 $16.50
$337.50 $32.50 $28.50

� 1010 Series LED or incandescent lights
� 7” round lights
� Verify connection needed at time of

order
� Call for information on replacement

lens available

$18.00 $73.50
$15.00 $68.50
$15.00 $137.50

$274.50

� Light can be used to illuminate stepping areas
and license plates

� Die cast zinc housing and ABC base
� Twist-lock socket for easy bulb service

#9186-23882-30 -

� Simple installation with either
battery or ground switching

� Meets NFPA illumination standard
� Available with standard bulb or

LED
� Red/clear dual dome with either

black or grey bezel

$44.00 $75.00
$44.00 $75.00
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� Constructed of recycled materials
� Grid surface designed for maximum drainage

and traction
� Resistant to most common chemicals, grease

and solvents
� Available in standard 3/4” thickness or lower

profile 1/2” thickness which is ideal for
ambulances and EMS compartments

� Available colors for 3/4”:   black, blue, brown,
burgundy, dark gray, forest green, green, light
gray, orange, pool blue, red, tan, taupe, terra cotta, white and yellow

� Available color for 1/2”:   black
� Available per tile or in case quantity of 36 tiles

$4.50 $5.50
$155.00 $195.00
$4.50

$155.00

� Male or female edging to provide a sloped
edge for compartment floors

� Available in same colors as tiles

$2.60 $3.60
$2.60 $3.60

� Chrome plated stanchions and
NFPA approved knurled
handrails

� Handrail pricing is listed per foot
� Stanchions are priced individually
� Center - open stanchion is

available for additional support
for longer handrails

� End stanchions are closed
HANDRAIL -
CENTER STANCHION -
END STANCHION -

� Rebuild or repair leaking valves
� Repair kits are available for

Generation I valves in the original
poly style ball or can be
updated with the new stainless
 steel ball kit

� New style valve kits feature stainless steel balls
which are designed for the Generation 2 valves

� Basic service kit includes only o’rings and seats
while the complete kits include the appropriate
poly or stainless steel ball

$26.25 $50.00 $57.50
$26.25 $69.00 $73.00
$26.25 $83.00 $94.00
$34.50 $83.00 $95.00
$36.75 $129.00 $137.50
$36.75 $129.00 $137.50

$155.00 $132.50

� HydroMax™ technology stainless steel
ball provides better operating and
flow performance

� Numerous valve configurations available -
contact us for configurations not listed

� Individual components listed to order only those
parts needed or add body, inlet, outlet and handle for complete valve

$137.50 $29.00 $88.00 $42.00 $27.00 $52.00
$170.00 $45.00 $50.00 $41.00 $52.00
$215.00 $56.00 $119.00 $59.00 $41.00 $52.00
$355.00 $86.00 $150.00 $90.00 $41.00 $52.00

� Test the flow of your hydrant,
truck and fire hose

� Aluminum body with 0-300 psi
liquid filled pressure gauge

� Caps include petcock drain valve
for air removal and drainage

$120.00 $147.50 $157.50
$122.50 $132.50 $157.50 $262.50 $310.00

� Basic valve controller that comes with
true positive feedback with presets

� All of the features are displayed on a
high visibility, full color LCD screen

� NFPA 1901 compliant
� Please contact us for information on

Akron’s entire line of apparatus valve
controllers, actuators, flowmeters and
related equipment

#9323 -
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� Designed for wildland firefighting
� Gear-driven centrifugal pump powered

by a V-twin Briggs and Stratton® 18
horsepower engine

� Delivers flow from 20 GPM @ 320 PSI
to 75 GPM @ 190 PSI

� 2” female NPT intake ball valve with
1.5” female NPT discharge

� Rail base standard
PB18-G2015-R -

� Designed as a combination pump
� Direct drive centrifugal pump powered

by a V-twin Briggs and Stratton®
18 horsepower engine

� Delivers flow from 75 GPM @ 135 PSI to
150 GPM @ 90 PSI

� 2.5” female NPT intake with 1.5” female
NPT ball valve discharge

� Control panel includes discharge
pressure gauge, compound intake pressure
gauge, low oil pressure warning light, start and
stop control, speed control, panel light and 12 volt outlet

� Rail base standard
PB18-2515B-R -

� Extraordinary water transfer and
supply system

� Vanguard V-twin air cooled Briggs and
Stratton® 18 horsepower engine

� Delivers flow from 100 GPM @
110 PSI to 400 GPM @ 15 PSI

� 3” female NPT intake with check
valve and  3” female NPT discharge

� Control panel includes discharge
pressure gauge, compound intake
pressure gauge, low oil pressure
warning light, start and stop control,
speed control, panel light and 12 volt outlet

� Rail base standard
PB18-3030-R -

� Designed to meet the rugged forest
fire demands as well as usable for
marine service, dewatering, pool
maintenance, environmental
clean-up and irrigation

� Weighs only 42 pounds therefore
easily carried by one person

� Powered by U.S. Motor Power
“Power Bee” engine
� Standard version produces maximum

pressure of 105 PSI and maximum flows of 140 GPM
� High pressure version throws a stream of water over 85 feet at 170 PSI

and produces maximum flows of 60 GPM
STANDARD #82939-1 -
HIGH PRESSURE #82940-1 -

� Meets NFPA 1901-09 and SAE348
� High tensile strength aluminum, large

rear opening hand grip and a double
row of rugged teeth

� For use with tires up to 44” in
diameter

� Horizontal bracket available for storage
CHOCK #SAC-44-E -
HOLDER #SQCH-44-H -

� NFPA 1901-09 compliant for wildland
firefighting

� Simply slide the adapter onto the
#SAC-44-E chock (not included)

� Chock may be used on dirt, loose gravel
or other off-road locations

#SAC-44-WA -

� Meets NFPA 1901-09 and SAEJ348
� High tensile strength aluminum

construction, large rear opening
hand grip and double row of
rugged teeth

� Available for up to 32” diameter or
44” diameter tires

� Dimensions:  32” chock 8.5” high
x 8” wide x 14.8” long and 44” chock
12” high x 11.25” wide x 21” long

32” #AC-32 -
44” #AC-44 -

� Horizontal or vertical
holder for wheel
chocks

� Sized to fit either 32” or 44” chock

$77.50
$41.50 $59.00

� Protect your tank and pump
� 1.5” or 2.5” screens available

in plastic or zinc
� 3”, 4”, 4.5”, 5” or 6” available

in zinc

$6.00 $5.50 $10.00 $10.00 $10.00 $10.00 $10.00
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� Versatile and easy to use bracket
� Weather, UV resistant and non-conductive
� Grip range 1/8” to 1-1/2”
� NFPA 1901 Compliant at a rated load of 4#
� Can be mounted horizontally or vertically

#1003 -

� Adjustable positive locking bracket
� Stretchlok strap allows instant release
� Weather, UV resistant and non-

conductive
� Grip range 1/8” to 1-3/4”
� NFPA 1901 Compliant at a rated

load of 10#
� Can be mounted horizontally or vertically

#1004 -

� Adjustable positive locking
bracket with three strap pivot
positions providing an extensive
grip range

� Weather, UV resistant and
non-conductive

� Grip range 3/8” to 3-1/4”
� NFPA 1901 Compliant at a rated

load of 20#
� Can be mounted horizontally or vertically

#1070 -

� Unistrut channel and a locking strap
that can be positioned to accommodate
the mounting of a wide variety of tools
and equipment

� Adjustable lock strap 5400 PSI
tensile strength is available in 15”
or 30”

� Strap available in black or yellow
� 12” long section of Unistrut channel

in either 13/16” deep or 1-5/8” deep

$63.00 $77.00
$67.00 $78.00

� Designed for hanging various items such as
cords, ropes, chains and tools

� Weather, UV resistant and non-conductive
� 4-1/2” tall x 3” wide x 3-1/2” deep (2-3/4” opening)

#1019 -

� Flexible Y-shaped brackets
designed to provide a secure
grip-like mount for poles, nozzles
and a wide variety of
other tools and equipment

� Weather, UV resistant and
non-conductive

� Grip range 1-3/4” to 2-1/2”
� Can be mounted horizontally

or vertically
� #1002-2 is 3-3/4” tall and the #1002 is 5-3/4” tall

#1002-2 -
#1002 -

� Rugged, right angle mount with countless uses
� When used with Adjustamount Kits -

these can securely hold many hard
to mount cylindrical units

#1007 -

� Black molded high strength,
impact and corrosion-resistant
urethane

� Available for either flathead
or pickhead axe

� Available with just the pocket
or as a kit with a #1004 Handlelok

$71.00 $103.50
$96.00 $127.00

� Designed to hold a sledge hammer
head hanging or supported as a
pocket

� Black molded high strength, impact
and corrosion-resistant urethane

� Available for either an 8#
or 10-12# sledge

� Available with just the pocket or as
a kit with a #1004 Handlelok

$40.00 $72.50
$47.50 $77.50

� Combines a friction lock action with
the security of a positive locking strap

� Strap is easily adjusted for various
work holding conditions and sizes

� Grip range 1” to 1-1/2”
� Can be mounted horizontally or vertically
� Two sizes - standard and short

STANDARD #1005 -
SHORT #1005S -
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� Approved storage for crew cab SCBA unit
� You can don the SCBA while en route and keep it

safely secured when you reach your destination,
pull the lanyard from between your legs, or along
side the seat and you are ready to go

#14000 -

� Third party tested to meet NFPA 9G requirement
� Can be used with pre-2003 SCBA brackets to

achieve NFPA compliance
#39015 -

� Heavy-duty bracket to mount air paks and cylinders
� Please specify pressure and duration of cylinder
� Positive holding strap available
� Not designed for use in cab/crew cab seating positions

BRACKET -
STRAP -

� Save money by replacing the clip not the entire bracket
� Price listed is per clip
� Please indicate size needed:  5.5” for 4.5 30 minute

cylinders, 6.75” for 2.2 and 4.5 45 minute cylinders
and 7.25” for 4.5 60 minute cylinders

� In expanded position holds
eight spare cylinders

� When collapsed is only 16” x
31.5” x 23”

� Collapses flat
� Rugged nylon coating 1/4” dia. wire
� Please specify cylinder size - 5.25”

or 6.1” to 7.25”

� Construction of heavy duty cordura
with soft felt interior lining

� Velcro closures and large pull tabs
allow for fast removal of the mask

� Vinyl, double stitched name plate
� Small is 8” high x 5” wide x 6” deep

and the large flat bag is 17” high x 12” wide
SMALL #39160CR -
LARGE #39180CR -

� Helps prevent serious valve thread damage
� Includes cord for attachment to valve
� Specify yellow, orange or glow-in the dark

� Made of Cordura® nylon
� Designed for an air mask with removable

face piece regulators
� Two D rings on the back for easy hanging
� Measures 6” x 7” x 8”

#424RD -

� Made of Cordura® nylon
� Four (4) brass grommets allow

it to be hung with the flap up
or down

� Measures 14” x 9” x 6”
� Available in red or yellow

#425 -

� Simple way to carry two air cylinders
� Just loop each end over the valve of

a cylinder
� Nylon webbing 1.5” wide with

2500# tensile strength
#CYL-1 -

� A versatile RIT bag that can be set up
for tools only or as a carrier for
supplemental air supplies for RIT
operations

� Two inside pockets, quick open top, rigid
bottom and two straps for securing tools or air cylinder

� Constructed of heavy 22 oz. vinyl with 3M™ ScotchliteTM Reflective
material

#887RD -

� Heavy duty zippered top
� Blue bag holds up to 200’ of 9mm

rescue rope and has carabiner to
hold rope in place

� Padded shoulder strap and grab handles
� 24” long x 18” wide x 14” high
� Meets NFPA 701 flame resistance

RIT150 -

� Our most popular RIT Team
bag

� Rigid bottom with rails
� Three mini-pockets on the inside

with a large zippered pocket on
the outside

� 18 oz. RipStop blue vinyl
� 33” long x 12” wide x 12” high

RIT200 -
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� Self-locking - simply press the cylinder through the
rolling top clamp

� NFPA compliant and third party tested to exceed
the 9G standard

� Fits most SCBAs with only minor adjustments
� Easy to retrofit into new or old seats - works with

most center pull releases
� Adjustable footplate kit is recommended

BRACKET #QA-ROLO-SA -
FOOTPLATE KIT #QM-AF-R -
911 SEAT PULL RELEASE -
911 FLIP SEAT PULL RELEASE -
BOSTROM TANKER SEAT PULL RELEASE -
BOSTROM FLIP TANKER SEAT PULL RELEASE -

� Economical SCBA bracket that meets NFPA
1901-09 standards inside a crew cab

� Standard bracket fits most 30 and 45 minute
cylinders with minimal adjustment

� Brackets for 60 minute cylinders require the
purchase of a longer footplate

30-45 BRACKET #KD-ULLH -
60 BRACKET #KD-ULLH-LF -
LONGER FOOTPLATE #NEF -

� Specially designed for use with Scott AirPak50 and
AirPak75

� Retrofit kits are available to convert existing brackets
� Please specify style and duration of cylinder

BRACKET -
RETRO-FIT KIT -

� Yellow or black plastic air cylinder
rack

� The units are stackable to allow for
maximum usage of space

� One size fits any bottle
� The units may be mounted horizontally

or vertically.
� Strap sold separately

RACK #PARSR -
STRAP #PACSR-RS -

� Ideal for storage of cylindrical items such as SCBAs,
medical oxygen cylinders, fire extinguishers and more

� Not affected by moisture or rotting
� Requires only three bolts (included) to install
� Three sizes to choose from:  5.3” to 5.8”, 6.1” to 6.9”

or 7.1” to 7.4”

� Various kits contain everything you need to
perform Qualitative fit tests of your
respirators

� Replacement components also available
� Please contact us for information on

Quantitative fit testing which we can
perform

BANANA OIL KIT #0203 -
BANANA OIL 1 OZ SOLUTION #0203-01 -
IRRITANT SMOKE KIT #2050 -
IRRITANT SMOKE AMPULES (6ct) #2050-01 -
BITREX KIT #2041 -
BITREX SENSITIVITY SOLUTION #2041-11K -
BITREX TEST SOLUTION #2041-12K -
SACCHARIN KIT #2040 -
SACCHARIN SENSITIVITY SOLUTION #2041-11K -
SACCHARIN TEST SOLUTION #2041-12K -

� Easy to transport and store, this
durable rectangular carry bag
features reinforced handles,
shoulder strap and dual zipper entry

� Internal padding protects SCBA
and mask

� Accessory zipper pouch and internal
straps with side release buckle

� Size: 30” long x 12” wide x 13” high
#4100-45 -

� Wall cases protect respirators against damaging
plant and window environments

� Made of corrosion resistant
ABS with ultraviolet inhibitors

� Nonmetallic hinges and latches prevent
rust while a rubber door seal protects
equipment from dust and moisture

� The Deluxe Case comes with shelf and
single SCBA cylinder bracket

� The Standard Case offers the same large
capacity, without shelf or bracket

� Exterior dimensions: 20” wide x 13” deep
x 32.5” high

DELUXE #4100 -
STANDARD #4101 -

� This easy to store bag is made with cotton outer
fabric and fleece inside to protect mask

� A clear plastic window pocket allows for personal
identification

� Designed with a drawstring closure, an added
locking device feature and special hook which
allows you to hang bag when stored

� Will fit all full size mask respirators
� Size: 16” x 14”

#2025 -$88.00 $102.50 $110.00
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� Designed not only to exceed the new
requirements outlined in the 2013 Edition
of the 1981 and 1982 standards, but also
to exceed customer expectations of what
an Air-Pak SCBA should be

� Scott Safety incorporated end-user
feedback in every step of the design
process to deliver to the fire service
the next platform of Air-Pak SCBA

� Available in a variety of pressures
(2216, 3000, 4500 and 5500 PSI)
and numerous configurations

� Complete assortment of cylinders to
meet the needs and demands of all
SCBA users

� Aluminum or carbon cylinders
available with and
without valves

� Available in 30, 45, 60 or 75 minute durations
(available durations vary with working pressure)

� Now available with a 30 year life version with a
5 year hydro-test requirement - 4.5 pressure only

� Complete line of Hush Air™
compressors and RevolveAir®
fill stations

� Station based and mobile
systems available

� Air quality tests, oil, filters and
service also available

� Maximizes storage air utilization while maximizing
time and safety

� Simple to use and maintain with minimal training
� Works with your existing unit - even if it is not Scott!

� Expand your vision with technology
� Two camera styles available:  Eagle Attack

and Eagle 320
� The Eagle Imager 320 is also available with

Pak-Tracker to provide the ultimate search
and rescue tool

� Charging kits are available in 12 volt or 120 volt
�

� First all-inclusive portable air supply system
� System is comprised of a pressure reducer, high-

pressure fill hose, low-pressure air supply hose
and a lightweight carrying device

� Universal tool that works perfectly
in mutual aid
situations regardless of the SCBA
used by other fire departments

� External pressure gauge provides
pressure indicator lights to mimic
those used on the heads-up display
on the Air-Pak SCBA

� 33” long x 10.5” wide x 8.5” high
� Weighs 20# without a cylinder

� Locate a trapped or downed first
responder within a single or multi-
story structure quickly and safely

� Available as a stand-alone system
deployed with or without a SCBA
or integrated into the SCBA

� Rugged, simple to use system
� Handheld receiver can monitor and

scroll up to 36 personal transmitters
� Utilized three visual and audible indicators

to direct the searcher to the victim(s)

� NFPA 2013 Approved
� Provides robust person-to-person

communications
� Contained in a sleek, streamlined

package, the voice amplifier projects
the voice in the direction the user is
facing

� Visual and audible low battery alert

� New AV-3000 HT design
now NFPA 2013 approved

� Designed for advanced
comfort
and improved fit

� Available in a variety of sizes
� Replacement components as well

as air purifying cartridges are also
available

� Clarey’s Safety Equipment can also
perform Quantitative Fit Testing to
insure a proper fit of your existing
or new facepieces
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Please note prices listed do not include shipping or sales tax and are subject to change without notice.
Minimum order charge is $25.00

Clarey’s Safety Equipment is a service center for all of your Scott
equipment including air paks, cameras, cylinders, compressors
and fill stations

Services Available:
� Annual Flow Testing
� Mobile service and repair by factory trained technicians
� Technician level classes
� Eagle 160, Eagle X, Eagle 320 and Eagle Attack camera service center
� Air compressor service and air quality testing
� Hydro testing, Visual Eddy+ and refilling of air cylinders

With the Quantifit’s Redon Procedure; quantitative fit testing has become even more reliable
and with the FitTrack Software, recordkeeping has become even easier and more thorough
Services Available:
� Quantitative testing on a variety of facepieces
� Data logging of results for employees or firefighters utilizing FitTrack Software
� Documentation of results provided in various formats for your files as well as the database being

maintained at our location for added security and backup

Don’t throw away your damaged hose and/or couplings - send your hose to
Clarey’s for recoupling.  We will re-use your existing couplings if possible and
recouple your hose so you can get it back in service economically.
Services Available:
� Recoupling of existing hose utilizing your couplings
� Removing existing couplings and cutting off damaged portion of hose and recoupling section of good

hose to provide a shorter but usable section of hose
� Replacing defective couplings, expansion rings and/or hose gaskets
� Providing custom sections of hose to meet your specific needs
� Providing hose testing services to insure hose meets pressure requirements

Clarey’s Safety Equipment is a service center for Rae, RKI, Scott and 3M/Aim.
We can also service any other major manufacturer’s air monitor.
Services Available:
� Repair
� Re-calibration
� Certified training on air monitoring instruments
� By breaking down the most complicated procedures - Clarey’s can help you better understand your equipment


